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ABSTRACT
The dynamic behavior and the fashion of collapse of a free bubble play a 
significant role in the phenomenon of single cavitation bubble luminescence (SCBL) 
and single bubble sono-luminescence (SBSL), in which light is emitted during its 
breakdown. In SCBL, the bubble is produced by the application of a laser pulse, in the 
host liquid, with a duration of 10'15 sec (femtosecond bubbles) and 10'9 sec (nanosecond 
bubbles). The resulting bubbles have size of the order of 5 and 500 pm, respectively. 
The femtosecond bubbles display severe elongation with regards to the axis of 
symmetry, while light is not emitted during their collapse. In contrast, the nanosecond 
bubbles exhibit almost spherosymmetric shape initially and collapse producing light. A 
parametric study is conducted on the fashion of collapse of bubbles, of various sizes, for 
weak or strong elongation and vanishing small or large internal overpressure, 
considering axisymmetric oscillations with weak viscous effects. Further, an effort is 
made to reproduce, as close as possible, respective SCBL and SBSL experiments, 
aiming to investigate the effect of the initial asymmetry on the fashion of collapse and 
the velocity of the resulting jet during collapse.
Recently, a significant number of applications in diagnostic and therapeutic 
medicine use the ability of microbubbles, encapsulated by an elastic membrane (contrast 
agents), to reflect the ultrasound waves. Initially, a model that predicts the backscatter 
signal of the microbubble as a function of the membrane properties, of the host liquid 
and the width and the frequency of the acoustic disturbances, is presented. This model 
predicts with accuracy the effect of the non linear membrane constitutive law on the 
microbubble response for large acoustic disturbances in comparison to experimental 
measurements.
The control of cohesion of microbubbles is desirable in several applications, 
such as in quantitative evaluation of heart blood flow (contrast perfusion imaging). In 
order to gain understanding regarding its cohesion range, the large-amplitude 
axisymmetric oscillation and collapse of an encapsulated mibrobubble is examined. The 
shear stresses that develop on the membrane due to the bending moments are accounted 
for, based on the shell stability theory, and are determined by the scalar bending 
modulus. This is a measure of the shell resistance to bending and is introduced as an 
additional parameter, due to the anisotropy of the membrane elasticity along the 
interface and perpendicular to it. With the help of stability analysis, it is feasible to 
estimate the range of the parameters for shape oscillations of the microbubble, as well 
as for the buckling of the shell. In combination with the model of the spherosymmetric 
oscillations, a theoretical tool is developed for the characterisation of a microbubble 
with regards to its membrane elasticity, bending resistance and viscosity. Phase 
diagrams are constructed where the regions of stable or unstable oscillation of a 
microbubble are defined. Finally, axisymmetric simulations of the interaction of the 
external flow field and the encapsulated microbubble are performed, implementing a 
hybrid boundary-finite element method, in order to determine the conditions under 
which a jet is created during the oscillation of the microbubble; a phenomenon which is 
observed when a microbubble oscillates near the walls of neighbouring tissues.
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microbubble diameter; S=l, REq = 1.5 pm ,GS = 590 MPa ,δ = 1 nm, 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
1.1 General background
Bubble oscillations and collapse has been a field of research since the early 
twentieth century when Lord Rayleigh1 first studied the spontaneous generation and 
collapse of bubbles, in an effort to explain the damage of propellers of high speed boats 
and submarines. He described the process of cavitation in which bubbles are generated 
as a result of changes in the local pressure field. Such acoustically generated bubbles 
can oscillate quite violently and subsequently collapse and damage the propeller's 
surface. This is a spherosymmetric type of collapse that is predicted by the well-known 
Rayleigh-Plesset equations2 and is associated with the emission of sound during its last 
stages.
Asymmetric bubble collapse was addressed later on3'4 in order to assess the 
destructive effect of jet formation during collapse near a solid boundary. This was 
facilitated by resorting to the boundary integral formulation that requires discretization 
of the bubble-liquid interface and the rigid or free boundaries that interact with the 
bubble, rather than the entire flow domain. This is of course possible in the potential 
flow regime that is applicable to the case of collapsing bubbles. The destructive effect 
of the shock wave that is generated by the spherical implosion of a collapsing bubble 
and of the jet that is formed during asymmetric collapse, have been captured and 
verified experimentally5,6 with high-speed photography and they are both known to 
contribute to plastic deformation of nearby material. Recent advances in computational 
and cinematographic observation techniques have afforded capturing the details of 
collapse and in particular the formation of toroidal7'8 bubbles at jet impact in the 
presence of a solid boundary.
Nowadays, bubble oscillation and collapse is the key factor to a number of 
applications in many fields of technology. Inertia cavitation created by the rapid 
oscillation and collapse of a free bubble, may occur in devices such as propellers and 
pumps and causes a great deal of noise, component damage, vibrations, and loss of 
efficiency. Although cavitation is undesirable in many circumstances, this is not always 
the case. For example, supercavitation is under investigation as a means to envelop 
underwater vehicles by a cloud of cavitating bubbles, thereby reducing or eliminating 
contact with water. Such vehicles can travel significantly faster than conventional 
submarines. Cavitation can also be useful in ultrasonic cleaning devices. These devices 
induce cavitation using sound waves and use the collapse of the cavitation bubbles to 
clean surfaces via shock wave or jet impact. Used in this manner, the need for 
sometimes environmentally harmful chemicals can be reduced in many industrial and 
commercial processes that require cleaning as a step. In industry, cavitation is often 
used to homogenize, or mix and break down suspended particles in a colloidal liquid 
compound, such as paint mixtures, or milk. Many industrial mixing machines are based 
upon this design principle. Cavitating water purification devices have also been 
designed, in which the extreme conditions of cavitation can break down pollutants and 
organic molecules. Spectral analysis of light emitted in sonochemical reactions reveal 
chemical and plasma based mechanisms of energy transfer. The light emitted from 
cavitation bubbles is termed sonoluminescence. Cavitation also plays an important role 
for the destruction of kidney stones in shock wave lithotripsy.
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Recently, besides free or cavitation bubbles, whose interface with the host fluid 
is treated as a free surface, a number of applications in medical science make use of the 
ability of contrast agents to reflect the ultrasound waves. Ultrasound contrast agents are 
gas-filled microbubbles that are surrounded by an elastic membrane, in order to prevent 
gas diffusion and dissolution in blood, and that are administered intravenously to the 
systemic circulation. The echogenicity difference between the gas in the microbubbles 
and the soft tissue surroundings of the body is immense. Thus, ultrasonic imaging using 
microbubble contrast agents enhances ultrasound backscatter, or reflection of the 
ultrasound waves, to produce a unique sonogram with increased contrast due to the high 
echogenicity difference. Contrast enhanced ultrasound can be used to image blood 
perfusion in organs, to measure blood flow rate in the heart and other organs, just to 
name a few among a wide variety of applications. In fact, the spectrum of potential 
applications of encapsulated microbubbles in medicine is ever- growing. Targeting 
ligands that bind to receptors characteristic of intravascular diseases (e.g. cancer) can be 
conjugated to microbubbles, enabling the microbubble complex to accumulate 
selectively in areas of interest, such as diseased or abnormal tissues. This form of 
molecular imaging, known as targeted contrast enhanced ultrasound, will only generate 
a strong ultrasound signal if targeted microbubbles bind in the area of interest. Targeted 
contrast enhanced ultrasound can potentially have many applications in both medical 
diagnostics and medical therapeutics. However, the targeted technique has not yet been 
approved for clinical use; it is currently under preclinical research and development.
1.2 Collapse of laser and acoustically induced bubbles
The details of bubble collapse have recently been singled out as a key factor in 
the context of single bubble sono-luminescence9 (SBSL) and single cavitation bubble 
luminescence10 (SCBL) experiments, where light is emitted during the final stages of 
collapse of a bubble that is generated and held captive via acoustic bubble traps or 
strong laser pulses, respectively. The initial shape of bubbles induced via laser pulses is 
easier controlled hence bubbles generated in this fashion are often used as a means to 
examine the effect of sphericity during collapse on the level of light emission1112. Thus, 
it was found11 by comparing the collapse of a free bubble against that of a bubble in the 
vicinity of a solid boundary via a high speed image converted camera, that in the former 
arrangement light emission is stronger owing to the higher sphericity of collapse. In 
fact, it was found that shock-wave emission is not necessarily connected with a 
luminescence event in cases for which collapse was not violent enough, as for example 
in the presence of a nearby solid boundary. The pulse duration in these experiments was 
on the order of a few nanoseconds and the bubbles that were generated had sizes on the 
order of 1 mm while being more or less spherical. More recently employment of 
femtosecond, 10'15 s, laser pulses became possible12 in which case the bubbles that are 
generated are much smaller in size, on the order of a few micrometers, with more 
pronounced asymmetries in their initial geometry, i.e. they exhibited an initial 
elongation along their axis of symmetry. Such bubbles were observed12 to collapse 
asymmetrically in a water solution without any light emission, whereas bubbles 
produced by the nanosecond laser pulses collapsed in a more or less spherosymmetric 
fashion12 and this process was accompanied by strong light emission. Thus, the 
importance of sphericity in SCBL was corroborated. The fact that cavitation
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luminescence needs a highly spherical bubble collapse11,12 bears significance on the 
mechanism behind light emission which may be associated with the formation of a pair 
of diverging-converging shock waves propagating in the host liquid13. In particular, the 
existence of a converging shock wave can account for the temperature and pressure 
conditions that are necessary for light emission at the bubble collapse site. On the other 
hand jet formation is also known to take place during even a mildly aspherical bubble 
collapse both from experimental11,14 and numerical 5,16 studies. In fact, it has been 
shown experimentally that light emission can take place as the jet collides with the 
opposite bubble surface11, provided that the bubble is not originally too close to the 
neighboring solid boundary, and thus jet impact has also been held responsible for light 
emission17, by causing "fracturing" of the surrounding liquid, i.e. water in most cases.
In the case of SBSL, there are theories that claim that neither shock wave 
formation not jet impact is necessary for providing the energy localization that is needed 
for light emission. Recent studies18,19 have shown that adiabatic compression during the 
collapse phase of a bubble that is acoustically trapped and performs stable oscillations, 
is enough for generating the appropriate environment for light emission. On the other 
hand there are theories17,20 that assert that even when the bubble shape is initially 
spherical, asymmetric collapse happens at the last stages giving rise to jet formation and 
impact. Simulations of bubbles translating with a traveling wave exhibit jet formation 
upon collapse, accompanied by the appearance of toroidal bubbles15,21. The experiments 
that have been performed on SBSL cannot clearly demonstrate what pattern prevails at 
the final stages, due to the enormous velocity of the bubble interface as well as to the 
extremely small bubble size at the final collapse stages. Nevertheless, it is believed17 
that, irrespective of the more or less spherical nature of bubble pulsations, sphericity is 
lost during the very last stages of collapse and this is corroborated by experimental 
investigations22,23 indicating that sonolumninescence occurs within a parameter range, 
in terms of bubble size and sound amplitude, that is adjacent to that corresponding to 
shape instabilities.
It is not within the scope of the present study to determine the dominant 
mechanism behind light emission in single cavitation bubble luminescence (SCBL) and 
single bubble sono-luminescence (SBSL). Rather, it is intended at providing a 
parametric study on the details of bubble collapse for different bubble sizes, under 
conditions of weak or strong elongation and vanishing small or large overpressure, and 
at shedding some light on the degree of sphericity and on the mechanics of jet formation 
and impact during bubble collapse by simulating experiments12 with laser and 
acoustically generated bubbles as realistically as possible.
In addition, calculations of the interfacial and jet velocities may enlighten the 
effect of the shock wave on the production of luminescence, even if the present model 
cannot simulate the generated shock wave and doesn't take into account dissipation due 
to compressibility. It is also interesting to correlate the appearance of shape instabilities, 
as predicted asymptotically24,25 for acoustically levitated bubbles, with shape 
deformation and break-up as predicted numerically when the assumption of 
spherosymmetry is relaxed and the effect of viscous dissipation inside the boundary 
layer surrounding the bubble is taken into account.
In a different context, it is of interest to investigate the possibility that during 
bubble collapse or break-up universalities exist that may or may not be of the same 
nature as those obtained in the case of capillary pinch-off of initially elongated inviscid 
drops26,27. Clearly, the existence of volume oscillations in the case of bubbles
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complicates the dynamics and the initial energy allocation between the breathing mode 
and higher modes corresponding to shape deformation will play an important role in the 
long-time behavior of the bubble. As will be seen in the following sections, for small 
initial overpressures and moderate initial elongations bubble break-up will occur when 
the Reynolds number, based on the bubble size, surface tension and liquid viscosity, 
becomes larger than a threshold value. For axisymmetric bubbles with fore-aft 
symmetry, during break-up two countercurrent jets are formed on either side of the axis 
of symmetry connecting the two poles, that impinge upon each other on the equatorial 
plane which is also a plane of symmetry in this case. The final stages of the break-up 
process closely resemble the dynamics of two colliding drops28 despite the absence of 
the strong lubricating effect of the pressure inside the bubble. In addition, the relevant 
time and space scales at this stage of the motion do not depend on the initial conditions 
of the problem and seem to obey the same universal law that governs capillary pinch-off 
of elongated drops.
A hybrid boundary-finite element method is used in order to solve for the 
velocity potential and shape deformation of axisymmetric bubbles. Weak viscous 
effects are included in the computations by retaining first-order viscous terms in the 
normal stress boundary condition and satisfying the tangential stress balance. Details on 
the model equations and assumptions as well as the numerical methodology and the 
relevant dimensionless parameters are given in a following chapter.
1.3 Oscillations and collapse of encapsulated microbubbles (contrast agents)
subject to ultrasound
In recent years, a large number of ultrasound biomedical applications make use of or 
come across of micro-bubbles effects. Such bubbles can either arise spontaneously in an 
irradiated object, biological tissue, blood, an aqueous suspension of biological cells, 
etc., or be injected into the object encapsulated as contrast agents in order to enhance 
the ultrasound scatter from it29,30. In the following, we will refer to such bubbles as 
micro-bubbles or contrast agents in order to distinguish them from free or cavitation 
bubbles. Today such micro-bubbles are clinically established markers of vascularity and 
are used for quantitative blood flow and volume measurements30. Ongoing research has 
revealed their potential for quantification of microvasculature and perfusion31. Clinical 
applications for contrast-enhanced ultrasound expand beyond perfusion imaging. Recent 
developments of site-targeted micro-bubbles allows for drugs or genes to be carried into 
or onto them, while controlled disturbance or even disruption of their encapsulating 
membrane upon the application of ultrasound fields, appears to enhance focal release32. 
In the same context, the encapsulating membrane of cells that lie in the vicinity of 
cavitating micro-bubbles is subjected to straining that stretches or may even rupture it as 
a result of the tensile strain that develops. It is of great importance to establish the 
critical parameter range, normally the Mechanical Index (MI), for micro-bubble induced 
sonoporation that separates simple straining of the cell membrane accompanied by pore 
opening, from lysis and irreversible damage of the cell, e.g. ultrasound induced 
haemolysis of red blood-cells33.
Proper understanding of the physical mechanism of the above applications 
requires modelling of the pulsation and deformation of insonated micro-bubbles, alone 
and in the vicinity of biological cells or tissue. Efficient acquisition and processing of
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the scattered pressure signal is the determining factor in modern perfusion imaging 
modalities. The common approach of most studies modelling contrast agents is a direct 
transfer of the achievements of classical physical acoustics to biological systems. In the 
pioneering studies of micro-bubble pulsations in blood flow, contrast agents are 
commonly described by various forms of the Rayleigh-Plesset equation34,35,36. In one of 
the earlier attempts to model a contrast agent Church34 used a generalized Rayleigh- 
Plesset model that accounted for the finite shell thickness and viscoelastic properties. In 
this manner he was able to show, in the limit of small amplitude acoustic disturbances 
and using the Kelvin-Voigt constitutive law that predicts the stresses developing on the 
cell membrane for small displacements, the effect of shell properties on the resonance 
frequency and sound attenuation in a liquid containing micro-bubbles. Adopting a 
slightly different approach de Jong et al. and Frinking & de Jong36 modelled the 
micro-bubble shell as a membrane of infinitesimal thickness and used semi-empirical 
laws36 or simple linear models35 for the description of shell elasticity and viscosity. In 
addition they utilized expressions derived from linear theory37 in order to model 
acoustic, thermal and viscous damping of the scattered pressure signal as well as 
damping due to internal shell friction. They contacted simulations in the linear and 
nonlinear regime of acoustic disturbances and thus were able to point out the 
importance of higher harmonics in the scattered signal (signals from contrast agents are 
less susceptible to contamination from higher harmonics than free bubbles due to the 
encapsulating membrane) as well as the effect of viscoelastic properties of the shell on 
the bubble response. Based on sound attenuation and scattering data from direct 
measurements with actual contrast agent populations subject to weak acoustic 
disturbances, they were able to obtain an estimate for the shell elasticity modulus and 
friction. However, upon comparing the predictions of their model with the available 
scattering data obtained at higher acoustic pressures, they reported failure to predict the 
dependence of scattering cross section on increasing acoustic pressure. Sboros et al.3ii 
reached a similar conclusion when they compared the same models against their own 
measurements. In the same study as well as elsewhere39 it was seen that when the 
Gilmore and Herring models40 were employed better predictions for high acoustic 
pressured were possible. The Gilmore and Herring models are essentially adaptations of 
the classical Rayleigh-Plesset model describing free bubble oscillations, which account 
for liquid compressibility when large or very large fluid velocities develop as a result of 
the pulsating micro-bubble, respectively40. The above models as well as other models 
that account for the non-Newtonian properties of blood41 are successful in predicting 
micro-bubble behavior within a certain parameter range, but they fail to provide reliable 
predictions over wide ranges of the relevant parameters as they are characterized by a 
significant degree of empiricism in the description of the membrane. An effort towards 
a more rigorous theoretical description of radial pulsations of micro-bubbles in blood 
flow was made by Khismatullin & Nadim42. In that study the radial motion of a micro­
bubble that is encapsulated by a viscoelastic membrane and surrounded by a slightly 
compressible viscoelastic liquid was examined, assuming that the viscoelastic properties 
of the shell and the liquid are described by the Kelvin-Voigt and the 4-constant Oldroyd 
models, respectively. In this fashion they were able to calculate resonance frequencies 
and damping coefficients for linearly pulsating micro-bubbles. As was already shown 
elsewhere34, 3, because of membrane elasticity resonance occurs at higher frequencies 
than for the case free bubbles. In addition, it was seen that the resonance frequency also 
depends significantly on viscous damping in the host liquid. However, their theory42 is
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restricted to small-amplitude oscillations only, hence the effect of the appearance of 
higher harmonics and sub harmonics was restricted to the second harmonic response. As 
was already seen this is a recurring issue with models of contrast agents, namely their 
predictive value at large acoustic pressures.
The above models as well as other models that are extensively used in the 
literature, e.g. the Church-Hoff model44, are obtained by the Kelvin-Voigt model, 
originally proposed by Church34, when the shell thickness is taken to be much smaller 
than its radius. Such models are only valid for small shell displacements, strictly 
speaking, they are successful in predicting micro-bubble behavior within a certain 
parameter range, but they fail to provide reliable predictions over wide ranges of the 
relevant parameters because they are restricted by the validity range of the membrane 
description. As an alternative approach, following Edwards et al.45, Chatterjee & 
Sarkar46 and Sarkar et al.47 modeled the effect of shell dilatational elasticity through 
interfacial tension and its variation with shell interfacial area, while also including the 
effect of dilatational shell viscosity through a Newtonian viscoelastic model for the 
membrane material. The above authors discuss the merits of this approach in 
comparison with the Church-Hoff model, but they also point out the need to account for 
material softening as a result of excessive area dilatation when large acoustic 
disturbances or very large frequencies are employed. At this point, it should be stressed 
that all the above models ignore changes in the material with varying MI, adopting a 
type of Hooke’s law for the material’s mechanical behaviour. However, most materials 
exhibit a varying elasticity modulus when they are subject to external disturbances of 
increasing intensity or increasing frequency. Thus, there are materials, called strain 
hardening, whose stress-strain relationship exhibits a steeper slope as deformations 
increase, corresponding to an increased apparent elasticity modulus. A characteristic 
example of this type of material is that of the lipid bi-layer that forms the red blood cell 
membrane as well as certain polymers that are used in the manufacturing of contrast 
agents. On the other hand, if the stress-strain slope is reduced as deformations increase 
the material is called strain softening, e.g. rubber is a characteristic example. Such 
behaviour is accounted for by the constitutive law describing the membrane material. 
The Skalak law48 belongs to the class of constitutive laws describing materials that are 
strain hardening by nature and it is widely used49 for describing the mechanical 
behavior of the red blood cell membrane, while the Mooney-Rivlin law is a often used 
to characterize strain softening materials. The importance of these material properties 
has already been recognized in the modeling of blood cells or capsules in general50, 
where by the term capsule we refer to drops surrounded by an elastic membrane. Such 
particles are often produced by the pharmaceutical or the cosmetic industry. A number 
of studies with simulations of blood cells or capsules, based on the above membrane 
properties among other aspects of the proposed model, have appeared in the last two 
decades with significant success in explaining their actual dynamic behavior49'50,51'52. 
Emelianov et al. took into consideration the effect of different constitutive laws on the 
dynamics of a gas bubble, when the surrounding elastic medium extends to infinity. It is 
the scope of the present study to introduce this perspective in the literature of contrast 
agent modeling. It should also be stressed that all the existing studies neglect the effect 
of membrane residual stresses. In other words, even though a micro-bubble may be at 
equilibrium its membrane may carry residual stresses, possibly as a result of a previous 
measurement cycle or in the form of residual stresses after their encapsulation process is 
over. The effect of residual stresses on the micro-bubble response is expected to be
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larger when a membrane constitutive law is used that deviates from Hookean behavior. 
This is due to the fact that such material behavior alters the apparent membrane 
elasticity, which is a parameter that determines the micro-bubble dynamic behavior.
Microbubble destruction is the key to many of the techniques used or under 
evaluation in the clinic. For example, by destroying contrast microbubbles with a high- 
amplitude acoustic pulse and then observing the refill of microbubbles at lower acoustic 
pressure levels, information on the kinetics of flow can be obtained. Contrast 
enhancement will return to regions of rapid flow faster than to regions of slow flow. 
Wei31 introduced the concept of using the destruction of microbubbles and the rate of 
signal return to map perfusion quantitatively. In recent years, this technique has been 
applied in a number of organs54,35. The acoustic rupture of contrast microbubble shells 
has also been proposed as a means to release more strongly-scattering, free bubbles that 
provide a short-lived but unique acoustic signature for imaging56. Several researchers 
are exploring microbubbles as drug delivery vehicles, which can be concentrated in a 
specific area for localized treatment57. Local, controlled delivery of drugs such as 
chemotherapeutic agents which can be systemically toxic should significantly reduce 
undesirable side effects. Researchers have shown that encapsulated microbubbles 
designed for transporting therapeutic agents can be ruptured with an acoustic pulse58. 
Such acoustic delivery could be applied to contrast microbubbles concentrated at a 
desired treatment site in vivo. At the same time there exist applications, such as 
sonoporation59, where microbubble cohesion is preferred.
The general goal of this study is to emphasize the flow structure interaction 
aspect of contrast agent dynamics by cross-examining the effect of non-linearity in the 
membrane viscoelastic behavior along with that of external liquid attributes such as 
viscosity, compressibility and nonlinearity in the acoustic disturbance. As a first step in 
this direction, the model employed for the description of a free spherosymmetric 
bubble60 that properly accounts for weak compressibility of the surrounding liquid when 
the Mach number is small but non-zero, is coupled with different constitutive laws 
modelling the encapsulating shell. The latter is modelled as a membrane of small or 
infinitesimal thickness via one of the three membrane constitutive laws that were 
mentioned above, i.e. the Kelvin-Voigt, Mooney-Rivlin and Skalak laws. It should be 
noted that the last two laws formally collapse to the Kelvin-Voigt model as the 
membrane displacement tends to zero. The fluid and structure problems are coupled at 
the microbubble interface where stress continuity is imposed.
In order to define the threshold of the external disturbances above which the 
microbubble breaks up, as well as the number of the free bubble fragments, one has to 
relax the assumption of spherosymmetry in the model by allowing axisymmetric or 
three-dimensional deformation of the interface with infinitesimal thickness. Similar 
studies have been conducted using boundary elements techniques in order to investigate 
the dynamic behavior of a red blood cell or capsule49,61 when Re—>0. The present study 
aims at establishing the range of cohesion and the collapse mechanism such as, static 
buckling, dynamic buckling, Rayleigh - Taylor instability or parametric instability, 
rapture of the membrane due to excessive tensile tensions, for a pulsating micro-bubble 
whose membrane follows the Mooney-Rivlin or Skalak law. If possible, we also wish 
to predict the number of the ensuing fragments allowing axisymmetric deformation of 
the interface.
The stability of spherical microbubble pulsations is first examined with regards 
to external acoustic disturbances. In this case, infinitesimal deformations in the
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microbubble shape are imposed in a similar fashion with M.S. Plesset62 and it is 
examined whether the spherical surface is stable, or whether non-spherical shape 
perturbations should be expected to grow as the microbubble pulsates. In addition, the 
stability of periodic sphosymmetric pulsations is examined, in a manner similar to that 
previously employed for free bubbles63. The elastic stresses that develop on the shell 
due to the bending moments are accounted for, based on the shell stability theory64, and 
are determined by the scalar bending modulus, kBdim. This is a measure of the shell
resistance to bending and is introduced as an additional parameter, due to the anisotropy 
of the membrane elasticity along the interface and perpendicular to it65. Once this 
parameter is known the resonance frequencies for shape oscillations of the microbubble 
could be predicted as well as conditions for its break-up could be established. The two 
constitutive laws that are employed in the spherosymmetric model are implemented 
here also.
Finally, a numerical model is developed, implementing a hybrid boundary-finite 
element method in order to solve for the velocity potential and shape deformation of an 
axisymmetric microbubble, coupled with an axisymmetric viscoelastic model for the 
encapsulating shell. The latter is taken to be a thin shell with anisotropic elasticity along 
the interface, membrane elasticity, and perpendicular to it, bending elasticity. Details of 
collapse are investigated in connection with the interfacial topology, e.g. conditions for 
jet formation are sought in the parameter range of interest to medical applications.
1.4 Structure of the dissertation
As a first step towards simulating laser induced bubbles, the study in chapter II 
focuses on the break-up process of bubbles that are initially elongated along their axis of 
symmetry. The amount of initial overpressure is assumed to be either vanishing or 
small. In this fashion, an effort will also be made to examine the dynamics of bubble 
collapse for possible universalities. More specifically, in section II. 1 the governing 
equations for the problem of the nonlinear oscillations and collapse of elongated 
bubbles subject to weak viscous effects are presented. The motion is decomposed in an 
irrotational part that is described via a boundary-integral representation66, section 11.1.1, 
and in a rotational part that is described via a boundary layer approach that is valid for 
weak viscous effects67, section II. 1.2. In section II. 1.3, the variation of the total energy 
of the system is obtained including the effect of dissipation, and is used as an integral 
check on the accuracy of our calculations. Next, in section II.2, the numerical solution 
of the problem is presented and convergence tests along with validation tests are given. 
In section II.3, an extensive account of the results that were obtained numerically is 
presented and the effect of the basic parameters is discussed. Bubbles possessing fore- 
aft symmetry along the symmetry axis are examined and their long-term dynamic state 
is calculated as a function of the initial elongation, S, and Reynolds number, Re. 
Micron-sized bubbles are investigated and this size is reflected in the dimensionless 
static pressure in the far-field, PSt = Pgt/(2a/R), as well as in
Re = Oh~' = (Rap/μ2)'11 ; R is the radius of a spherical bubble with the same volume 
as the initial volume of the elongated bubble, P^, is the far Field pressure taken to be
equal to the atmospheric pressure, p and μ denote the density and viscosity, 
respectively, of the surrounding fluid taken to be water and σ denotes surface tension 
taken to be the interfacial air-water tension throughout this study. The effect of small
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internal overpressures as well as that of initial asymmetries is also presented, while in 
section 11.4 the results are discussed in the context of previous studies.
In chapter III, the details of nonlinear oscillations and collapse of elongated 
bubbles, subject to large internal overpressure are studied. In section III. 1, a brief 
account is given of the specific features of the problem treated in this study, i.e. initial 
conditions and parameter range. In addition, the context in which the experiments with 
laser bubbles12 (SCBL) are simulated here is outlined. In section III.2, a parametric 
study is carried out, of the process of bubble collapse in the appropriate parameter range 
determined by initial elongation, internal bubble overpressure, bubble size and 
viscosity. Different modes of collapse are obtained and the existence of universalities 
during pinch-off is investigated. In section III.3 an attempt is made to identify the types 
of bubble behavior obtained in the parametric study of section III.2 in the simulations of 
specific experiments with laser bubbles. The importance of initial elongation and 
overpressure on the details of bubble collapse will be emphasized, e.g. degree of 
sphericity during collapse and jet formation and impact, depending on the level of initial 
disturbances. Finally, in section III.4 conclusions will be drawn and directions for future 
research will be outlined.
In chapter IV, the details of nonlinear oscillations and collapse of acoustically 
driven bubbles (SBSL) are studied. In section IV. 1, a brief account is given of the 
specific features of the problem of SBSL and results of simulations are shown obtained 
at conditions similar with experiments where luminescence takes place. The pattern of 
shape deformation, parametric vs. Rayleigh-Taylor instability, and collapse is captured, 
and the evolution of the interfacial and jet velocities during the last stages of collapse 
are calculated and compared. Finally, in section IV.2 the importance of initial 
elongation on the details of bubble collapse is emphasized, e.g. degree of sphericity 
during collapse and jet and microbubble formation depending on initial asymmetry, and 
conclusions are drawn.
In chapter V, the non-linear radial oscillations of encapsulated microbubbles 
subject to ultrasound are studied. A detailed account of the model employed for the 
description of the micro-bubble is given in section V.l. The numerical methodology is
briefly presented in section V.2. It is the same approach that was used in a previous
68
study of free bubble oscillations near and above the Blake threshold . The resonance 
frequency and scattering cross section of the micro-bubble are calculated for a wide 
parameter range in section V.3. Finally, in section V.4 conclusions are drawn on the 
relative importance of different aspects of the micro-bubble model, especially in the 
regime of large acoustic disturbances where the impact of the constitutive law on the 
interpretation of certain experimental observations is mostly evident. Finally, future 
directions of contrast agent modelling will be discussed.
In chapter VI, the axisymmetric oscillation and collapse of an encapsulated 
microbubble which is insonated in an inviscid fluid, is studied. The governing equations 
of the problem are presented in section VI. 1, while a brief description of the numerical 
method which is applied for the solution of the equations is invoked in section VI.2. In 
section VI.3, the governing equations of the linearized problem with respect to non 
spherical disturbances are derived based on similar studies23’24, ,63, . In section VI.4, 
the stability of periodic spherosymmetric pulsations is studied through the calculation of 
the eigenvalues of the monodromy matrix69, while in section VI.5 an attempt is made to 
compare with results of shell theory as regards to the appearance of static buckling 
instability. In addition, based on respective experimental observations of a contrast
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agent destruction70, a calibration of the physical properties of microbubble shell through 
the estimation of shear stress modulus and scalar bending modulus, is attempted. 
Different kinds of shape instabilities and collapses which are related to the dynamic 
nature of the microbubble oscillation are identified, such as the dynamic buckling and 
the parametric instability, while phase diagrams for an encapsulated microbubble that 
defines the regions marking the onset of instability, are constructed. Simulations of 
encapsulated bubbles are also conducted aiming at capturing extreme shape 
deformations, i.e. jet formation and details of break-up. Finally, in section VI.6 
conclusions are drawn and future directions for modeling are posed.
An overview of the problems studied in the frame of this thesis is shown in Table 1. 
In this table the characteristics of the models developed and their applicability to the 
above-discussed cases, are outlined.
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OVERVIEW OF PROBLEMS STUDIED IN THE FRAME OF THIS THESIS
Schematic Model Type Model Applicability Chapter
P' = P' (l + εοοΒωι.Ε)
sss
/i(f=o)=^=o_xi+£y\
Axisymmetric potential flow 
Weak viscous effects,
Lagrangian representation of the 
interface
Free bubble undergoing isothermal 
or adiabatic oscillations 
Response under
(a) Initial elongation and/or internal 
overpressure and
(b) Initial elongation and acoustic 
disturbances
Prediction of the details of the 
bubble collapse under severe 
elongation (universalities)
11
Prediction of the details of the 
bubble collapse under severe 
elongation and internal 
overpressure
Prediction of the unstable 
modes for small deviations 
from sphericity
III
V Axis of Symmetry 1
\Compressible Fluid s'
Incompressible Flow
Prediction of the details of 
bubble collapse under acoustic 
disturbances and initial 
elongation
Prediction of the unstable 
modes for small deviations 
from sphericity
IV
K =P;,(l + ecosmft')
- Incompressible 
Mow near the
microbubble + y N N
- Compressible ,4r
Flow far from
microbubble
■ Compressible Fluid· 
Shelve
Spherosymmetric potential flow 
Coupled shell and fluid dynamics, 
Non Linear elastic constitutive laws, 
Acoustic damping,
External viscous effects, 
Spherosymmetric shell at 
equilibrium
Prediction of the backscatter 
signal from an encapsulated 
microbubble depending on the 
constitutive law of the shell, 
for large shell displacements
V
K =Ps',(l + scosroft')
.....ssr
Compressible Fluid
Axisymmetric potential flow, 
Lagrangian representation of the 
interface
Coupled shell and fluid dynamics, 
Non Linear elastic constitutive laws, 
Axisymmetric shell at equilibrium 
Elastic anisotropy (different bending 
and membrane elasticity)
Stability analysis to small 
axisymmetric interfacial 
perturbations 
Prediction of the 
eigenfrequencies of the 
unstable modes 
Stability of periodic pulsations 
Phase diagrams of the stability 
for specific contrast agents
VI
V Axis of Symmetry M
Incompressible Flow
Prediction of the details of the 
collapse of an encapsulated 
microbubble under acoustic 
disturbances and for large 
deviations from sphericity
Table 1.1: Schematic diagram of the models developed in the context of the thesis.
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CHAPTER II
Weak Viscous Oscillations and Break-up of Elongated Bubbles
The weak viscous oscillations of a bubble are examined, in response to an 
elongation that perturbs the initial spherical shape at equilibrium. The flow field in the 
surrounding liquid is split in a rotational and an irrotational part. The latter satisfies 
the Laplace equation and can be obtained via an integral equation. A hybrid boundary- 
finite element method is used in order to solve for the velocity potential and shape 
deformation of axisymmetric bubbles. Weak viscous effects are included in the 
computations by retaining first-order viscous terms in the normal stress boundary 
condition and satisfying the tangential stress balance. An extensive set of simulations 
was carried out until the bubble either returned to its initial spherical shape, or broke 
up. For a relatively small initial elongation the bubble returned to its initial spherical
state regardless of the size of the Ohnesorge number; Oh = l/2 . For larger
/ \PR(J)
initial elongations there is a threshold value in Oh 1 above which the bubble eventually 
breaks up giving rise to a “donut” shaped larger bubble and a tiny satellite bubble 
occupying the region near the center of the original bubble. The latter is formed as the 
round ends of the liquid jets that approach each other from opposite sides along the 
axis of symmetry, coalesce. The size of the satellite bubble decreased as the initial 
elongation or Oh~' increased. This pattern persisted for a range of large initial 
deformations with a decreasing threshold value of the Oh 1 as the initial deformation 
increased. As its equilibrium radius increases the bubble becomes more susceptible to 
the above collapse mode. The effect of initial bubble overpressure was also examined 
and it was seen that small initial overpressures, for the range of initial bubble 
deformations that was investigated, translate the threshold of Oh 1 to larger values 
while at the same time increasing the size of the satellite bubble.
II.l PROBLEM FORMULATION
We want to investigate the nonlinear oscillations of a bubble that is initially 
elongated along its axis of symmetry from its spherical shape with radius R at static 
equilibrium, figure II. 1. The interior pressure, Pq, may be simultaneously increased but
the magnitude of the disturbance, εΒ , will remain small in the context of this study:
Pg (t = 0)= P0(t = 0_)(1 + εΒ) (II.l)
It should be noted that throughout this study primed letters denote dimensional 
variables. In the absence of any acoustic disturbances, ε=0, the pressure in the far field 
acquires its static value, Ps't,
PI = PJ. (1 + £C0SG)'t), (II.2)
with co[ denoting the dimensional forcing frequency of the disturbance. At equilibrium
the fluid surrounding the bubble is quiescent and the pressure inside the bubble is 
connected to that in the far field via the Young-Laplace equation,
Pi(t = 0.)-Pi=Y (II3)
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Figure II.1: Initial shape of the bubble for the symmetric (_______) and the assymetric
(----- ) case.
The shape of the bubble is assumed to be axisymmetric at all times while the 
disturbed shape at t=0 is characterized by fore-aft symmetry with respect to the 
equatorial plane, in most of the cases examined. In fact, we assume that the disturbed 
shape is that of an ellipsoid
(11.4)
with two equal semi-axis, a=b, in the equatorial plane, y'z , and the third one, c, along 
the axis of symmetry, x , characterizing the extend of initial elongation. For a given 
initial volume, V0, of the disturbed bubble we can calculate through the following 
relationships for the volume of a spherical and an ellipsoidal object, the equivalent 
radius R and the ratio c/R as a function of S=a/R, which is a parameter that will be used 
as a means to control the magnitude of initial elongation,
' (Π-5)V,
4 4
— nR3 = — na2c —» R = 
3 3
1/3
4π
c
R (a/R)2 S2'
After introducing spherical coordinates,
y =r'sin^cos^, z' = r'sin#sin^, x'-r'cos# (II.6)
in equation (II.4), we obtain the following equation describing the initial shape of the 
bubble.
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s
(H.7)r = f (θ, t = θ) =
Vs6 -cos2 θ + sin2 Θ
where the azimuthal angle φ is set to zero without any loss of generality due to 
axisymmetry, and r = r'/R. When S=1 we recover the spherical shape whereas as S 
decreases the imposed elongation along the axis of symmetry becomes stronger. 
Nevertheless, the model presented here allows for asymmetric shapes, with regards to 
the y' axis as well. Such shapes are obtained by constructing an axisymmetric body 
consisting of two hemi-spheres that are attached on each one of the poles and are 
connected in the middle section of the body by a cone with variable radius. For a given 
volume, i.e. fixed R, and total initial elongation, l = 2c/R, we use the ratio between the 
radii of the two hemispheres, k=hi/h2, as a parameter controlling the degree of 
asymmetry. Thus, it can be easily shown that the ratio, s, between the radius, h2, of the 
cone’s smaller hemisphere and R, is related to t and k through the expression
4-2-s3 (k3 + l) + s3 ·(k +1)·(k2 + k + l) 
s2 (k2 + k-t-l)
(11*8)
which uniquely determines the shape of the body (see also figure II. 1). Having 
determined the initial geometry of the bubble the interior overpressure can be estimated 
provided the energy level of the laser pulse is known, possibly from experimental 
investigations. In this chapter we will assume small overpressure levels which amounts 
to small values of parameter 8b.
The dynamics of a bubble subjected to the kind of disturbances presented above 
is normally described through the use of potential theory. If, however, one has to model 
situations with bubble sizes in the order of microns, then viscosity becomes the 
dominant dissipation mechanism and has to be accounted for. For bubbles oscillating in 
water with equilibrium radii ranging between 10 and 1000 pm the inverse Ohnesorge 
number varies, roughly, between 30 and 1000. This is the range of Oh-1 within which a 
theory that takes into account weak viscous effects would be applicable, provided there 
is no large-scale separation taking place in the liquid boundary layer surrounding the 
bubble’s surface.
The equivalent radius R is assigned as the characteristic length of the problem 
thus giving, r = r'/R, f = f'/R, as the dimensionless distance from the origin of the 
spherical coordinate system and dimensionless location of the interface, respectively. In 
the absence of a characteristic velocity, surface tension is used in order to render 
velocity, pressure and time dimensionless,
V = V7(a/R/p)1/2, p = p'/(2o/R), t = t'/(pR3 /σ)1/2. Considering incompressible 
flow the dimensionless equations governing the motion in the ambient fluid and the 
deformation of the bubble read as follows:
Continuity equation expressing the differential mass balance,
V· V = 0; (II.9)
Navier Stokes equations expressing the differential linear momentum balance
- + V.VV = -2VP + OhV2V, (II.10)
dt
where the effect of gravity is dropped due to the small size of the bubbles; kinematic 
condition forcing points on the surface to move with the fluid velocity
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r = rc (Π-11)
where rs denotes the position vector of a material point on the surface of the bubble; 
force balance on the interface,
r =rs : —PGn-(-2P7 + Ohr^j- n = 2Hn - -n^n , (11.12)
where n denotes the outwards pointing unit normal vector with respect to the fluid 
surrounding the bubble, Vs, H, denote the surface gradient and mean curvature on the
5V. SV-
bubble’s interface, respectively, and I, τ = —- + -
dx■ dx;
tensor, respectively;
quiescent flow conditions in the far field, 
r -> oo : V -» 0, P —> Pw = PSt.
the unit and deviatoric stress
(11.13a,b)
Due to negligible density and kinematic viscosity of the gas inside the bubble we take 
the bubble pressure to be uniform and drop the deviatoric part of the stress tensor on the 
side of the gas inside the bubble. In addition, owing to the very short time frame over 
which the phenomena that are investigated in the present study evolve, we can neglect 
heat transfer to and from the surrounding liquid, to a first approximation, and consider 
adiabatic oscillations. Consequently the variation of the bubble pressure with time is 
given by
Po(t = 0)-71 =PG(t)V^(t), (11.14)
the dimensionlesswhere γ denotes the polytropic constant, 1<γ<1.4, and Vg 
instantaneous volume of the bubble; for an adiabatic process γ=1.4.
In order to capture the effect of viscosity for relatively large Oh-1 we first 
decompose the velocity and pressure fields in an irrotational and a rotational part,
V-Q + U (11.15)
P = pir +p (11-16)
where,
u = VO, 0 = Vx A, (II. 17a,b)
with V x u = 0, VA-0;it can be seen that a decomposition of this type is possible for 
any flow field without any loss in generality71. When the flow is characterized by axial 
symmetry the vector potential is of the form,
A = A (r,0)e4 (II. 18)
where εφ is the unit vector in the azimuthal direction. Next we present the formulation 
for the scalar, Φ, and vector potential, A.
II.1.1 Irrotational flow field
Introducing decomposition (11.15) in the continuity equation we obtain, using (II. 17a,b), 
V.u + V.(Vxa)=0->V2O = 0. (11.19)
Thus we recover the well-known result that the scalar velocity potential satisfies the 
Laplace equation. In an effort to capture more complicated bubble shapes for which 
Eulerian description would be multi-valued, we adopt the Lagrangian formulation for
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the description of the motion of particles occupying the bubble’s interface. As the 
irrotational pressure and velocity fields must satisfy Bernoulli’s equation, the latter can 
be combined with the normal force balance in the absence of viscous dissipation,
2Pg ~2pjr = 2H (11.20)
to give the dynamic condition describing the evolution of the velocity potential on the 
bubble’s surface,
1ΡΦ
Ί5Γ δη
+
r2 + r202
+ 2PSt-2P0-2H (11.21)
In the above equation
ϋΦ δΦ _ - , δΦ W2 η,
Dt a a 11
while ξ is a Lagrangian coordinate that identifies particles on the interface and is related 
to the arclength, s, of the interface by
— = (r2+r202)1/2, 0 < ξ < 1; (11.23)
δξ
ξ as a subscript denotes partial differentiation. It should be pointed out that, in the 
context of Lagrangian formulation, both the scalar and the vector velocity potentials, Φ 
and A, as well as the r and Θ coordinates of Lagrangian particles on the interface will be 
functions of ξ. Then, the mean curvature H is given by.
-2H =■
1 sin6(2r20^ +Γξ2) CD ιτξ sin 0
Γ2θξ sin0 h!+rtT δξ >ΑΑΓ_|
(11.24)
Owing to axisymmetry the derivatives with respect to ξ should satisfy the following 
conditions:
δτ_δΦ__^Φ δ2θ 
"
= 0, at ξ = 0,1 (11.25)
δξ δξδη δξ2 
corresponding to the two poles of the coordinate system.
Following Pelekasis & Tsamopoulos66, we recast the Laplace equation in an 
integral form involving quantities evaluated at the interface, i.e. we introduce the 
boundary integral formulation of the Laplace equation:
φ(?>θ, t)+ J[d>(r, Θ, t) - φ(?, Θ, t)]^- (?, Θ, r, θ)τ sin θ(Γξ2 +Γ2θ2)'/^ξ =
o
ί)θ(*',θ, r, sin θ(Γξ2 +Γ2θ2)'^ξ
η δη
(11.26)
where hatted coordinates, f, Θ, depend on the location of the field point ξ and are not 
subject to integration. The above equation relates the scalar velocity potential to its 
normal derivative at the interface and can be obtained by applying Green’s third identity 
on the Laplace equation and allowing the field point, where the potential is evaluated, to 
approach the interface. G and dG/dn denote the axisymmetric free space singular kernel 
of the Laplace equation and its normal derivative, respectively. The latter possesses a 
non-integrable 1/p singularity, with p denoting the distance between the source and field 
points on the bubble’s interface. The difference between the values of the potential at 
the field and source points has been introduced in equation (11.26) in order to
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circumvent this singularity72. It should also be pointed out that the integrals in equation 
(11.26) are line integrals along the instantaneous generating curve of the axisymmetric 
interface between the bubble and the surrounding fluid. As will be seen in section II.3 
this has a beneficial impact in the efficiency of calculations.
II.1.2 Weak viscous effects {Oh <5C 1)
When Oh is small the rotational part of the velocity field forms a boundary layer 
near the bubble’s surface, where dissipation and inertia balance each other, so that the 
boundary condition of zero shear rate is satisfied at the interface. In order to capture this 
effect we introduce a new orthogonal coordinate system based on the arc-length s and 
azimuthal angle cp, as they are defined on the instantaneous position of the interface, and 
the distance, n, along the normal direction on any point in the interface. In this triply 
orthogonal coordinate system consisting of a Lame group of surfaces based on the shape 
of the interface we know73 that the metric along the normal direction is hn=l whereas 
those in the other two directions are, ht -1 + O(n), 1ιφ = rsin0 + O(n) , for an
axisymmetric shape. Consequently, within a boundary layer, where ζ is small, the 
metrics are everywhere the same with those evaluated on the interface. For the same 
reason, the two unit vectors that are tangent to the family of surfaces parallel to the 
interface, and whose direction varies along the normal to the interface, within the 
boundary layer will be, roughly, identical to those defined on the interface. Thus, the 
gradient operator is defined in the boundary layer as,
V = V. +n — + 0(n)« t — + -^-— + n— (11.27) ^- : 
5n
- a
-----h
3s rsin0 5(j)
a .a
 
an
where Vs is the surface gradient defined on the bubble’s interface, t is the unit vector
tangent along the generating curve of the axisymmetric interface and r, Θ, are the 
coordinates that determine the instantaneous shape of the interface. The approximate 
expression for the gradient operator becomes exact when applied on the interface.
Next, following Lundgren & Mansour67 we introduce the decomposition of the 
velocity field in the tangential force balance to get,
t · VV + (vv)Tj-h = t -Vum + h-Vut + t ·νϋ·η + η·νϋ·ί =0. (11.28)
Due to the irrotationality of 0 we get
t · VU · n + n · VU · t = -2t ·Vu·n . (11.29)
Upon introduction of the gradient operator as defined in equation (11.27) and appropriate 
differentiation of the unit vectors we obtain
(11.30)
5U, 5Un f5un r Ϊ ( 52Φ θφΛ+ —- + U L = -2 —- + u.L = -2 +-----L
5n 5s l 5s J ^5n5s 5s )
where L is one of the fundamental magnitudes of the second kind73 (see also the 
appendix for more details on the coordinate system) and t, n as subscripts on U or u 
denote the corresponding component of the velocity vector. Both velocity fields satisfy 
continuity which, when written for the rotational flow field, takes the form,
rsin0 5s
(Utrsin0)- Ur L +
N
r2sin20J Sn
+ -
5U„
0 (11.31)
where N is another fundamental magnitude of the second kind. Since n is small inside 
the boundary layer formed by the rotational velocity field, from equation (11.31) we 
deduce that Ut»Un. Consequently, setting n to be of order δ inside the boundary layer
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and considering that the right hand side of (11.30) is an order one quantity, the normal 
derivative of the tangential component of the rotational velocity field becomes the 
dominant term on the left hand side of equation (11.30), which now reads
au,
5n
-2f 52Φ 5Φ------ + — L
5n5s 5s
υ,=ο(δ) (11.32)
Then, from continuity Un=0(62).
The goal of this approach is to account for the effect of viscosity through the use 
of quantities that are evaluated on the bubble’s surface. To this end we introduce 
equation (11.15) in the equations of motion and get
DU, Dt τ~τ π- - Φ 5 U—--U------+ U -Vu-t =—-Λ-Oh —r1
Dt Dt ds dn
DU, Dn - _ dp d1Un
—--U------+ U Vu n-——Λ-Oh—^
Dt Dt dn dn2
(11.33)
(11.34)
for the tangential and normal directions, respectively, after eliminating the irrotational 
part of the equations and the tangential component of viscous dissipation. Taking into 
account the small thickness of the boundary layer surrounding the interface, the order of 
magnitude of the different velocity components and dropping derivatives along the 
tangential direction taken to be much smaller than those along the normal, we obtain an 
estimate for the size of the boundary layer, 5~Oh1/2, and the rotational part of the 
pressure, p-δ2, while equation’s (11.33) and (11.34) become,
DU'- + U,t Vut = Oh+ 0(S2) (11.35)
(11.36)
Dt ' dn1
Utt · — -U,t - Vu - η =-^ + 0(δ2).
1 Dt 1 dn
Employing equation (11.17b) the components of U can be expressed in terms of the
vector potential A as,
dA „ 1 dut=- Un =· (rsinGA), (11.37)
dn rsinG 5s
which makes A an 0(δ ) quantity. Next, we substitute the above expressions in the 
equations of motion, (11.35) and (11.36), and integrate across the boundary layer, where 
the vortical part of the velocity and pressure fields vanish, to get the variation of the 
vector potential with time as well as the pressure on the surface of the bubble:
(11.38)= A(n-Vu-h — t ■ Vu t )-Oh^-L 
Dt ' dn
p = A(t · VG · η) (11.39)
Finally, we introduce the irrotational normal force balance in equation (11.12) to get the 
corrected expression for the evolution of the scalar velocity potential including week 
viscous effects 
ΟΦ ~2
Dt
= — + 2P„-2Pa+2p-2H-20h(hVu-h). (11.40)
As mentioned in the beginning of this subsection this approach was first introduced by 
Lundgren & Mansour and has been used ever since by other investigators as well, 
most notably Boulton-Stone & Blake74.
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Before we summarize the equations that we solve in order to capture the 
dynamic behavior of the bubble, we have to emphasize that we work with variables that 
are evaluated on the surface and that can be calculated by solving the interfacial 
equations presented above. For example, the tangential component of the vortical part of 
the velocity field is given via the normal derivative of the vector potential. The latter 
cannot be obtained by solving a differential equation defined solely on the interface. 
Consequently, since the location of a free surface is determined purely by its normal 
velocity, with the tangential component operating as a mapping function that controls 
the relative position of the Lagrangian particles on the free surface, we move the 
particles in the following fashion
— = u + Un . (11.41)
dt
Consequently, instead of material points we refer to marker points that move 
according to the above expression without any loss in accuracy as far as the bubble 
shape is concerned. In terms of spherical coordinates, through which we describe the 
position of the particles, we have 
dr = (un+Un)r0s +utrs d0 _ utr0s -(un+Un)rs 
dt iU +U0
2q2 dt 4K + U02n2
(I1.42a,b)
where subscript s denotes partial differentiation with respect to the arc-length s of the
d 5
generating curve of the axisymmetric interface and — = — + (u + Unh)· V . In the same
fashion and in order to move the particles in a consistent manner, the equations 
describing the evolution of the scalar and vector potential become
άΦ _ u2 
dt 2 
dA
+ uJJn + 2Pm - 2PG +2A(j■ Vu-n^-2H-20h(n-Vu-ή)
dt
= A^h-Vu η-ΐ-Vu ■t'j-Oh
dU,
dn
(11.43)
(11.44)
In the last equation the additional term Un — has been dropped from the right
dn
hand side as it is of higher order, 0(δ3). Overall, equation’s (II.42a,b), (11.43), (11.44), 
along with the integral equation (11.26), equation (11.14) that prescribes the variation of 
the pressure inside the bubble, the boundary conditions due to axisymmetry, i.e. 
equation (11.25) with the additional condition of vanishing vector potential at the poles, 
Α(0,ί)=Α(π,ΐ)=0, and the initial conditions (II. 1), (II.2), (II.7) and (II.8) provide the 
complete formulation of the dynamic behavior of the bubble. All the variables that are 
involved are evaluated on the surface, which, in view of the axisymmetry, renders the 
problem one-dimensional. More details on the proper evaluation of the variables in the 
frame of the boundary fitted coordinate system that is used, are given in the Appendix.
II.1.3 Energy variation
Starting from the identity
Jjj— V2d>dV = 0, (11.45)
and performing integration by parts we obtain
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(11.46)
π-δΦ δΦ 
ν dt δη dA4wfN!K=°
Invoking the Reynolds transport theorem we get,
J_ d_ 
2 dt
+ +U,)dA (11.47)
Finally, integration by parts on the left hand side integral and introduction of the 
dynamic boundary condition (11.43) provides the energy balance for the dynamics of the 
bubble
1A
2 dt #0^dA“^fu!u"dA+#F(2H+2P»“2P>^A =
δΦ
δη δη
rr„ δΦ .. z γγοψ cu„ tA 
qd2p — dA-------cn-------- -^-dA.
AJ r)r\ R a JJ p)ry r)r\dn
2_
Re
ΓδΦ δυ
(11.48)
δη δη
/Λ /Λ
The first two integrals on the left hand side signify variations in the total kinetic 
energy of the system including the effect of the vortical velocity field. The first integral 
on the right hand side represents energy loss due to the rotational part of the pressure 
whereas the second integral represents classical dissipation due to vorticity near a zero
shear surface. In the limit as Re=Oh 
bubble oscillations is recovered.
-i tends to infinity the energy balance for inviscid66
dt
<£[φ — dA + cfjdA + V
f
δη Po +
2P*
γ-ι
-o (11.49)
II.2 NUMERICAL SOLUTION
The numerical solution of the equation set presented at the end of section II. 1.2 
is obtained in a fashion similar to the one adopted by Pelekasis & Tsamopoulos66 for the 
case of two interacting bubbles. More specifically, the Boundary Integral formulation 
was used in the Eulerian frame of reference, in order to establish a connection between 
the scalar potential and its normal derivative at the interface, whereas the Lagrangian 
representation was adopted for the motion of surface marker points in order to capture 
the evolution with time of the scalar and vector potentials. This requires solution of 
partial differential equations involving time and only one spatial dimension, as a 
combined result of axisymmetry and the use of boundary integral formulation. To this 
end, the azimuthal dependence has been integrated out of Eq. (11-26) thus leaving an 
integral equation of the first kind for the normal derivative of the scalar potential, given 
the potential, defined along the generating curve of the bubble’s surface. Since the early 
studies in modeling cavitating bubbles75 next to a solid or a free surface the boundary 
integral method has extensively been used for capturing bubble oscillations, collapse or 
breakup21,76. For a review article on the boundary integral method for potential flow 
problems and comparative studies on the efficiency of different boundary integral 
formulations the interested reader is referred elsewhere77,78.
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II.2.1 Finite-Element Implementation
The Galerkin/finite-element method is used for transforming the kinematic and 
dynamic boundary conditions from partial differential equations to initial value 
equations.To this end, the corresponding unknown variables (τ,θ,Φ,Α) are represented
as a finite sum of unknown coefficients multiplied by a set of prespecified basis 
functions that are nonzero only over a few elements of the domain. The weak 
formulation results upon multiplication of Eqs. (II.42a,b), (11.43) and (11.44) by each 
basis function in turn and integration over the domain. Integration by parts is also 
carried out whenever it is possible in order to eliminate the second derivative, appearing 
in the surface curvature term. Four Gauss integration points are used for the evaluation 
of integrals over each element. This ensures that any numerical error is controlled by the 
interpolation of unknown functions rather than by numerical integration79.
The cubic B-splines are used as a basis functions which are nonzero over four elements 
at most and guarantee continuity of the function along with its first and second 
derivatives80. Since B,\ξ = £y) Φ δή , the coefficients, ai,bj,ci,dj of the B-spline 
representation
N+1
ι'(ξ>*)='Σα<(ί)Βι(ξ)>/=o
N+l
»(#·<)=ΣΜ<) b, (ξ),
Ί (Π.50)
Φ(ί.') = ΣΜ')3(ί).
/=0 
N+\
Λ(ί.ή=ΣάΜ)ΒΜ)·
/=0
are different from the values of the unknown functions at the nodes. Consequently, this 
representation will require an additional matrix multiplication in order to obtain the 
nodal values of the functions. The coefficients corresponding to fictitious nodes outside 
the domain, namely, a0,aN+l,b0,bN+vc0,cN+],d0,dN+l are expressed in terms of
coefficients in the interior nodes by using boundary conditions. Since B-splines extend 
over four elements, they give rise to a banded matrix with a bandwidth of seven and 
require more calculations for the construction of the system matrix. These small 
disadvantages are outweighed by the increased accuracy and smoothness of the solution. 
This is because B-splines are 0(h4) and 0(h3) accurate in interpolating a smooth 
function and its first derivative, respectively.
II.2.2 Boundary-Element Implementation
The boundary integral equation (11.26) is descretized in a fashion similar to that 
of the differential equations previously described, and the corresponding unknown is 
written as
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on ι=ο
By letting the field point ξ approach each one of the nodal points and integrating 
through all the elements related to the source point ξ, N equations are obtained. The
axisymmetric kernels G and 5%„are given in spherical coordinates as
c_ K(m) (11.51)
π4αf b
and
dG dG 5G 1
— = n------ 1- na--------r
dn ' dr θ δθ κ{ξ)
(ίΗ(ί)
2 rn^la + b a-b
E(m)~ K(m) n. +
r(4) 4 cos [#(£)] sin ) dK sin \β(ξ)+θ(ξ) K ( m\
ns]a + b a + b dm a-b
^ v)
(11.52)
where,
a = r2 (£) + r2 (|)-2/-(^)/-(|)cos[^(4:)]cos #(|)
b = 2r(t)r(t)s‘m[0{t)]s'm[e(£)\ (11.53)
m =
2b 
a + b
and K(m) and E(m) are the elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively. 
These integrals are approximated with less than 2xl(T8 error by the expressions
A(w) = Z/W+in — Zc.w/'
/-o
f 1 N
(Π.54)
e(™)=\+ς D-w;+|n — Σ Eim'i
\ "Ί y ‘
where m, = l-mand At,Cn DI,EI are constants given in [81]. When the field point ξ 
coincides with one of the source points ξ , the G kernel exhibits a logarithmic
, . X f \
singularity of the form In
ya-b
= In I x-x
, while the kernel exhibits a
stronger singularity of the form |x-x| . The former term is integrated by resorting to a
12-point logarithmic quadrature [79]. The latter term is rendered regular by the 
procedure described in the previous section. The remaining regular terms are integrated 
using the normal Gaussian quadrature with varying numbers of Gauss points as 
suggested in [82], For further details, see Pelekasis et al.[72]
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Despite the fact that reliable solvers of the full Navier-Stok.es equations have 
also been developed the boundary integral method is still widely applied due to its 
superiority in capturing details of severely deformed interfaces, with high accuracy and 
minimum computational effort. The weak viscous correction of the boundary integral 
method, such as the one employed here, extends the validity of the standard potential 
theory formulation, to the extent that large displacement thickness effects are not 
present. This would be the case, for example, in situations with massive flow separation 
where the wake structure plays a central role in the dynamics, in which case resorting to 
the full Navier-Stokes becomes necessary. In the present study the appearance of liquid 
jets moving along the direction of elongation might entail such phenomena, but they 
occupy very thin regions and evolve very abruptly for any significant displacement 
thickness effect to alter the dynamic behavior captured by our numerical solution.
II.2.3 Integration in Time
The fourth order explicit Runge-Kutta time integration scheme was employed 
due to its better stability characteristics72. In fact, it was seen that, for small initial 
deformations, doubling the number of elements along the interface required, roughly, a 
four times smaller time step for numerical stability. Solution of the unknowns of the 
problem is done sequentially. Once the complete state of the bubble is known at a 
certain time instant the surface marker points are moved in the manner prescribed by 
equations (II.42a,b) and their new coordinates are obtained. The updated values of the 
two potential functions are obtained in the same way. Next, using the boundary integral 
equation (11.26) we get the normal derivative of the scalar potential. Finally the bubble 
volume is calculated, the interior pressure is advanced and the procedure is repeated 
until the bubble either breaks up or eventually returns to its equilibrium spherical shape. 
We are particularly interested in the dynamics of collapse or break-up. As explained in 
the following, mesh regridding takes place as time advances in order to prevent 
concentration of the marker points in certain regions of the interface leaving the rest of 
the interface misrepresented. Subsequently, the time step is adapted so that numerical 
stability is preserved.
Owing to the initial elongation and subsequent surface deformation, marker 
points are distributed in such a way as to prohibit large discrepancies in the element 
length while providing accurate discretization in regions of large curvature. This is 
accomplished by positioning the marker points along the interface so that the integral83
j(l + if|-2//|)(r;+r2^)^ (11.55)
0
is minimized; d is a parameter controlling the concentration of grid points in regions of 
high curvature. It ranges from 1 O'2 to 10‘3 as the number of elements increases from 80 
to 160. Decreasing d amounts to reducing the emphasis placed upon curvature 
variations while regridding. As a result of this procedure the time step has to be adapted 
in order to maintain stability of the numerical scheme and properly resolve the capillary 
waves that arise as part of the dynamics of bubble deformation.
Initially, the dynamics is characterized by the high curvature regions around the 
two poles where the dimensionless radius of curvature is the smallest. Balancing the 
dynamic pressure with surface tension forces provides the proper time scale in this 
region as
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τ - ρΚ (11.56)
where Ro is the radius of curvature at the two elongated tips of the bubble. 
Consequently, in order to capture the dynamics in the early stages of the motion as 
parameter S decreases, since the minimum element size Asmin decreases with regridding, 
the time scale should also be decreased following the 3/2 power law mentioned above, 
At ~ (Asmn )3/2. This universal scaling law was also obtained in [27] in the context of
capillary pinch-off of drops. In the present study the effect of initial elongation has to be 
accounted for as well. In practice, in order to respect the stability requirements of the 
Runge-Kutta time integrator which were found elsewhere72 to obey a quadratic law, 
At ~ As*in , and to account for the decreasing radius of curvature as parameter S 
decreases, in the simulations to be presented hereafter the time step was initially set to 
At = As*jnS. This scaling was found to be appropriate in the beginning of the bubble 
motion. Once the simulation commences, for a given value of S, the time step is adapted 
according to the following law:
At"
At0
As™
As0
H"
H°
(11.57)
where Hmjn is the minimum mean radius of curvature on the bubble’s surface and a an 
adjustable parameter that is initially set to one. As time evolves, the time step has to be 
further reduced due to the appearance of two high-speed jets approaching each other 
along the axis of symmetry, hence parameter a has to be increased accordingly. During 
collapse areas with very small radius of curvature appear in the form of dimples that 
eventually touch at the equatorial plain. Accurate resolution of such areas requires 
further remeshing and time step adaptation, which is performed by further increasing a 
which had to become as large as 3 and 4. More specifically, in the beginning of the 
simulation the time step was in the order of 10'5 whereas during collapse it had to be 
dropped to 10'8.
It should also be stressed that, for calculations with finite Oh'1, marker points are 
used for tracking the evolution of the interface instead of Lagrangian particles. This is a 
result of our inability to evaluate the tangential component of the vortical velocity field 
solely based on quantities that are defined on the boundary. Nevertheless, this does not 
restrict the validity of our results since the shape of a free surface can always be found 
from information regarding the normal component of the velocity of particles residing 
on the interface. The tangential component simply acts as a function that maps points 
between the previous and the current location of the interface. This is a well-known 
result that has been used by previous investigators84 in order to optimize the 
distribution of the grid points on the interface and avoid grid distortion. In the present 
study the potential part of the tangential component of the velocity of surface particles is 
used for updating the position of the interface, along with the normal component of the 
potential and vortical parts, without any compromise in numerical accuracy.
Numerical calculation of the azimuthal component of the vector potential, 
involves interpolation of second order derivatives of the scalar potential in a manner 
that is not amenable to reduction of order via integration by parts. Consequently, as the 
simulation proceeds, short wave instabilities tend to appear whose wavelength is on the 
order of minimum element size. Such short wave instabilities often appear in high Oh'1
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calculations67,72 and cannot be eliminated with mesh refinement alone. The standard 
procedure in order to circumvent this problem is to implement filtering of the higher 
modes while monitoring the energy of the system so that it is dissipated appropriately. 
Inviscid calculations do not exhibit such instabilities hence filtering is avoided. 
However, in all the simulations to be presented in the following where Oh'1 is taken to 
be large but finite, after a certain number of time steps the vector potential is filtered by 
introducing the fourth order derivative with respect to ξ,
dA _ d4A 
dt~A 9ξ4 '
(11.58)
The above equation is discretized with the second order accurate fully implicit scheme,
AAt-(A'j+2-4A;+I+6a;-4a;_,+a;_2) , (11.59)A’=A +-
Αξ
which possesses improved stability characteristics; λAt I Αξ4 was set to a large value, 
typically between 100 and 1000, for stability reasons. As will be seen in the numerical 
tests presented in the end of this section, this methodology allows for accurate and 
efficient evaluation of the vortical part of the flow, which is essential for handling weak 
viscous effects.
Another important aspect of the numerical methodology that is employed here 
has to do with the use of symmetry with respect to the equatorial plane in order to 
reduce the storage requirements and processing time for given level of accuracy. When 
the shape of the bubble is expected to remain symmetric throughout the simulation, the 
domain of discretization can be halved so that it includes only one of the two 
hemispheres, say the north. Consequently; and in view of axisymmetry, only half of the 
generating curve that connects the north and the south pole needs to be discretized and 
the size of the full matrix that has to be constructed and inverted for the calculation of 
the normal derivative of the scalar potential, becomes four times smaller which 
constitutes a significant reduction in the computational load. To this end, the same 
symmetry boundary conditions that were originally imposed at the south pole, equation 
(11.25), are now implemented at the equator where coordinate ξ’ is set to one in the new 
formulation. In addition, integral equation (11.26) is rearranged to incorporate symmetry. 
More specifically, the single layer kernel, G, is symmetric when the shape of the 
interface is symmetric with respect to the equator and consequently the integral 
containing kernel G in equation (11.26) becomes 
Γ5Φ
\ψ-(κAt)G(r J,r,θγs\ne(r(2 +Γ2θή''2 άξ --
dn
ΓθΦ
2j—(r,0,t)G^,0,r,eysm9^2 +r2<9|.)' 2 άξ’
(11.60)
with r, Θ, r, Θ, defined along the line connecting the north pole with the equator. The 
double layer kernel on the other hand is not symmetric and as a result the integral 
containing dG/dn becomes,
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(11.61)
I O(r,0,t)-O^r,3,tJj~-^fJ,r,eys\n0[rf1 + r202)'U άξ =
I Φ{r,θ,t)-φi^,θ^^^r,θ,r,θys\nθ{r^ + r2e2)''2 άξ' - 
J Φ^,ω,ί)-φ[τ,θ,ί^ — [ΐ,θ,Γ,ω + π l2^rsmco{r2. + r2co'2} άξ'.
where,
ω = θ-πΙ2<πΙ2,
φ(τ,ω,ί) = Φ(τ,ω + π/2,ί), ν,ω,ί) = ^-(τ,ω + π/2,/). (11.62)
As the number of elements increases construction of the system matrix, which is 
full as is normally the case with the boundary integral methodology, becomes the most 
time consuming part of the computation taking up more than 80 % of the CPU time66,72. 
In order to minimize computational time we resort to parallel strategies. In particular, 
the system matrix is constructed in a parallel fashion with different processors dedicated 
to different rows of the matrix. The algorithm is implemented on a LINUX Cluster with 
4 Xeon processors with significant savings in processing time.
II.2.4 Validation of the Numerical Scheme
The validity of the above numerical implementation was investigated in a 
number of cases some of which are presented in this section. First of all the linear 
prediction of the breathing mode frequency was recovered when the initial elongation 
was relatively small, S~l. Figure II.2 shows the time evolution of the zeroth Legendre 
mode, Po, that is associated with volume oscillations, and the second Legendre mode, 
P2, for a slightly elongated bubble, S=0.8, of equilibrium radius R= 5.8 pm that is 
oscillating in water at atmospheric pressure; Pst=4.1, £b=0, water is taken to be inviscid 
and 100 elements are used for the discretization of the interface. Despite the moderate 
value of ε orthogonal decomposition of the shape in the Legendre eigenmodes reveals 
that Po and P2 dominate and oscillate at a frequency that is slightly smaller than that 
predicted by linear theory,
ω0=[6(Ρ5ι+ΐ)γ-2]''2, cok =[(k2 -l)(k + 2)]'2, k>l, (11.63)
as a result of inertia.
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Figure II.2: Time evolution of the coefficients of Legendre modes Po and IT for the 
decomposition of the position of the interface f; S=0.8, Pst=4.1, Oh->0, εΒ=0, with 100 
elements in the region 0<θ<π.
At a slower time scale there is exchange of energy between the two modes that 
is manifested in the beat exhibited in the oscillations of Po and P2 in figure Π.2. 
Physically this reflects the inward motion of the bubble along its two poles, as a result 
of the increased curvature in that region, which tends to restore its spherical shape at 
equilibrium. Subsequently, this motion is reversed due to the compressibility of the 
bubble and the whole cycle is repeated. The total energy remains constant, as expected 
in the absence of any damping mechanism, at the value predicted by integrating the 
governing equations over the entire flow domain, equation (11.49).
The effect of viscosity was also investigated by imposing a sinusoidal 
disturbance, of the type described by equation (11.2), on the static pressure in the far 
field. The forcing frequency is set to the dimensionless fundamental frequency of P2, 
cof=co2, S to 1 and ε to 0.5. Oh"1 was set to the value corresponding to a bubble with 
equilibrium radius R= 5.8 pm, i.e. Oh'1=20.5. Weak viscous analysis may not be exactly 
valid at this relatively low value, however it does provide us with a reliable estimate of 
viscous dissipation. In any case, this particular simulation was intended to serve as a test 
case for the behavior of the numerical scheme employed for calculating the vector 
potential and to establish the validity of the filtering scheme. The bubble is initially 
performing pure volume oscillations but eventually acquires a periodically deformed 
shape with Po and P2 as the only eigenmodes and oc>2 as the corresponding frequency, 
figure II.3.
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Figure II.3: Time evolution of the coefficients of Legendre modes Po and P2 for the 
decomposition of the position of the interface f; S=1.0, Pst=4.1, ε=0.5, ωf -ω2 =3.46,
Oh''=20.5, with 100 elements in the region 0<θ<π.
Finally, our numerical methodology was validated against mesh refinement for a 
rather demanding flow situation. Namely, the case with S=0.6 and Oh"'=1000 was 
investigated and the evolution of the bubble shape and total energy was obtained from 
the initial stages of bubble motion until collapse, with 75 and 100 elements along half of 
the generating curve connecting the two poles in view of the symmetry of the shape, 
figures 11.4(a) and 11.4(c). The initial inward motion of the bubble along its axis of 
symmetry, as a result of the reduced curvature at the two poles, is accurately captured 
and, more importantly, the final stages of collapse are obtained with the formation of 
what seems to be two countercurrent liquid jets, figure 11.4(b), that eventually meet at 
the equatorial plane. Dimple formation at the rounded ends of the two jets is clearly 
exhibited by the corresponding shapes, along with the formation of a small satellite 
bubble after collapse, figure 11.4(c). More details on the physics of collapse are 
presented in the next section.
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Figure II.4: Time evolution of the shape of the bubble (a) in the beginning of the 
motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; S=0.6, Pst=4.1, 0h"'=1000, 
with 75 and 100 elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
The variation of the total energy of the system is also monitored, figure II.5, as 
an additional means to check the validity of the numerical treatment of viscous effects. 
The time derivative of the kinetic and potential energy of the bubble is calculated 
numerically and compared against dissipation, in the manner shown in equation (11.48), 
with more than satisfactory agreement at least for the range of the calculation over 
which the kinetic energy does not change very abruptly. In the latter case numerical 
differentiation of the total kinetic energy becomes less accurate and monitoring of 
equation (11.48) quite difficult. From this stage on we have to resort to mesh refinement 
for establishing the validity of the numerical solution.
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0.06
Figure II.5: Comparison between time variation of the total kinetic and potential 
energy and dissipation; S=0.6, Pst=4.1, 0h"'=1000, with 100 elements in the region 
0<0<π/2.
II.3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION
Based on the asymptotic analysis and the numerical methodology that were 
presented in the previous sections, a series of simulations was carried out in an effort to 
capture the initial dynamics as well as the final stages of collapse, whenever that was 
indeed the case, for small or large initial elongations. Inviscid oscillations as well as 
weak viscous effects were also accounted for by adjusting Oh. Finally the effects of 
small internal overpressure and initial fore-aft asymmetry in the bubble shape were 
included. The investigation of the possibility of different break-up mechanisms under 
the influence of very large internal overpressures and elongations, a situation that is 
closer to the physics of sonoluminescence, is analysed in a next chapter.
In this fashion it was found that, for small or moderate initial elongations, S>0.6, 
of micron size bubbles, R=5.8 pm, oscillating in water at atmospheric pressure, Pst=4.1, 
and no internal overpressure, 6b=0, the dynamics is initially determined by the energy 
exchange between volume oscillations, dominated by Po, and shape oscillations, 
dominated by P2. This tendency is clearly exhibited in figure II.2, where the evolution 
of the corresponding modes is plotted vs. time, as well as in figure II.6 where the shape 
deformation of the bubble is followed for a number of periods of the breathing mode, 
Το=2π/ωο, when S=0.8 and viscous dissipation is neglected, Oh->0. In this case the 
bubble oscillates indefinitely, without breaking-up, while its shape is deformed in a 
manner determined by slow energy transfer to higher modes.
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Figure II.6: Bubble shapes for the inviscid case with S=0.8, 5b=0 and 50 elements in 
the region 0<θ<π/2.
When viscous effects are included in the model the shape of the bubble 
eventually returns to its equilibrium spherosymmetric configuration, see figure 11.7 for 
the case with Oh~'=500.
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Figure II.7: Bubble shapes for the case with S=0.8, 8b=0, Oh''=500 and 50 elements in 
the region 0<θ<π/2.
This process occurs faster with decreasing Oh'1. The slow “beat” between To and 
P2 with the final domination of Po, as a result of viscous damping, is shown in figures 
11.8(a) and 11.8(b) forP0 when 0h”'=1000 and 500 and in figures 11.8(c) and 11.8(d) for 
Pi and the same values of Oh”1. This pattern was seen to persist for quite a wide range
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of initial deformations until when S=0.62 and Oh'1-*» the two opposite ends of the 
bubble touch each other at the equatorial plane. In this case the kinetic energy that is 
acquired near the two poles of the bubble as they move towards each other due to the 
initial elongation, is just enough to overcome the reaction exercised by the gas inside 
the bubble, in the form of an increase in its interior pressure as a result of its 
compressibility. When viscous effects are included the bubble eventually settles to a 
sphere, as expected.
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Figure II.8: Time evolution of the coefficients of Legendre modes: (a) Po, 0h_l=1000, 
(b) Po, Oh-'=500, (c) Pi, 0h_1=1000 and (d) Pi, Oh_1=500, for the case with S=0.8 εΒ=0 
and 50 elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
As the initial elongation further increases, S=0.6, this interesting dynamic effect 
is more pronounced towards the final stages of the bubble collapse. The initially prolate 
shaped bubble soon acquires an oblate form, as was the case with smaller initial 
deformations, except that now the two poles exhibit more intense deformations, the 
regions near them are dominated by higher harmonics and consequently they undergo 
faster oscillations locally; see figure 11.9(a) when S=0.6 and Oh~'-»oo. Eventually, two 
high-speed jets are formed at the two poles that approach each other along the axis of 
symmetry. As the two jets approach the equatorial plane they spread and form rounded 
ends that keep approaching, figure 11.9(b), until they eventually collide.
x
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In the present study the film that is formed in the region between the two jet-tips 
that are approaching each other, exerts no lubrication force upon them owing to the 
negligible viscosity of the gas inside the bubble. Nevertheless, the two tips interact since 
they are part of the bubble’s interface. Formally, this is exemplified by the integral form 
of Laplace’s equation, which accounts for the interaction between different parts of the 
moving interface and how this reflects on the interfacial velocity. Thus, the tip of the 
two jets acquires a rounded shape due to its progressive deceleration as it approaches 
the equatorial plane, where the normal velocity vanishes if symmetry is to be respected. 
Since the tangential velocity is zero at the poles anyway, for axisymmetric shapes, a 
local pressure maximum is established there. Thus, fluid entering this region prefers to 
move in a direction other than that defined by the axis of symmetry. This signifies the 
formation of a pressure minimum off the axis of symmetry on the liquid side, which, 
given that the pressure is uniform inside the bubble, results in the appearance of a 
dimple with very high curvature on either side of the axis of symmetry. In the present 
study pressure variations inside the bubble follow changes in the bubble’s volume, 
which occurs on a much slower time scale than the growth and approach of the dimples 
that appear on the two jets. Finally, the dimples that form on either side of the equator 
upon the rounded ends of the two jets approach each other until they touch, figure 
11.9(c), giving rise to a small satellite bubble, which occupies the region circumscribed 
by the dimples, that is surrounded by the rest of the bubble which has now acquired a 
toroidal shape.
Dimple formation is an effect that is also observed whenever two Newtonian 
liquid drops approach each other, whether they are coated by surfactants or not. It 
should be pointed out, however, that in the present study the minimum distance between 
the two rounded ends of the two jets eventually vanishes due to the absence of viscous 
stresses in the gas phase. In fact, final coalescence is also possible when two drops that 
are dispersed in another liquid are approaching each other, provided that normal viscous 
stresses and inertia effects are negligible85 in the continuous phase.
An interesting aspect of the collapsing process of elongated bubbles concerns 
the existence of universalities in the period of time between dimple formation and the 
coalescence of the two jets when the dimples lying on opposite jets touch upon each 
other. This is a natural extension of previous studies26 27 on the capillary pinch-off in 
inviscid liquids. In the latter studies it was shown that the process of capillary break-up 
in liquid drops or jets, excluding viscous effects, is governed by the balance between 
surface tension and dynamic pressure in the manner illustrated by equation (11.56). In 
this fashion, it was shown that the radius of curvature of each neck on the interface 
where pinch-off occurs as well as the minimum distance between the two necks in the 
pinching region eventually vanish and, more specifically, the time to pinch-off scales 
with the 3/2 power of either one of the above quantities. In the present study we show 
that this indeed is the case with the distance, D, between two approaching dimples lying 
on opposite jets and the time for bubble collapse. As can be seen from the close-up on 
the collapsing process shown in figure 11.9(c), the dimples tend to become more acute as 
they approach, implying a vanishing radius of curvature as they touch, and the distance 
between them raised to the 3/2 scales linearly with the time to collapse, figure II. 10(a).
Figure II.9: Time evolution of the shape of the bubble (a) in the beginning of the
motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; S=0.6, Pst=4.1, infinite Oh'1,
with 100 elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
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This is a result that is corroborated by mesh refinement, with the element size in the 
region around the dimples remaining much smaller than the minimum distance between 
them.
Figure 11.10: Time evolution of the distance D, raised to the 3/2 power, between the 
dimples that are formed on countercurrent jets when 8b =0 and (a) S=0.6, Oh"1 infinite, 
(b) S=0.6, 0h"'=1000, (c) S=0.55, Oh"1 infinite and (d) S=0.55, 0h"'=1000; 100 and 130 
elements were used in the region 0<θ<π/2 for the cases with S=0.6 and 0.55, 
respectively.
In order to corroborate the breakup mechanism that was outlined above the 
inviscid case with S=0.62 was recalculated starting from a point in time for which a 
well-rounded jet tip is formed. This is the parameter value for which the microbubble is 
formed for the first time in the central region of the original bubble. The solution vector 
obtained up to that time with 100 elements placed along the generating curve 
connecting the north pole and the equator, was interpolated with 150 elements to 
produce a more accurate description of the interfacial shape and velocity. The time step 
was adapted according to equation (11.57) and the solution was advanced in time until a 
collapse took place. As illustrated by a close-up on the details of the bubble motion
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shown in figure II. 11, the basic features of the shape of the interface near the equator are 
reproduced by the refined mesh and the dimples are captured more accurately, figures 
II. 11(a) and II. 11(b); ξ=1 and 0 represent particles located at the equator and the north 
pole, respectively. The evolution of the overall bubble shape is not very different from 
that shown in figure II.9, hence it is not shown. As time advances the dimples tend to 
become more acute in shape and tend to eventually touch following the scaling law that 
was discussed in the previous paragraph. As soon as the dimple is formed, t~ 1.355 from 
figure II.11(b), the pressure on the liquid side acquires a minimum figure 11.11(e),
5Φ
which explains the increased curvature in the same area. The normal velocity,—-with
dri
ri pointing towards the liquid, in the vicinity of the dimple is negative indicating 
motion towards the equatorial plane, figure II. 11(c).
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Figure 11.11: Close-up on the solution vector in the vicinity of the dimple shortly 
before collapse when S=0.62, 8b=0, Oh'1—ho; (a) shape of the interface with 100 
elements in the region 0<θ<π/2 and (b) shape of the interface, (c) normal velocity, (d) 
tangential velocity and (e) liquid pressure with 150 elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
The persistence of the above pattern was investigated for varying Oh"1 and initial 
elongation S and it was seen to indeed occur until a critical Oh'1, below which the 
motion of the two jets is damped strongly enough to prevent them from getting too close 
and coalescing to form the smaller satellite and the larger toroidal bubbles. The lowest 
value of Oh"1 for which the above mode of collapse was observed for the case with 
S=0.6, was found to be, Oh"'cr~600. The sequence of bubble shapes as time elapses is 
shown in figures II.4(a)-II.4(c) from the beginning of the deformation until collapse, for 
the case with 0h"1=1000. As expected, the increasing effect of viscosity decelerates the 
two jets and causes them to spread, in comparison with the inviscid simulation, before 
they become rounded at the tips and eventually touch. If Oh"1 is further decreased to 400 
the bubble eventually returns to its equilibrium spherosymmetric configuration, figure 
11.12.
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Figure 11.12: Bubble shapes for the case with S=0.6, εΒ=0, Oh‘l=400 and 100 elements 
in the region 0<θ<π/2.
Decreasing S to 0.55, which amounts to intensifying the initial elongation, 
results in two faster and narrower countercurrent jets. This is a result of the increased 
initial elongation that induces larger velocities in the vicinity of the two poles. The jets 
again form rounded ends as they approach each other until they eventually touch at the 
two protruding dimples, as illustrated in figures II.13(a)-II.13(c) for the inviscid case. 
The final stages of coalescence of the rounded ends of the two jets are governed by the 
scaling rule mentioned above, namely that the distance between opposite facing 
dimples, raised to the 3/2 power, scales linearly with the time to pinch-off, figure 
II. 10(c). Again, this behavior persists until a threshold value of Oh"'~200.
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Figure 11.13: Time evolution of the shape of the bubble (a) in the beginning of the
motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; S=0.55, Pst=4.1, infinite Oh' ,
with 130 elements in the region 0<0<π/2.
The evolution of deformed bubble shapes for the case with 0h"'=1000 is 
illustrated in figures 11.14(a)-!1.14(c), from initial elongation until collapse. In this case 
the two countercurrent jets are thinner compared to the situation with S=0.6 and Oh" 
’=1000 but thicker than the inviscid situation with S=0.55, as expected due to the 
smaller initial elongation and negligible viscous dissipation, respectively. The results 
with finite Oh'1 were examined as regards the universal scaling law governing the 
collapsing process and it was seen that the latter is more or less true for large but finite 
values of Oh1. This is illustrated in figures II. 10(b) and II. 10(d) where the minimum 
distance between the countercurrent jets, raised to the 3/2 power, is plotted against time 
from pinch-off for the cases with Oh''=1000 and S=0.6 and 0.55, respectively. As 
mentioned above, this pattern ceases to exist below a threshold value of Oh'1 at which 
point the bubble returns to the spherical shape.
x
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At this point it should be stressed that similar boundary integral studies on 
bubble breakup have been carried out by other investigators as well, in the presence of 
initial shape perturbations86 and large initial overpressure76 but under less severe initial 
elongation, hence the more prominent role of jet formation in the breakup process that 
was identified in the present study in comparison with Ref. 76 where jet formation was 
also captured. It should also be pointed out that as S decreases even further the motion 
at the two poles becomes so fast that the time step required for capturing the initial 
deformation and collapse phases of the bubble motion becomes prohibitively small. 
Consequently, we refrained from reducing S below 0.55. Nevertheless, we anticipate 
that with increasing initial elongation the mode of collapse will change as different 
phenomena may emerge. For example, already for the case with S=0.55 the tendency of 
the two jets to pinch-off before they coalesce is evident in figure 11.13(b) where a 
distinct neck formation is observed as a result of the fast speed of approach.
Another interesting aspect of the simulations is the size of the satellite bubble 
that is formed after coalescence of the two jets takes place. It is seen in figure 11.15(a) 
when 0h''=1000 but also from figures 11.9(c) and 11.13(c) for the inviscid case, that the 
size of the satellite bubble decreases with decreasing S, evidently as a result of the 
decreasing thickness of the two penetrating jets and, consequently, of the decreasing 
radius of the ensuing rounded ends. As a matter of fact it was identified as a pattern in 
the present study that, as long as the above described collapse mode persisted, 
deceleration of the process of jet formation and subsequent reduction of jet velocity 
leads to larger sizes of the satellite bubble. Indeed reduction of Oh'1 leads to larger 
bubble sizes, see figure 11.15(b) for the case with S=0.6 and figures 11.14(c) and 11.13(c) 
for the case with S=0.55.
Figure 11.14: Time evolution of the shape of the bubble (a) in the beginning of the
motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; S=0.55, Pst=4.1, 0h''=1000,
with 130 elements in the region 0<0<π/2.
Figure 11.15: Comparison of jet thickness and bubble size with (a) increasing initial 
elongation, S=0.6 and 0.55, 0h',=1000 and (b) increasing viscous effects, Oh''=infinite 
and 600, S=0.6.
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In fact, so does increasing the internal overpressure, eb. In this case the speed by 
which the elongated bubble retracts to the oblate shape is smaller, owing to the higher 
initial bubble overpressure, thus resulting to a thicker jet and, eventually, a larger 
satellite bubble. This is clearly illustrated in figures II.16(a)-II.16(c) that show the 
evolution of bubble shapes for inviscid oscillations with S=0.6 and eb=0.05. For such 
small values of Eb the overall pattern of dynamic behavior does not change with the 
exception of Oh''cr that now increases as a manifestation of the stabilizing influence of 
initial overpressure; when eb=0.05 0h"'cr~1000. The pattern that was identified in the 
above, regarding the scaling law relating the minimum distance between coalescing jets 
with the time to coalescence, D3/2~t, is recovered and holds even for very large yet finite 
values of Oh'1. Further increase of eb affects the dynamics of bubble break-up more
drastically enriching the possible collapse mechanisms. Since this parameter range, as 
far as the internal overpressure is concerned, simulates better the physics of SCBL we 
will elaborate on it in a subsequent chapter.
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Figure 11.16: Time evolution of the shape of the bubble (a) in the beginning of the 
motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; S=0.6, PSt=4.1, infinite Oh"1, 
Eb=0.05, with 100 elements in the region 0<0<π/2.
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The effect of asymmetry in the initial elongation was also investigated, by 
imposing the types of shapes that are portrayed in figure II. 1. In this case the regions 
around the two poles are moving at a different speed, due to the difference in radius ot 
curvature, with the one with the smaller radius moving faster. Once the shape of the 
bubble becomes roughly oblate these two regions perform out of phase oscillations until 
a jet is formed at the north pole, that moves along the axis of symmetry, penetrates the 
bubble and hits the opposite side of its interface forming a satellite and a larger toroidal 
bubble. This is illustrated in figures II. 17(a)-II. 17(c) for the case with k= 1.2, Oh'1=800, 
and the same initial elongation, l - 2/(0.6)2, as for an ellipsoidal bubble with S=0.6. In 
this case the satellite bubble does not occupy the region at the intersection between the 
equatorial plane and the axis of symmetry. Rather, it appears off the equator, as the two 
dimples that are formed symmetrically with respect to the axis of symmetry on the 
rounded end of the penetrating jet touch upon the opposite side of the bubble. As the 
level of asymmetry decreases the bubble collapses closer to the equatorial plane.
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Figure 11.17: Time evolution of the shape of an asymmetric bubble (a) in the beginning
of the motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; Pst=4.1, Oh =800,
k=l .2, C = 5.55,8b=0, with 150 elements in the region 0<θ<π.
11.4 CONCLUSIONS
The effect of initial elongation on the dynamic behavior of a bubble that is 
suspended in a liquid at atmospheric pressure is investigated. The particular case of an 
air bubble suspended in water was simulated extensively and it was shown that beyond 
a certain range of initial elongations, S<0.6, the long time configuration of the bubble is 
either spherosymmetric, Oh'< Oh"'cr, or collapsed consisting of a small satellite bubble 
occupying the region around the center and a larger toroidal bubble. The collapse 
mechanism is quite interesting and is characterized by the formation of two 
countercurrent jets penetrating the bubble from opposite ends end meeting at the 
equatorial plane. As they approach each other their ends become rounded and two 
dimples appear on each one of them that are symmetrically located with respect to the 
axis of symmetry. The final stages of coalescence of opposite facing dimples are 
governed by the balance between capillary and inertia forces responsible for the pinch- 
off process of liquid drops and jets. In fact, the 3/2 scaling law describing the evolution 
of the minimum distance between approaching dimples against the time to pinch-off, 
was recovered for the inviscid case and large initial elongations, 0.55<S<0.6, and was 
seen to be roughly valid for large values of Oh’1. A small amount of initial overpressure 
was shown to stabilize the bubble by increasing the value of Oh' cr. For the case of a 
micrometer-size air bubble suspended in water Oh-1 is not very large and consequently 
the theory presented here predicts that the bubble will eventually return to the 
spherosymmetric configuration. Nevertheless, as the size of the bubble increases Oh-1 
and Pst both increase and it is seen that for an initial elongation characterized by £=0.6, 
a bubble with equilibrium radius on the order of 5 mm which amounts to Oh”'~600 and 
Psr^OO, eventually collapses in the manner described above. In other words larger 
bubbles are more susceptible to collapse. In fact, it was found that when PSt=3600, 
£=0.6 and 8^=0 the threshold value above which the bubble collapses is Oh'1 ,^300. It 
should also be pointed out that the combination of large initial elongations and 
substantial internal overpressures may extend the range over which the dynamic 
phenomena that were identified in the present study will manifest themselves. Larger 
initial overpressures are also expected to modify the long-term dynamics and probably 
give rise to different break-up mechanisms. This process is very important in the 
physics of sonoluminescence and will be investigated separately in a subsequent chapter.
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CHAPTER III
Non-Linear Oscillations and Collapse of Elongated Bubbles Subject to 
Weak Viscous Effects: Effect of Internal Overpressure
The details of nonlinear oscillations and collapse of elongated bubbles, subject 
to large internal overpressure, are studied by a boundary integral method. Weak 
viscous effects on the liquid side are accounted for by integrating the equations of 
motion across the boundary layer that is formed adjacent to the interface. For relatively 
large bubbles with initial radius Ro on the order of millimeters, Pst=Pst’f2a/Ro)~300 
and Oh=p/(aRop),/2~200, and an almost spherical initial shape, S~l, Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability prevails and the bubble breaks-up as a result of growth of higher modes and 
the development of regions of very small radius of curvature; σ, p, μ and P ’s, denote the 
surface tension, density, viscosity and dimensional static pressure in the host liquid 
while S is the ratio between the length of the minor semi-axis of the bubble, taken as an 
axisymmetric ellipsoid, and its equivalent radius Ro. For finite initial elongations, 
0.5<S<1, the bubble collapses either via two jets that counter-propagate along the axis 
of symmetry and eventually coalesce at the equatorial plane, or in the form of a sink 
flow approaching the center of the bubble along the equatorial plane. This pattern 
persists for the above range of initial elongations examined and large internal 
overpressure amplitudes, sb>1, irrespective of Oh number. It is largely due to the phase 
in the growth of the second Legendre mode during the afterbounce of the oscillating 
bubble, during which it acquires large enough positive accelerations for collapse to 
take place. For smaller bubbles with initial radius on the order of micrometers, Psr~4 
and Oh~20, and small initial elongations, 0.75<S<1, viscosity counteracts P2 growth 
and subsequent jet motion thus giving rise to a critical value of Oh'1 below which the 
bubble eventually returns to its equilibrium spherical shape, whereas above it collapse 
via jet impact or sink flow is obtained. For moderate elongations, 0.5<S<0.75, and 
large overpressures, cb^0.2, jet propagation and impact along the axis of symmetry 
prevails irrespective of Oh. For very large elongations, S<0.5, and above a certain 
threshold value of Oh'1 the counter-propagating jets pinch the contracting bubble side- 
walls in an off-centered fashion. Simulations of laser induced bubbles were also 
performed. The collapse mode via jet propagation along the axis of symmetry is 
recovered for the case offemtosecond laser bubbles, initial radius on the order of pm. 
The severity and local activity of collapse via sink flow along the equatorial plane 
during pinching of nanosecond laser bubbles, initial radius on the order of mm, is 
pointed out as a result of an afterbounce instability in the presence of small initial 
elongations under large overpressures.
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III.l PROBLEM FORMULATION AND SOLUTION METHODOLOGY
III. 1.1 Governing Equations
The problem addressed in the present study is similar to that in chapter II except 
for the initial conditions where specific attention is placed on the level of initial 
overpressure inside the elongated bubble,
(t = 0) = Pc(t = 0 )(1 + εΒ), P0(t = 0_)-PSt = 1; (III.la,b)
sb denotes the amplitude of the internal overpressure and PSt = Ps'/(2a/R0) the
dimensionless static pressure but it can also serve as a measure of the bubble size. In the 
above equations as well as in the rest of this study the dimensionless formulation used 
in chapter II is adopted, with surface tension providing the characteristic time, velocity 
and pressure scales; when dimensional variables are introduced they will be denoted by 
primes. The regime of large internal overpressures is investigated that is characterized 
by 8b~1 or larger. The bubble is assumed to be an ellipsoid initially. The level of 
elongation is again characterized by the parameter S=a/Ro with a, Ro, denoting the 
length of the smaller semi-axis and the radius of a bubble with the same initial volume 
as the elongated bubble, respectively, figure II.l. As the negative deviation between S 
and unity increases, S<1, then the initial elongation of the bubble is intensified. Based 
on the bubble sizes generated by nanosecond and femtosecond laser pulses in water the 
cases with R=420 and 5.8 pm are considered, corresponding to a dimensionless static 
pressure Pst=295 and 4.1, respectively. For bubbles of this size in water Oh' 
=(pRoo)l/2/p is 174 and 20, respectively. However, for completeness the parametric 
study is contacted in S, 8b and Oh'1, with the understanding that the analysis is strictly 
valid when Oh"'»l, i.e. when viscous forces are less important than surface tension.
In this fashion the problem formulation reads as follows. Lagrangian particles 
are employed for updating the location of the interface, 
dr (un+Un>0s + utrs dO _ u,rOs ~(un+Un)rs
r/rdt 7r„2 + r202 dt r;+r202
where r, Θ, denote the radial and polar spherical coordinates, the subscript s denotes 
partial differentiation with respect to the arc-length s of the generating curve of the 
axisymmetric interface, t and n are the tangential and normal components of the 
potential, ΰ = ΫΦ , and vortical, U = VxA , part of the fluid velocity and 
d 3
— =—i-(u + Unn)-V ; Φ, A, denote the scalar and vector potentials associated with 
dt dt
the fluid velocity.
Combining the Bernoulli equation with the normal force balance on the interface 
we obtain the following equation describing the time evolution of scalar potential on the 
interface, 
d®
(III.2a,b)
dt
= — + u U 
2 n 1
+ 2Px -2P0 +2A(t-Va-n)-2H-20h(n-VQ-n) (III.3)
This equation contains O(Oh) corrections for the normal viscous stress and the vortical
part of the pressure on the interface. The normal component, u = —, of the potential
dn
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velocity field is obtained by recasting the Laplace equation in the form of an integral 
equation evaluated on the interface
φ(?,θ,ί)+ |[φ(γ, Θ, t) - φ(γ, Θ, t)]^- (r, 0, r, 0^· sin θ(γ2 + τ2θ\)''2άξ = 
J^-(r,0,t)G(r,0,r,e)-sin0(r^ +r 2θ|)1/2dξ
(HI-4)
where G and 3G/5n denote the axisymmetric free space singular kernels of the Laplace 
equation. Due to axisymmetry, A = Α(Γ,θ)εφ, and integrating the tangential component
of the momentum equation across the boundary layer we obtain an equation describing 
the time evolution of the vector velocity potential evaluated on the interface,
— = A(ii-Vu-n-t-Vud)-Oh^ (III.5)
Dt v ’ dn
Equations (III.2)-(I11.5), along with the appropriate boundary conditions enforcing 
axisymmetry at the two poles, provide the description of the bubble dynamics based 
solely on interfacial variables, including weak viscous effects.
As a means to analyze and cross check the numerical results, the equation 
describing shape instabilities63 for an oscillating bubble is employed,
a„ + 3—+ 2^-(n + 2)(2n + l) R R III. * V a„ +
+(n~l) R (n + l)(n + 2) R+ R2
OhR / v
+2^Hn+2)
(111-6)
where n denotes the Legendre mode under investigation and R(t) is the time variation of 
the dimensionless bubble radius, which is predicted by the Rayleigh-Plesset (RP) 
equation for an initial disturbance of the form shown in eq. (II 1.1):
RR + ^R2 = 2(PSt + l)(l + 6B)R“r -2PSl -40h-2 (111.7)
The liquid is treated as incompressible and the gas inside the bubble as ideal with a 
polytropic constant γ. The above approximation is appropriate since the duration of the 
investigated phenomena is very short and consequently the boundary layer thickness 
can be approximated as δ' ~ %/vt7 . Equation (III.6) is valid provided 8'«R0 or 
equivalently, t«Oh', which is indeed the case in the context of the present study.
III. 1.2 Simulations Protocol
Besides the parametric study, which aims at a description of the dynamics of the
elongated bubble that is as general as possible, an attempt is also made at simulating 
specific experimental observations12. This suffers from the uncertainty related to the 
exact distribution of the total energy that is imparted to the host fluid by the laser pulse, 
among different forms of energy. In particular, the largest part of the initial energy due 
to the laser pulse is consumed in order to locally form plasma, which then recombines to 
generate a gas and vapor filled bubble. Energy is also dissipated in the form of thermal 
and acoustic energy of the host fluid, and only a small part, roughly 10%, is converted 
to mechanical energy of the bubble which can then be quantified in terms of the internal 
overpressure when the bubble starts expanding at t=0. After the instant of bubble
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inception and within a very short period of time, part of the liquid vapor cools down and 
re-condenses. It is assumed that this process is completed within the time interval 
0<t<ti, a few microseconds for nanosecond bubbles and a few hundreds of nanoseconds 
for femtosecond bubbles, needed to capture the first frame depicting the shape of the 
bubble. From this point onwards the bubble expands and collapses in a more or less 
isothermal fashion, except for the very last moments of collapse in which case large 
pressures and temperatures are generated. After the point of collapse the bubble 
rebounds and eventually settles to its equilibrium radius.
In order to simulate this process, first the equilibrium radius is estimated from 
the frame corresponding to the bubble equilibrium. Then, for given conditions in the 
quiescent fluid the internal bubble pressure is estimated and consequently, employing 
the adiabatic or isothermal ideal gas law, the pressure inside the bubble at t=ti can be 
calculated, P0(t = t,), because its volume is also known at this time instant. However,
this is not the original bubble overpressure PG(t = 0) since condensation has already 
taken place before t=ti, and the simulation cannot start at t=ti because the kinetic energy 
of the bubble is not known. As a result, the original overpressure at t=0, PG(t = 0t), is 
estimated by fitting the maximum bubble volume, Vmax, before collapse. The simulation 
proceeds until t=t] at which point the pressure has to abruptly drop at the value 
PG(t = t,) estimated at t=ti based on the equilibrium conditions. This is just a simple
way to account for initial condensation of liquid vapor. It is not expected to be far from 
reality for a host liquid like water that does not exhibit excessive evaporation. From this 
point on the simulation continues, with given internal bubble pressure, shape and kinetic 
energy, until the point of collapse. It is also important to note that even for an overall 
spherical collapse a small amount of initial elongation is always present. Consequently, 
the bubble is allowed to be slightly elongated initially, and the effect that this bears on 
the details of collapse is monitored in section III. 1.4 in view of the findings of the 
parametric study in section III.1.3.
III. 1.3 Numerical Methodology
The numerical methodology employed for capturing the detailed bubble 
dynamics is explained in detail in section II.2. The kinematic and dynamic boundary 
conditions, equations (III.2) and (I1I.3), along with the equation describing the evolution 
of the vector potential, equation (III.5), are discretized via the finite element method and 
are integrated in time with the 4th order accurate Runge-Kutta method. Filtering is 
applied on the vector potential solution at every time step in order to eliminate short 
wave instabilities. The normal component of the potential velocity vector is calculated 
by applying the boundary element method on the integral equation (III.4). In order to 
accommodate the large initial elongations and overpressures of the bubble as well as the 
resulting large deformations and jet velocities use of symmetry is employed, when 
bubble geometry permits, along with parallel construction of the system matrix that 
arises as part of the boundary integral methodology. In fact, between 100 and 200 
elements are used along half of the generating curve of the interface, 0<0<π/2, for 
moderate initial elongations, S>0.7, whereas between 300 and 600 elements are used, in 
the same portion of the 0 space, when the initial elongation becomes very large, S<0.6. 
Finally, marker points are redistributed at every time step in order to properly resolve 
areas of high curvature. Subsequently, in order to avoid unstable evolution of marker
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points the time step is adapted following the At ~ As^2 rule for cases with explosive
and almost spherosymmetric bubble collapse. The latter scaling arises in the context of 
the Rayleigh-Plesset equation when the velocity of a spherical bubble during collapse is 
evaluated71, R~R,/2, which as R becomes vanishing small gives At~AR>i2. The 
latter scaling reflects the dominant balance between inertia and the pressure drop 
between the far field and the bubble interior. When the initial elongation is relatively 
large and the bubble collapse asymmetric the At ~ As^'2 time adaptation rule is
employed as suggested by the universality law governing most of the collapse phase of 
such bubbles, already discussed in section II.2 and observed in the present study also.
III.2 PARAMETRIC STUDY
In section 11.3 the dynamic behavior of elongated bubbles was examined with 
vanishing or small initial overpressure and the combined effect of initial elongation and 
viscous dissipation was investigated. It was thus seen that for small bubble will 
eventually return to its equilibrium spherical shape, whereas above a certain level of 
elongation, S smaller than, roughly, 0.6 for zero initial overpressure, a threshold value 
of Oh'1 exists above which the bubble eventually collapses via jet impact giving rise to a 
toroidal bubble surrounding a tiny microbubble that occupies the central region of the 
original bubble. Existence of a small initial overpressure does not significantly change 
this picture, stabilizing the bubble by increasing the critical Oh'1 number for jet impact. 
Overpressure essentially delays the process of jet formation by uniformly expanding the 
bubble, thus giving more time for viscosity to act and prevent impact. Large internal 
overpressures are expected to enrich the above dynamic pattern by adding large 
amounts of energy to the system that may then be converted to inertia with interesting 
consequences on the bubble dynamics. In this section the effect of large internal 
overpressure on the dynamics of micron and millimeter sized bubbles is investigated as 
a function of £b, S and Oh. These are very small bubbles and we expect viscous 
damping to be the dominant dissipation mechanism. In order to assist the analysis of the 
bubble behavior the formulas providing the resonance frequencies for volume and shape 
oscillations, as predicted by linear theory excluding any damping mechanism, are 
reproduced below,
ω0=[6(Ρ5,+ΐ)γ-2]'/2 cok = [(k2-l)(k + 2)]12, k>l, (111.8)
III.2.1 Micron sized bubbles, Pst~4, Oh'~20
We first consider bubbles with initial volume characterized by an indicative 
equivalent radius of 5.8 pm, generated in water at normal conditions, 20° C and lbar, in 
which case Pst~4.1. For bubbles of this size oscillating in water Oh'^O. Nevertheless a 
parametric study was conducted by varying Oh, in order to capture the effect of viscous 
dissipation on the break-up mechanism. We consider initial overpressure levels that are 
characterized by values of ββ on the order of 1 or larger. In particular, the case with 
8b=2 was examined for a wide range of initial elongations and viscous dissipation 
levels. For small initial elongations, S>0.7, typically between 100 and 200 elements 
were used in the half theta space and the dimensionless time step varied within one 
calculation between 5x1 O'4 and 10°. For large initial elongations, S^0.45, typically 350
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elements were used in the half theta space and the dimensionless time step varied within 
one calculation between 10° and 5x1 O'6.
When the initial elongation is negligible, S~l, the bubble performs a number of 
volume oscillations during which it gradually becomes more and more deformed due to 
the onset of higher non-spherical harmonics. Eventually, it settles to its equilibrium 
spherical shape under the action of viscous dissipation, figure III. 1(a). Plotting the shape 
mode decomposition as a function of time indicates gradual decay and this is 
corroborated by stability analysis, via equations (III.6)-(III.7), of the second spherical 
harmonic i.e. the second Legendre polynomial (P2) in the context of axisymmetric 
disturbances; see also figures III.1(b) and III.1(c).
Figure III.l: Time evolution of (a) bubble shapes, (b) numerically obtained shape mode 
decomposition and (c) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode decomposition based 
on stability analysis; S=0.99, Pst=4.1, 8b=2, Oh'l=20, with 100 elements in the region 
0<0<π/2.
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When the effect of viscous dissipation is mitigated, larger Oh"1, while the rest of 
the problem parameters remain the same the time required for returning to the 
spherosymmetric configuration becomes longer, until a threshold value of Oh"1 is 
reached above which the bubble pinches off via jet formation and impact in the manner 
described in section 11.3 for small overpressures, see figures III.2(a)and 111.2(b) for the 
case with Oh"'=30. The mode decomposition is also depicted as obtained from the 
numerically calculated bubble shape as well as the stability analysis, figures 111.2(c) and
111.2(d).
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Figure III.2: Time evolution of (a) bubble shapes in the beginning of the motion, (b) 
bubble shapes during collapse, (c) numerically obtained shape mode decomposition and 
(d) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode decomposition based on stability 
analysis; S=0.99, Pst=4.1, bb=2, Oh"’=40, with 150 elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
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In both figures P2 exhibits gradual growth during the collapse phase of volume 
pulsations indicating the onset of an afterbounce instability63. The latter lies between the 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, it is also associated to positive gas accelerations during 
bubble collapse but is not as explosive, and the parametric instability, it also exhibits 
gradual growth but does not require as many cycles to appear. It should also be stressed 
that, based on equation (III.8) ωο~6.4, which is almost twice the resonance frequency of 
P2, 032=3.4, indicating the possibility for parametric excitation.
When the initial overpressure increases, bb=10, the threshold in Oh'1 for jet impact 
decreases also, due to faster growth of P2, until it covers almost the entire range of Oh 
number. The rest of the even Legendre modes are either stable or grow but not as fast as 
P2 that dominates the dynamics. It is important to note that when the internal 
overpressure is small or absent jet formation and impact is heavily dependent on the 
inertia imparted to the bubble poles due to the initial elongation. As Bb increases 
significantly, in contrast to the situation with small initial overpressure (bb«1) in which 
case collapse via jet impact is stabilized, this process is assisted by P2 growth as a result 
of the afterbounce instability that allows for jet impact even at very low initial 
elongations, S=0.99, provided viscous damping is not strong enough to eventually . 
overwhelm shape instability. The fashion by which jet impact takes place depends on 
the phase in the P2 growth pattern for which its amplitude is large enough for impact to U'“'μ/οθηκη 
take place. When the amplitude of P2 grows in time it does so in the manner shown in V 
figure 111.2, gaining in size during each collapse phase of the pulsating bubble while 
exhibiting alternating sign with increasing number of pulsation cycles. Thus, when 
collapse occurs during the positive phase in the P2 growth cycle it manifests itself in the 
form of a sink flow along the equatorial plane that is directed towards the center of the 
bubble on the axis symmetry. Figure III.3 illustrates this behavior when Oh''=200.
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Figure III.3: Time evolution of (a) bubble shapes during collapse, (b) numerically 
obtained shape mode decomposition and (c) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode 
decomposition based on stability analysis; S=0.99, Pst=4.1, 8b=2, Oh‘l=200, with 150 
elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
When the opposite happens, negative P2 amplitudes, the jets propagate along the 
axis of symmetry and coalesce on the equator. The latter is the type of behavior that we 
obtain in section 11.3 as well as in most cases presented in this study for relatively large 
elongations, in which case the initial content of P2 in the bubble shape is quite 
substantial, prolate, so that when the shape of the bubble becomes oblate, negative P2 
content, for the first time the propagating jets are fast enough to cause impact. The 
former type of collapse leads to a different final topology that consists of two larger 
bubbles and a tiny one occupying the center of the original bubble, i.e. it is not 
associated with the formation of a toroidal bubble. A collapse mode of this type was 
also obtained in the context of bubble interaction with a tip vortex or plane 
boundaries76'87. In the latter two studies the original bubble is seen to collapse on the 
axis of symmetry before it splits to form two smaller bubbles, which then collapse on 
their own. The simulations indicate a strong pressure signal in the host liquid in the 
vicinity of the bubble during the primary collapse followed by a stronger signal during 
the collapse of the smaller bubbles. The first signal was thought to be an artifact of the 
numerical process of splitting the bubble. However, its presence is corroborated by the 
simulations presented here, showing locally a peak pressure accompanying dimple 
formation during collapse.
As the initial elongation increases the centered collapse mode via jet impact 
persists until it occupies the entire range of Oh, 0.5<S<0.75 when 8b^2. Within this 
range of elongations the bubble always collapses with the two jets coalescing at the 
equatorial plain irrespective of Oh, see figure III.4 for S=0.7 and Oh'1=20, with the 
understanding that as Oh'1 decreases the onset of collapse is decelerated. The shape 
mode decomposition, figure III.5, confirms the above described pattern of P2 growth.
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Figure III.4: Time evolution of the shape of the bubble (a) in the beginning of the 
motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; S=0.7, Pst=4.1, 8b=2, Oh'I=20, 
with 200 elements in the region 0<0<π/2.
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Figure III.5: Time evolution of the numerically obtained shape mode decomposition 
when Oh'l=20, S=0.7, PSt=4.1, εΒ=2.
The evolution of the dimensional speed of the two bubble tips for the case 
shown in figure III.4 is illustrated in figure III.6 as an indicator of jet velocity. In it as 
well as in subsequent graphs, negative values of interfacial speed denote inward motion. 
Initially the bubble tips coincide with the poles. However, during the collapse phase the 
velocity of the dimple that is formed is shown, hence the slight jump in the curve 
towards the last stages of jet coalescence. Dimensional quantities are used in this graph 
in order to indicate the level of severity during impact as well as the appropriate time 
scale for bubbles of this size. It should be noted that larger jet speeds are developed as 
Oh'1 increases, which, nonetheless, remain of the same order of magnitude.
Figure III.6: Time evolution of the dimensional normal velocity of the bubble tip when 
Oh'1=20 S=0.7, PSt=4.1,8B=2.
The universal law relating the time from collapse with the 3/2 power of the 
minimum distance between the two coalescing jets, reported in section II.3 but also in 
previous studies of capillary drop pinch-off27 and attributed to the inertia versus 
capillarity balance, is seen to hold in the case of large overpressures also, figure III.7, 
especially as Oh'1 tends to infinity. It should be noted that, based on the above scaling, 
during the collapse phase the dimple velocity grows like (to-t)'l/3, where to denotes the 
time instant at which the approaching dimples meet at the equatorial plane, irrespective 
of Oh as long as Oh'1 remains large. Hence the steep rise in the absolute value of the 
calculated velocities exhibited towards the very last moments of the collapse phase. The 
same pattern is recovered in the case of collapse via sink flow along the equatorial 
plane.
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Figure IH.7: Time evolution of the distance D, raised to the 3/2 power, between the 
dimples that are formed on counter-propagating jets when Oh4 =20; sb=2 and S=0.7.
When S becomes smaller than a threshold value, Scr®0.45 and 8b>2, an 
additional break-up mechanism arises that evolves in an off-centered fashion. This is 
illustrated in figures III.8 and 111.9 showing the break-up process of an elongated bubble 
with Oh'1 set to 20 and 1000, respectively. In the former case the centered break-up 
mechanism reported in section II.3 and recovered here for smaller elongations, i.e. the 
one leading to a microbubble and a toroidal bubble, is reproduced. On the other hand, as 
Oh"1 increases, the velocity of the two jets is so large that they penetrate well into the 
bubble interior before the contraction phase is over. In this process the portion of the 
bubble side-walls that lies closer to the tip that is formed at each one of the two poles 
approaches the axis of symmetry with a considerable speed. Thus, the bubble side-walls 
are close enough to interact with the penetrating jet, eventually leading to an off- 
centered pinching mechanism. Consequently, instead of proceeding along the axis of 
symmetry each one of the two jets pinches at the bubble side-wall giving rise to two 
smaller toroidal bubbles located in the vicinity of each one of the poles of the original 
bubble, and a larger bubble occupying the central region of the original bubble. These 
mechanisms of collapse were also verified by mesh refinement as it can be seen in 
figures 111.8(d) and 111.9(d) where the same results are obtained for 200 and 350 
elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
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Figure III.8: Time evolution of the shape of the bubble (a) in the beginning of the 
motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; S=0.45, Pst=4.1, εΒ=2, Oh" 
'=20, with 350 elements in the region 0<0<π/2. (d) mesh refinement with 200 and 350 
elements in the region 0<0<π/2.
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Figure III.9: Time evolution of the shape of the bubble (a) in the beginning of the 
motion, (b) during jet formation and (c) during collapse; S=0.45, Pst=4.1, εΒ=2, Oh' 
'=1000, with 350 elements in the region 0<θ<π/2. (d) mesh refinement with 200 and 
350 elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
This is a result of the fact that both P0 and P2 are present to a large extent in the 
bubble dynamics for this parameter range, with P2 more or less following P0, see also 
figure III. 10 illustrating the time evolution of the shape mode decomposition for the 
above two cases. Thus, as Po completes one cycle of its pulsation contracting to its 
minimum size, P2 completes half of its own oscillation switching from the initial prolate 
shape to an oblate one. Consequently, as a result of synchronization, the two jets 
penetrating the bubble from each one of the two poles meet the contracting bubble side- 
walls. As a result each jet faces an increasing bubble pressure and its front becomes 
more rounded in order to adjust to changes in the pressure difference across the 
interface. For bubbles of this size surface tension can accommodate this process and in 
this fashion the jet front interacts closely with the bubble side walls producing the off- 
centered collapse mode. When Oh'1 decreases the jets are delayed in penetrating the 
bubble. Consequently there is not enough time for them to interact with the bubble 
walls, hence the centered collapse mode. Similarly as S decreases further, i.e. the bubble 
is more elongated initially, the jet is faster and the threshold value Oh 'cr for the 
centered mode to occur decreases, as will also be seen in section III.3 where simulations 
of femto-second laser bubbles will be presented. To the extent that the two modes are 
not significantly detuned this pattern persists. In fact, increasing εΒ increases the period 
of Po, albeit not significantly, and does not affect Off'cr which remains as predicted 
when bb=2, Oh''cr~200.
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Figure III.10: Time evolution of the numerically obtained shape mode decomposition 
when S=0.45, Pst=4.1, εΒ=2 and Oh'1=20 and 1000.
Monitoring the minimum distance between the jet tip and the bubble side-wall 
we can reproduce the universality law mentioned above relating the time from pinch-off 
with the 3/2 power of the minimum distance, figure III. 11. This result was, to a certain 
extent, expected since here also the collapsing process involves an inertia versus 
capillarity balance which is characterized by the above power law.
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Figure III.ll: Time evolution of the distance D, raised to the 3/2 power, between the 
dimples that are formed on counter-propagating jets when Oh''=1000; εΒ=2 and S=0.45.
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Another interesting aspect of the collapse process is the evolution of the jet 
speed from inception until collapse and it is depicted in figure 111.12 when Oh'l=20 and 
1000. This is a useful quantity if one wants to establish the importance of jet formation 
in various phenomena such as cavitation damage or even light emission during collapse. 
As discussed in the introduction, in both phenomena it is believed that shock wave and 
jet formation play a role the extent of which, however, in different flow arrangements is 
not always clear and simulations such as the ones presented here can help, along with 
properly designed experimental investigations, in addressing this issue. The asymptotic 
increase of jet speed during impact that was discussed in the context of figure III.6 is 
also illustrated here in the small insert of figure 111.12(a). In graph 111.12(b) the relative 
velocity of the two pinching parts of the interface is shown. It exhibits an oscillatory 
behavior, without the steep increase in absolute value during the collapse phase. This is 
due to the fact that the normal velocities of the pinching parts of the interface are not 
aligned with the line connecting them, as was more or less the case with the centered 
collapse mode. Nevertheless, the universality law still holds during collapse, figure 
111.11, since this is also determined by the balance between inertia and capillarity. In 
order to compare jet speed from the above calculations and those presented in the 
following sections, the speed of the pole at the instant of dimple formation is used as an 
indicative jet speed. From this point on the universality law takes over leading to 
increasingly large dimple velocities until collapse.
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Oh"1 =1000 Relative normal velocity of the two 
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Figure III.12: Time evolution of the dimensional (a) normal velocity of the bubble tip 
when Oh'l=20 and 1000 and (b) relative normal velocity of the pinching parts of the 
bubble’s interface when Oh''=1000; S=0.45, Pst=4.1,88=2.
Simulations with the bubble oscillations treated as isothermal were also carried 
out. In this case part of the energy of the system is consumed in order to maintain the 
bubble at a constant temperature and this has the same effect as a small reduction of Oh' 
favoring the centered collapse mode. In other words, the rest of the problem 
parameters remaining fixed, the critical Oh'1 value for the collapse process to switch 
from the centered to the off-centered mode increases, with respect to the threshold value 
for adiabatic oscillations. The rest of the details of collapse do not change significantly 
when isothermal conditions are assumed, except for the time to collapse, which is 
longer.
III.2.2 Millimeter sized bubbles, Pst~300, Oh''~180
The collapse mode of bubbles of larger size was also examined, characteristic 
radius R=420 pm, for large initial overpressures and over a range of elongations. Owing 
to the large size of such bubbles Pst=295 and Oh'l=174, for air bubbles oscillating in 
water at atmospheric pressure, and consequently viscous dissipation does not play as 
important a role in the system dynamics as was the case with the micron sized bubbles 
examined in subsection III.2.1. In fact, simulations with Oh'1 ranging from 20 to infinity 
were carried out and no significant effect on the collapse mode was observed. This is a 
result of the larger size of the bubble and the resulting domination of inertia effects over 
dissipation. For small initial elongations, S-0.99, typically 200 elements were used in 
the half theta space and the dimensionless time step varied within one calculation 
between 10'4 and 5x10‘7 in order to accommodate the explosive collapse phase of the
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bubble during which At~As^'m2. For moderate initial elongations, S>0.7, larger time
steps were used ranging from 10'3 to 2x1 O'6. For large initial elongations, S=0.45, the 
number of elements varied during one calculation from 350 to 600 in the half theta 
space, in order to properly capture the penetrating jets, while the dimensionless time 
step varied between 1 O'5 and 10"6.
If a perfectly spherical shape is assumed, S=l, while maintaining a large initial 
overpressure, εΒ>1, the bubble performs volume oscillations until it eventually breaks 
up as a result of an explosive Rayleigh-Taylor instability that is expected to destroy its 
integrity creating fragments of smaller bubbles. Figures III.13 and III.14 illustrate this 
behavior in the final bubble shape before collapse and in the time history of the shape 
mode decomposition as obtained numerically and predicted by linear stability analysis 
assuming an initial disturbance on the order of the computational accuracy, an(t=0)=10‘ 
6. As can be gleaned from the final shapes and the shape mode decompositions shown in 
figures III. 13 and III. 14, higher modes grow very fast leading to a violent bubble 
collapse via neck formation characterized by local areas of very low curvature. In fact 
when 8B=2 P)2 grows the fastest leading to the formation of 12 satellite bubbles that are 
expected to eventually fragment the bubble. It is also interesting to note that P2 is stable 
when 6b=2.
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Figure III.13: (a) Bubble shape during collapse, and time evolution of (b) numerically 
obtained shape mode decomposition and (c) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode 
decomposition based on stability analysis; S=l, PSt=295, εΒ=10, Oh'l=174, with 300 
elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
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Figure III.14: (a) Bubble shape during collapse, and time evolution of (b) numerically 
obtained shape mode decomposition and (c) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode 
decomposition based on stability analysis; S=l, Pst=295, εΒ=2, Oh'1=174, with 200 
elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
For very large initial overpressure, εΒ~10, and finite initial elongation, S< 1, 
growth of P2 is observed in the form of an afterbounce instability that arises during the 
rebound of the bubble from its minimum volume. The microbubble collapses in a 
centered fashion, either via a sink flow along the equatorial plane towards the center of 
the bubble, figure 111.15 for S=0.99, or along the axis of symmetry, figure 111.16 for 
S=0.9, depending on the phase of P2 growth during collapse, in the manner described in 
subsection III.2.1 and verified by the shape mode decomposition shown in figures
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111.15(c) and 111.16(c). The latter type of collapse is recovered for the entire range of 
initial elongations that was examined, 0.5<S<0.98. As the initial overpressure increases 
further, Cb>10, the same differentiation in the type of collapse is observed, depending on 
the initial elongation, with the range in S corresponding to sink flow along the equator 
increasing. In both cases pinching observes the 3/2 power law during the break-up 
process.
X X
t
Figure III.15: Time evolution of (a) bubble shapes in the beginning of the motion, (b) 
bubble shapes during collapse and (c) numerically obtained shape mode decomposition; 
S=0.99, Pst=295, 6b=10, Oh '=174, with 200 elements in the region 0<0<π/2.
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Figure III.16: Time evolution of (a) bubble shapes in the beginning of the motion, (b) 
bubble shapes during collapse and (c) numerically obtained shape mode decomposition; 
S=0.9, Pst=295, 8b=10, Oh"'=174, with 200 elements in the region 0<θ<π/2.
A large number of simulations were also conducted with varying Oh number 
without any effect on the collapse mode. Figure III. 17 compares dimensional tip 
velocities for three different elongations. When S=0.9 and 0.7 each tip is located at the 
poles of the axis of symmetry whereas when S=0.99 the tip is located at the equator. Jet 
speeds at collapse tend to increase with decreasing initial elongation while they are 
higher than those calculated for micron-sized bubbles, figures III.6 and III. 12, indicating 
the larger effect of jet impact for bubbles of this size. In all the above cases the speed of 
the approaching tip at the instant of dimple formation was used as an indicative jet 
speed in the comparison. We use the term jet speed for the case of sink flow as well in 
order to indicate the localized nature of both types of collapse.
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Figure III.17: Time evolution of the dimensional normal velocity of the bubble tip with 
increasing initial elongation, S=0.99, 0.9 and 0.7; Pst=295, eb~10 and Oh"'=174.
When the bubble is almost spherical, S>0.95, and the initial overpressure not 
very large, 8b=2, the bubble collapses after a number of periods of oscillations, in a 
fashion similar to the situation illustrated in figure 111.14 leading to fragmentation. This 
is a result of the stability of P2 for this parameter range and the growth of higher modes 
that generate areas of very low radius of curvature where rupture is more likely to 
happen. For larger elongations, 0.5<S<0.95, P2 exhibits growth and the centered 
collapse mode is recovered for the entire range of S and 8b values examined. It should 
be stressed that for S values below 0.45 the off-centered collapse mode prevails, due to 
the large jet speed that enhances interaction with the side-walls during the contraction 
phase. As was explained in the previous subsection this leads to rounding of the jet front 
and pinching at the side-walls.
III.3 SIMULATIONS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH LASER BUBBLES
We would like to identify the collapse modes that were observed in the above 
simulations, in the context of the experimental observations reported in [12], As was 
mentioned in section III. 1, in the latter study nano and femto second laser pulses were 
employed in order to produce a single millimeter or micron sized bubble, whose 
collapse was examined for luminescence. The frame sequences that were reported were 
very useful in understanding the dynamics behind bubble collapse, while careful 
measurements of light emission showed that only the millimeter sized bubbles were 
capable of producing it. However, all the available frames were obtained at a certain 
angle, perpendicular to the bubble axis of symmetry, which, especially in the case of 
micron sized bubbles, does not allow for ascertaining jet formation. Hence, an effort is 
made here to simulate, as rigorously as possible, the above experiments and try to shed
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light to aspects of the break-up process that are not easily accessible by an experimental 
study. The simulations are conducted in the manner described in section III. 1.
The entire process is more or less isothermal except for the time period between 
inception of the bubble and the first recorded frame during which liquid evaporation and 
recondensation takes place under non-isothermal conditions as well as during the 
collapse phase of the bubble. Nevertheless, based on previous studies in 
sonoluminescence18 we do not expect that a varying polytropic constant, γ, will 
significantly change the results of the simulations. Indeed repeating the simulations 
setting γ= 1.4 does not provide a different picture from the one with γ=1, hence we use 
γ=1 for the simulations presented throughout this section.
III.3.1 Simulations of femto-second laser bubbles
A characteristic sequence of frames of a collapsing femto-second laser bubble is 
depicted in figure 111.18(a), as recorded with a high-speed camera12 with frames 
progressing in time from left to right and from top to bottom. The bubble is severely 
elongated initially, as illustrated by the first frame obtained 100 ns after the laser pulse. 
In particular, the initial bubble volume is, roughly, 840 pm3, corresponding to an 
equivalent radius of 5.8 pm. However, the length of the bubble along its axis of 
symmetry is, roughly, 100 pm, which corresponds, assuming an ellipsoidal initial shape, 
to an elongation parameter S»0.34. As can be gleaned from figure 111.18(a) the bubble 
undergoes a first collapse after, roughly, 6.1 ps from its inception and then rebounds 
and oscillates until it eventually settles to its equilibrium radius, REq~15 pm.
Following the methodology described section III. 1 we first calculate the bubble 
pressure at equilibrium, based on graphical evaluation of the experimentally obtained 
volume at equilibrium, and then using the isothermal ideal gas law we obtain the bubble 
pressure at t=ti=100 ns, Ρο(ί=ίι)=Ρι=4.5. The initial bubble pressure is not known but 
can be estimated so that the maximum volume expansion of the bubble is fitted. In this 
fashion we obtain Po(t=0)=Po~50 which corresponds to 8b~9. Operating in the above 
parameter range, with Oh"'~20 for bubbles of this size, the collapse of femto-second 
laser bubbles was simulated. However, the simulations predict break-up via the off- 
centered mode, figure III. 19, which leads to two smaller toroidal bubbles and a larger 
one occupying the two sides and the central region of the original bubble, respectively, 
which is in contrast to the experimental observations that show a contracting bubble. 
Small variation of the initial elongation or the initial overpressure does not change the 
collapse mode. It must be stressed also that the experimental observations took place at 
an angle that does not allow for proper observation of jet formation. Consequently, it is 
not easy to decipher whether it is the centered collapse mode via jet coalescence at the 
equatorial plane that takes place in the experiments reported in [12], The simulations do 
favor the centered collapse mode, albeit for a lower value of Oh"1 than that 
corresponding to the actual bubble size. This result, however, may be an artifact of the 
weak viscous approach adopted by the present study that is not strictly valid as Oh 
increases. In fact, it was found by studies25 on bubble stability in the context of 
sonoluminescence, that boundary layer theory underestimates viscous effects on gas 
bubbles of pm size. Hence we repeated the simulation setting Oh"1 to 3 in an effort to 
account for this underestimation. Based on the parametric study in subsection III.2.1 we 
expect that for the severe elongations obtained in the experiments under consideration12. 
S-034, the threshold value of Oh"1 for the centered mode to appear would be below the
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value 200 that was obtained for S-0.45. Indeed setting Oh"1 to 3 we obtain the centered 
collapse mode.
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Figure III.18: (a) Frame sequence depicting the collapse of a bubble generated via a 
femtosecond laser pulse. The host liquid is water at normal pressure and temperature 
conditions. The width of each frame corresponds to 150pm. The first frame is captured 
at ti=100 ns while subsequent frames are captured at a time interval of 400 ns. The laser 
pulse is applied from the left and imparts 0.8 pJ to the host liquid. All the frames are 
reproduced from [12]. (b) Simulations of shape oscillations of femto-second laser 
bubbles in water; S=0.34, Pst=4.1, 8b=9, Oh'l=3, with the number of elements in the 
region 0<θ<π/2 ranging between 350 and 600 as the simulation progresses. 
Dimensionless times correspond to the instants at which the equivalent frames of Figure 
111.18(a) were recorded, (c) 5x5 and 45x45 enlargements of the last shape shown in 
111.18(b).
X
Figure III.19: Simulations of shape oscillations of femto-second laser bubbles in water 
during collapse; S=0.34, Pst=4.1, Cb=9, Oh -20, with 500 elements in the region 
0<θ<π/2.
Figure 111.18(b) shows the evolution of bubble shapes following inception, at the 
time intervals for which bubble shapes were recorded experimentally. During the 
simulation the number of elements varied between 350 and 600 along the half theta 
space, 0<θ<π/2, in order to properly capture jet formation and propagation, and 
consequently the time step was varied between 10'5 and 10'6 using the scaling law 
At ~ As^in2 governing the process of jet impact. At the dimensionless time instant
corresponding to 100 ns the bubble pressure is dropped down to Pi and then the 
simulation proceeds until collapse. As illustrated in figure 111.18(b) the bubble collapses 
in a centered fashion and jet impact occurs on the time scale for which the experiments 
recorded the first bubble collapse, t=3.037 or t' = 5.0ps. Consequently, it would be 
very interesting to conduct similar axisymmetric simulations of bubble collapse 
employing the full Navier-Stokes equations, in order to verify the collapse mechanism 
and provide new insight for experimental observations. In addition to that, careful
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observations could offer more evidence on jet formation provided the angle of 
observation is varied so that a closer look is possible on fluid motion along the axis of 
symmetry. It is worth mentioning that the speed of the bubble tip as calculated from 
figure 111.20 at the moment of jet impact is on the order of 42 m/sec, which is on the 
same order as the values obtained from the parametric study for cases in which the 
centered collapse mode prevails.
Figure III.20: Time evolution of the dimensional normal velocity of the bubble tip of a 
femtosecond laser bubble; S=0.34, Pst=4.1, 8b=9, Oh"'=3.
III.3.2 Simulations of nano-second laser bubbles
The collapsing process of nano-second laser bubbles has also been 
experimentally recorded via high speed camera12, when water or various mixtures of it 
with acetone are used as host fluids. In this case due to the relatively long duration of 
the laser pulse the bubbles are much larger in size, equivalent radius of 0.42 mm, 
roughly, and their initial elongation much less severe. A characteristic sequences of 
shapes of nanosecond bubbles recorded experimentally12 with pure water as host fluid is 
provided in figure 111.21(a). The bubble collapses in a violent and more or less 
spherosymmetric fashion, before it rebounds and settles to its equilibrium size. As a 
result of the intensity of collapse significant light emission takes place.
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Figure III.21: (a) Frame sequence depicting the collapse of a bubble generated via a 
nanosecond laser pulse. The host liquid is water at normal pressure and temperature 
conditions. The width of each frame corresponds to 4mm. The first frame is captured at 
ti=2 ps while subsequent frames are captured at a time interval of 30 ps. The laser pulse 
is applied from the left and imparts 3.8(4) mJ to the host liquid. All the frames are 
reproduced from [12]. (b) Simulations of shape oscillations of nano-second laser 
bubbles in water; S=l, Pst=295, Eb=81, Oh"1=174. (c) Simulations of shape oscillations 
of nano-second laser bubbles in water; S=0.98, Pst=295, Cb=81, Oh'1=174. In the 
simulations 200 elements were used in the region 0<θ<π./2. Indicated dimensionless 
times correspond to the instants at which the equivalent frames of figure 111.21(a) were 
recorded, (d) 3100x3100 enlargement of the last shape shown in 111.21(b) and (e) 
125x125 and 1125x1125 enlargements of the last shape shown in 111.21(c).
Following the same procedure that was used for femto-second bubbles the 
pressure at dimensional time t=2 ps when the first frame was recorded as well as the 
initial overpressure are estimated; Pi=PG(t=ti)~62, Po=Pc(t=0)~24400. The initial 
elongation is small but finite and cannot be estimated with great accuracy based on the 
recorded frames. Consequently a series of simulations were conducted for different 
initial elongations with S ranging from 1 to 0.8. In the simulations 200 elements were 
used in the half theta space while the time step varied significantly in order to 
accommodate the abrupt volume change of the bubble. In fact, a dimensionless time 
step variation between 10‘4 and 10‘9 was necessary in order to capture the dynamics of 
the bubble from the beginning until collapse. When the bubble assumes a perfectly 
spherical shape initially it is seen to collapse sphero-symmetrically with maximum 
violence and on the time scale obtained by the high-speed camera recordings. Figure 
111.21(b) shows the calculated shapes at the same time interval, At=30 ps, as the 
recorded frames, as well as the last shape obtained before simulations stopped. The 
latter is not spherosymmetric any more. Rather, it is deformed in a manner that is 
relevant to Rayleigh-Taylor instability. Indeed, this is verified by shape mode 
decomposition performed on the calculated shapes. In addition, growth of shape modes 
is predicted by linear stability analysis using equation (III.6) with the radial motion 
provided by the Rayleigh-Plesset equation and the same sequence of pressure change as 
in the simulations. In this context, however, the bubble is not expected to retract and 
acquire an equilibrium state, as indicated by the experiments. Instead, it would fragment 
in several pieces. In fact, the calculated final volume is much smaller than the one 
measured experimentally, figure 111.21(b), indicating that bubble collapses in a less 
violent fashion. Allowing for a small initial elongation of the bubble leads to a more 
realistic collapsing process where details of collapse are captured more accurately, such 
as the bubble volume and jet formation, figure 111.21(c). As S decreases the minimum 
volume increases and for the appropriate range in S values, 0.9<S<0.98, the 
experimentally obtained minimum volume is better approximated by the simulations as 
well as the details of the bubble shape, figure III.22.
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Figure ΙΙΙ.22: Last numerically obtained shape when S=l, 0.99, 0.98, 0.95 and 0.9.
Nevertheless, the bubble volume at impact remains below the experimental 
observation, probably due to the net effect of liquid evaporation due to adiabatic heating 
during collapse, but also because it is difficult to experimentally capture the absolute 
volume minimum. In all cases shown in figure 111.22 the bubble collapses via a sink 
flow along the equator. This is a result of P2 growth that dominates the bubble dynamics 
as illustrated by the mode decomposition in figure 111.23.
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Figure III.23: Shape mode decomposition of nano-second laser bubbles in water, on (a) 
numerically obtained shapes and (b) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode 
decomposition based on stability analysis; S=0.98, Pst=295, 8b=81, Oh' =174.
Further reduction of S to 0.8 accelerates jet formation, which now takes place 
along the axis of symmetry due to the high initial content of P2, figure 111.24(a), but 
weakens jet impact owing to lack of sphericity, figure 111.24(b).
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Figure III.24: (a) Simulations of shape oscillations of femto-second laser bubbles in 
water during collapse, (b) time evolution of the dimensional normal velocity of the 
bubble tip of a femtosecond laser bubble; S=0.8, Pst=295, Sb=81, Oh'l=174.
The case with S=0.95 seems to be the closest as far as prediction of the bubble 
minimum volume and jet impact are concerned, figure 111.22. The penetrating “jet”, by 
that we refer to the liquid region around the equator in the interest of brevity even 
though it is really a sink flow, is quite narrow in this case and capturing the details of 
impact requires combination of a large number of elements and a very small time step. 
Thus the simulation was not continued until final impact, as this would be 
computationally very expensive without adding any insight to our understanding of the 
phenomenon.
It should also be stressed that towards the final stages of collapse fluid velocities 
comparable with the speed of sound in water develop and consequently the flow 
becomes compressible. The effect of compressibility is not captured by the present 
numerical technique but it is not expected that it will change the details of bubble 
collapse significantly. If more accurate predictions of the details of bubble collapse are 
required, such as the speed of the sink flow near the center of the bubble and minimum 
bubble volume, then adiabatic heating and liquid evaporation that take place during 
collapse have to be modeled88 89, along with compressibility effects.
Based on the simulations with small initial elongation (S~l), the time from 
collapse scales with the 5/2 power of the bubble radius, for the period of time over 
which the bubble shape remains almost spherical, as expected from transient cavitation 
theory89, hence the large speed of collapse. Another important aspect of the break-up 
process is the formation of the sink flow along the equator. This effect is also observed 
in the recorded bubble shapes12; see also figure 111.21(a). Projected on a plane that 
contains the axis of symmetry the sink flow region takes the form of two “jets” that 
approach each other and coalesce at the axis of symmetry giving rise to a tiny 
microbubble in the center along with two bubbles that occupy the two hemispheres of 
the original bubble. This process takes place in a fashion that is similar to the one
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observed in the parametric study for millimeter size bubbles subject to very large 
internal overpressure, see also figure 111.15(b). The time from jet coalescence again 
scales with the 3/2 power of the minimum distance between the two jets. The same type 
of collapse via a sink flow has been observed experimentally and verified numerically 
when bubbles deform inside a tip vortex76 87.
As illustrated in figure 111.21(c), towards the last stages of collapse there are two 
events that occur co-currently, namely bubble volume contraction and jet formation. 
The interfacial speed, referring to the speed of the part of the interface that remains 
nearly spherical, and jet velocities are shown in figure 111.25(a) and they are both quite 
large. In particular, the interfacial velocity is, roughly, 800 m/sec, whereas the jet 
velocity is on the order of 15000 m/sec. These are quite large speeds but they have to be 
compared with the speed of sound in the gas that fills the laser bubble, in the heavily 
compressed state that it acquires during the collapse phase, in order to ascertain whether 
a shock wave will be detached from the interface and converge towards the bubble 
interior, in addition to more specific experimental observations. On the other hand it is 
quite clear that sphericity of the bubble shape for the most part of the collapsing 
process, along with substantial initial overpressure, are enough to establish a very severe 
jet impact. It would be very interesting to examine the time instant of photon emission 
in the experimental observations, in order to decipher exactly when it happens and 
which effect dominates. These issues have been addressed before in the context of 
aspherical bubble collapse near rigid boundaries11 and it was seen that when the time 
interval separating the bubble volume minimum from jet impact is smaller than 50 ns, 
the framing resolution of the camera, it is impossible to distinguish between the two 
events. It should also be noted that the life span of the jet, from inception to impact, is 
on the order of 150 ns, which is within the capacity of modern high-speed cameras. It 
seems that such measurements are possible in the context of nanosecond laser bubbles 
and it would be quite useful if this line of research were to be pursued further.
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Figure III.25: (a) Interfacial and jet speed during collapse of a nanosecond laser bubble 
and (b) evolution of the normal velocity distribution along the bubble interface; S=0.98, 
Pst=295,8B=81,Oh1=174.
Similar simulations were conducted based on experimental recordings of 
nanosecond laser bubbles collapsing in a 5% water solution of acetone, figure 111.26(a). 
In this case the experiments indicate no light emission despite the, more or less, 
spherosymmetric nature of collapse. The parameter values for this arrangement are 
nearly the same as in the case with water as the host fluid; Pst=302, S=0.98, 
Pc(t=0)=24400 or 8b«81, 0(γ'«Ι76 and P|=PG(t=ti)~304. As shown from the shapes 
obtained from the numerical simulations at time intervals based on the experimental 
recordings, figure 111.26(b), the former predict a very similar collapse mode with the 
case of pure water. Nevertheless the experiments indicate a much less severe collapse. 
This effect cannot be reproduced by simply employing small perturbations of the 
simulation parameters. It requires a more drastic change such as that provided by 
reducing the pressure drop suffered by the bubble at t=t|. Then, as illustrated in figure 
111.26(c), the speed of collapse is significantly reduced, which conforms with the failure 
to detect photon emission in the experiments. This improvement may be due to the fact 
that the reduction in pressure drop better describes the higher tendency of acetone to 
vaporize that restricts the extend of plasma recondensation. It is the latter effect that is 
mainly simulated by the sudden pressure drop at t=t|. Clearly then, if proper accounting 
of the evaporation process is required, the heat and mass transfer phenomena that take 
place, especially during the early stages of inception of laser bubbles, have to be 
modeled88 89. In addition, compressibility effects have to be taken into consideration 
during the collapse phase of the bubble if the exact temperature and pressure conditions 
at the instant of light emission need to be known.
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Figure III.26: (a) Frame sequence depicting the collapse of a bubble generated via a 
nanosecond laser pulse. The host liquid is 5% water solution of acetone at normal 
pressure and temperature conditions. The width of each frame corresponds to 4mm. The 
first frame is captured at t\=2 ps while subsequent frames are captured at a time interval 
of 30 ps. The laser pulse is applied from the left and imparts 3.8(4) mJ to the host 
liquid. All the frames are reproduced from [12]. (b) Simulations of shape oscillations of 
nano-second laser bubbles in 5% water solution of acetone; S=0.98, Pst=302, εΒ=81, 
Oh'1=T76, PG(t=tl)=304. (c) Simulations of shape oscillations of nano-second laser 
bubbles in 5% water solution of acetone; S=0.98, Pst=302, 8b=81, Oh"'=176, 
Po(t=t 1 )=1404. In the simulations 200 elements were used in the region 0<θ<π./2. 
Indicated dimensionless times correspond to the instants at which the equivalent frames 
of figure 111.26(a) were recorded, (d) 123x123 enlargement of the last shape shown in 
111.26(b) and (e) 7x7 enlargements of the last shape shown in 111.26(c).
III.3. CONCLUSIONS
An extensive parametric study was carried out numerically regarding the 
collapse mode of small bubbles, initial radius on the order of 6 pm corresponding to 
Pst»4 and Oh"'«20, and large bubbles, initial radius on the order of 400 pm 
corresponding to Pst*300 and Oh"'«180, in water under atmospheric pressure, subject to 
large internal overpressures with characteristic amplitude bb, and a wide range of initial 
elongations S. For small bubbles it is seen that for small elongations, S~l, and large 
overpressures, 8b~1, a threshold value exists in Oh"1 above which the bubble collapses 
via jet formation or sink flow as a result of P2 growth due to an afterbounce instability, 
whereas below this threshold it eventually settles to its equilibrium state. Increasing εΒ 
destabilizes the bubble by decreasing the threshold in Oh"1 for P2 growth. For moderate 
initial elongations, e.g. 0.5<S<0.75 when bb=2, and the entire range of initial 
overpressures that was investigated, 2<bb<10, the collapse mode via jet propagation and 
impact along the axis of symmetry prevails irrespective of Oh, with the upper limit of 
the S interval increasing as εβ increases. This is a combined effect of the initial P2 level 
and unstable growth. As S is further reduced, S<0.5, an off centered collapse 
mechanism arises that involves interaction between the penetrating jets and the 
contracting bubble side-walls. Simulations of collapsing femtosecond laser bubbles12 
whose size is on the order of several pm’s, operating in the very large initial elongation 
and initial overpressure parameter range, provide a fairly accurate description of the 
asymmetric collapse process and in the time scale of the experimental observations, 
involving jet propagation and impact along the axis of symmetry. It should be noted that 
the available experimental observations could not resolve jet formation and impact due 
to the angle of observation. Another important aspect of the experimental recordings of 
femtosecond bubbles, is that they do not fission after they attain minimum volume. 
Instead they retract and perform oscillations until they settle down to their equilibrium 
state.
When the parametric study focuses on large bubbles, Pst~300 and Oh"'~200 the 
effect of Oh, i.e. viscous dissipation, is minimal. For large internal overpressures, Bb>1, 
and very small elongations, S~l, the bubble breaks up as a result of Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability. Shape mode decomposition obtained numerically, and corroborated by 
stability analysis, captures growth of high axisymmetric modes that leads to satellite 
bubble formation and break-up in regions of very small radius of curvature. In the
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presence of small but finite initial elongation, S<1, impact is observed due to growth of 
P2 in the form of an afterbounce instability, as also verified by stability analysis. Jet 
propagation occurs along the axis of symmetry or sink flow takes place along the 
equator, depending on the phase in P2 growth. In fact, for very large initial 
overpressures and very small elongations, εΒ~10 and S>0.95, propagation along the 
equator prevails. The latter may take longer to be initiated, due to the small initial P2 
content, but leads to a more explosive impact as a result of the increased sphericity of 
the bubble. For not very small elongations, S<0.9, jet propagation occurs along the axis 
of symmetry irrespective of εΒ· In fact, this type of behavior persists for quite large 
elongations, i.e. S values as small as 0.5, below which the off-centered mode prevails. 
Collapse via sink flow is recovered in the simulations of nanosecond laser bubbles, size 
on the order of half a millimeter. This seems to agree with the available experimental 
recordings that indicate a similar mode of impact and on the same time scale as the 
simulations. The above collapse patterns as obtained via the parametric study, including 
the simulations of relevant experimental observations, are schematically shown in 
Tables III. 1 (a),(b).
Bubbles with initial radius Ro~5 μιη in water at 1 atm; Pst~4, Oh~20
Initial elongation S Type of collapse
Small elongations, 
S~l, e.g. 0.75<S<1 
when Gb=2
Oh”1 > Oh”) collapse via jet impact along the axis of symmetry or the 
equator due to P2 growth during the bubble afterbounce,
Oh”1 < Oh”) damping of oscillations
as S decreases or 6b increases Oh^) decreases
Moderate 
elongations, e.g. 
0.5<S<0.75 when 
sb=2
Collapse via jet impact along the axis of symmetry irrespective of Oh, 
as sb increases the upper limit of the S interval increases
Large elongations, 
S<0.5
Oh”1 < Oh^), collapse via jet impact along the axis of symmetry, 
Oh”1 > Oh”) off centered collapse mode, 
as S decreases Oh^) decreases (in the case of experiments with 
femtosecond laser bubbles when S=0.35 Oh^) — 3),
8b does not affect Oh”) (2< εΒ<10)
Table 111.1(a): Collapse pattern for micrometer size bubbles depending on the 
parameter range
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Bubbles with initial radius Rq~400 μπι in water at 1 atm; PSt~300, Oh~180
Initial elongation S Type of collapse
Almost spherical 
bubble, S~l, 1<εΒ
Bubble fissions via Rayleigh-Taylor instability
Very small initial 
elongation, 0.95<S<1 
for large εΒ>10
Collapse via jet formation along the equator (case of experiments 
with nanosecond laser bubbles) 
as εΒ increases the intensity of jet impact increases
Large initial elongation 
0.5<S<0.95, εΒ>2
Collapse via jet formation along the axis of symmetry
Very large initial 
elongation, S<0.45
Collapse via the off centered mode
Table III. 1(b): Collapse pattern for millimeter size bubbles depending on the parameter 
range
In the literature, bubble pinching in the presence of elongation and overpressure 
has been obtained in a different context76, when spark ignited bubbles are allowed to 
deform between two vertical plates. Simulations and experiments with bubble sizes on 
the order of 450 pm subject to internal overpressure, the latter was not as large as the 
one used in the present study, indicate bubble collapse on the axis of symmetry and 
bubble fission. Simulations also indicate a large pressure signal in the host fluid, at the 
time that the bubble splits and in the vicinity of the pinching area, which was 
conjectured to be a numerical artifact. The two bubble fragments are followed after 
pinching occurs, until reentrant jet formation and impact takes place in the tips 
corresponding to the north and south poles of the original bubble. An important aspect 
of the comparison between simulations and experiments in the present study is the fact 
that, as indicated by the experiments, the bubble does not fission after it attains its 
minimum volume. As it turns out, both femtosecond and nanosecond laser bubbles 
survive the impact intact and eventually retract to their equilibrium size. This is quite 
interesting and indicates that during impact enough amount of kinetic energy is 
dissipated into the host fluid so that the bubble overcomes the shock of impact intact. It 
should also be stressed that, as can be surmised by the stability analysis results shown in 
figure III.23, the Rayleigh-Plesset theory does not predict that the bubble will reach 
equilibrium so fast. In fact, stability analysis predicts shape instability, which is 
generally believed to destroy the integrity of the bubble. This, however, is not observed 
in the experiments shown in figures 111.18(a) and 111.21(a). Clearly, there is a stabilizing 
mechanism involved in the collapse process. Diffusion does not have enough time to act 
in this fashion, as is the case with acoustically trapped bubbles, because here the 
collapse process occurs within a single volume pulsation, or a few pulsations when 
acetone-water mixtures are used. It seems that, in the parameter range that is relevant to 
laser induced bubbles, jet formation and impact is both an energy focusing mechanism, 
see also figure 111.25(b), but also a stabilizing mechanism regarding bubble integrity and 
this might also bear some significance in the phenomenon of luminescence when laser 
induced bubbles collapse. It should also be noted that the pressure in the host fluid 
exhibits a strong peak in the vicinity of the region where impact takes place. Figure 
111.27(a) shows a blow up of the bubble shape in the region where the sink flow 
converges, i.e. around the equator. It is near this region that the liquid pressure peaks, 
figure 111.27(b), and is expected to emit a strong pressure signal. The latter follows the
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details of the bubble shape. There is uncertainty regarding the accuracy of the actual 
numbers, since compressibility is expected to decelerate liquid motion, but the strong 
pressure signal is definitely there. The same was true for small overpressures, as was 
shown in figure II. 11(e), but to a lesser extent. Consequently, the intense pressure 
signal reported at the moment of bubble fission in [76] is verified. However, there is an 
issue regarding the post pinching bubble behavior since experiments with laser bubbles 
do not indicate splitting. This is an issue that warrants further examination, possibly 
along with more careful accounting of liquid evaporation and compressibility effects 
during collapse. xiq’3
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Figure III.27: (a) Blow up on the bubble shape near the equator during collapse and (b) 
evolution of the pressure distribution on the liquid side along the bubble interface 
during collapse; S=0.98, Pst=295, εΒ=81, Oh''=174.
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CHAPTER IV
Numerical Simulations of the Collapse of 
Acoustically Driven Bubbles
Similar to the case of single-cavitation bubble luminescence (SCBL), 
simulations show that loss of sphericity accompanied with jet formation and impact 
during collapse is also possible with acoustically trapped bubbles in a standing 
pressure wave (SBSL), due to the many afterbounces of the bubble during its collapse 
phase. Jet impact occurs as a result of P2 growth in the form of an afterbounce 
instability. When the sound amplitude is decreased or liquid viscosity is increased the 
intensity of the afterbounce is decreased and jet impact is suppressed. When the sound 
amplitude is increasedjet formation is superceded by Rayleigh-Taylor instability. In the 
same context stable luminescence is quenched in experimental observations. In the 
simulations the severity of jet impact during collapse is quite large, and its local nature 
quite distinct. This attests to the fact that it is an energy focusing mechanism whose 
importance in generating the conditions under which a luminescence event is observed 
should be further investigated.
IV.l Simulation of single-bubble sonoiuminescence (SBSL)
Acoustically levitated bubbles with equilibrium radius on the order of a few 
micrometers are trapped in the pressure antinode of a standing pressure wave due to the 
primary Bjerknes forces. Thus, they implement radial oscillations at a more or less fixed 
position. Extensive experimental investigations have shown that the concentration of the 
dissolved gas and the temperature of the host liquid significantly affect the intensity of 
the emitted light, revealing the complexity of the phenomenon22. Furthermore, it has 
been established experimentally23 that SBSL occurs under a narrow parameter range, in 
terms of sound amplitude and equilibrium radius, for given driving frequency and 
dissolved gas concentration. It is known90 that for given dissolved gas concentration, 
relative to its saturation concentration, there is a threshold sound amplitude above which 
a bubble will grow due to rectified diffusion, whereas it will eventually dissolve below 
it. It was shown23 that there exists a small boundary line in the amplitude equilibrium 
radius plane (Pac, R-Eq) that separates regions of bubble growth and bubble dissolution as 
the bubble equilibrium radius Req increases. This ensures the possibility for stable 
bubble pulsations, while shape instabilities and break-up prevail as Pac or Rpq are 
further increased. This boundary line exists for parameter values over which 
sonoiuminescence takes place23. Once rectified diffusion determines the bubble 
equilibrium size, then sound amplitude will determine the mechanics of collapse and 
subsequent light emission. Interestingly enough, stability analysis24,63 reveals that in a 
similar parameter range shape instabilities set in and, in particular, transition from stable 
oscillations to parametric and Rayleigh-Taylor instability occurs. We are interested in 
simulating bubble collapse within the above parameter range in order to capture 
potential loss of spherosymmetry as well as the specific pattern of bubble deformation 
and break-up, in an effort to make some useful associations regarding the mechanism 
behind luminescence. In the literature of sonoiuminescence22 24 91 it is known that light 
emission is very sensitive to the amplitude of sound, dissolved gas concentration and 
heat capacity ratio, γ, but also to host liquid viscosity. We would like to investigate this
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sensitivity and, possibly, associate it with the collapse pattern. To this end, we employ 
the same numerical approach that was used for SCBL with the difference that in the 
case of SBSL a sinusoidal pressure wave is imposed on the far field pressure 
characterized by dimensionless amplitude ε and frequency vf.
= PS( (1 +scos27ivft) = PSl + PAc cos2nvft. (IV.l)
In this case the dimensionless frequency constitutes an additional parameter, that is also
made dimensionless via surface tension, vf = v'f ■ (IV.2)
V /
Experimental observations on SBSL in a water-glycerin mixture with high 
speed photography are available in the literature13. The photographic sequence of the 
experimentally obtained frames is reproduced in figure IV. 1(a) and reveals that a 
trapped bubble of equilibrium radius R=8 pm driven at 21.4 kHz carries out almost 
radial oscillations and collapses in a more or less spherosymmetric fashion. This is true 
for all the stages of oscillation except for the very last ones due to the extremely small 
size of the bubble. The experimental data for the time series of the bubble radius can be 
fitted to the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, figure IV. 1(b). The parameters obtained from the 
fitting, liquid viscosity in particular, can be also used in the present model in order to 
simulate bubble oscillation and collapse as close as possible. It must be stressed that due 
to the high viscosity of glycerin the resultant Reynolds number is Re=Oh '»3.9. The 
present axisymmetric model only takes into account weak viscous effects within the 
boundary layer of the bubble and this approach is accurate as long as Re number 
remains large. In addition, the model does not account for the vapor pressure inside the 
bubble, which, however, is not expected to result in large discrepancies, and 
compressibility which is expected to increase the range of sound amplitudes before 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability destroys the bubble92. In order to overcome the above 
limitations we conducted a parametric study of the effect of different parameters on 
bubble collapse.
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Figure IV. 1: (a) Photographic series of a trapped sonoluminescing bubble in a water- 
glycerin mixture driven at 21.4 kHz. The top row presents the bubble dynamics at an 
interframe time of ca. 2.5 ps. The bottom row shows the bubble collapse with five-fold 
temporal resolution (500 ns interframe time). The scale of image is indicated by the 
ruler (100 pm), (b) Radius-time curve from photographic observations. A numerically 
calculated curve is superimposed on the experimental data point (open circles). The 
calculation is based on the following parameters: driving frequency, fo=21.4 kHz; 
ambient pressure, po=1 bar; driving pressure, PAc=L32 bar; vapor pressure, pv=25 mbar; 
equilibrium radius, Ri;q=8 pm; density of the liquid, p= 1000 kg m'3; viscosity, η=0.006 
N s m'2; surface tension, σ=0.07 N m'1. The gas within the bubble is assumed to obey 
the adiabatic equation of state of an ideal gas with ratio of the specific heats of 1.33. All 
figures are reproduced from [13].
As a first test we simulated the case shown in figure IV. 1 using the above 
mentioned parameter values, but assuming a small initial elongation characterized by 
S=0.96. As it turns out, at the time instant at which the bubble acquires its minimum 
volume in the photographic sequence the simulations indicate collapse, figure lV.2(a), 
along with the onset of jet formation. The signature of the latter effect is identified in 
figures IV.2(b) and IV.2(c) depicting the time evolution of the Legendre decomposition 
of the bubble shape throughout the simulation, figure IV.2(b), and during collapse, 
figure IV.2(c). The last figure shows rapid growth of almost all the harmonic 
components, P2, P4, P& and P*. Linear stability analysis in the manner shown by 
Hilgenfeldt et al.63 predicts very fast growth rate P2 pertaining to a Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability. Towards the final collapse phase nonlinear energy transfer to even higher 
modes hinters further jet propagation and destroys the integrity of the bubble in regions 
of the interface where pinching occurs.
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Figure IV.2: (a) Interfacial shape at collapse of a single-bubble in a water-glycerin 
mixture, (b) Time variation of the first five even Legendre modes of the bubble shape 
during the entire simulation and (c) during collapse; S=0.96, Pst=5.714, ε=1.32, 
a>(=0.364, Re=3.9.
Upon decreasing liquid viscosity to 0.001 N s/m2, i.e. taking water as the host 
fluid, during the collapse phase the bubble exhibits jet formation and quick propagation 
along the axis of symmetry before impact. Figure IV.3(a). As can be gleaned from 
Figures IV.3(b) and IV.3(c), jet formation and impact is associated with rapid growth of 
the second Legendre shape mode.
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Figure IV.3: (a) Interfacial shape during the collapse phase of a single-bubble in a 
water-glycerin mixture, (b) Time variation of the first five even Legendre modes of the 
bubble shape during the entire simulation and (c) during collapse; S=0.96, Pst=5.714, 
ε=1.32, corO.364, Re=23.7.
On comparing the situations depicted in figures IV.2 and IV.3, it turns out that 
viscosity does not significantly alter the minimum bubble volume or the Rayleigh- 
Taylor instability; see also references [24,63], However, it damps the explosive growth 
rate of P2, which might bear significance on the quenching of light emission in viscous 
fluids. Consequently, at large amplitudes and relatively small viscosities jet impact may 
occur before higher modes have the time to grow and pinch the bubble. It should also be 
noted that jet coalescence is accompanied by very large jet velocities at impact. Figure
IV.4(b), attesting to the energy focusing nature of the phenomenon. The interfacial 
velocity is also shown in figure IV.4(a), for the cases depicted in figures IV.2 and IV.3, 
corresponding to the radial velocity during the spherosymmetric part of the bubble 
collapse, which is also quite large and may produce a shock wave. The case with a
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higher Re leads to a lower velocity simply because jet impact occurs before Rayleigh- 
Taylor instability destroys the bubble. Then, the simulations have to stop. However, this 
is not the case with the bubble motion that may continue and lead to even higher 
velocities.
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Figure IV.4: (a) Interfacial velocity when Re=23.7 and Re=3.9 and (b) jet velocity 
during collapse when Re=23.7; S=0.96, Pst=5.714, ε=1.32, ωι=0.364.
Jet formation and impact can be viewed as a manifestation of the afterbounce 
instability, and this is verified independently by linear stability analysis. Repeating the 
above simulations for a smaller amplitude, ε= 1.1, and water as the host fluid, jet 
propagation - sink flow along the equator is obtained, figure IV.5(a). The volume 
pulsation of the bubble clearly exhibits a sequence of afterbounces, figure IV.5(b), 
signifying growth of P2, figure IV.5(c), and jet formation. The simulations stop due to 
jet impact while the P2 content of the normal mode decomposition of the shape is 
positive, indicating a prolate shape. When the viscosity is increased to that of the water- 
glycerin mixture the volume afterbounces become weaker while P2 growth is almost 
nonexistent. Similarly, further reduction of the disturbance amplitude below a certain 
threshold value, &cu for fixed liquid viscosity, eliminates jet impact; when Re~23.7 
εα~0.9. Repeating the simulations with a smaller initial elongation, e.g. S=0.99, does 
not change the collapse pattern at all except for the actual time of impact, figure IV.6, 
since anyway the initial P2 content is damped before the onset of collapse. Even if a 
small amount of P3 is introduced initially, still P2 growth dominates the dynamics of 
collapse for most cases where an afterbounce instability is present. Jet formation and 
impact is associated with the major afterbounces following the collapse phase of the 
bubble. In fact, monitoring the amplitude ratio between the P2 and Po pulsations it turns 
out that jet impact occurs when the magnitude of this ratio becomes on the order of 1. 
Performing linear stability analysis in the above parameter range verifies the pattern of 
P2 growth or damping mentioned above.
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Figure IV.5: (a) Interfacial shape at collapse of a single-bubble in water, (b) Time 
variation of the first five even Legendre modes of the bubble shape during the entire 
simulation and (c) during collapse; S=0.96, Pst=5.714, ε= 1.1, a)f=0.364, Re=23.7.
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Figure IV.6: (a) Interfacial shape at collapse of a single-bubble in water, (b) Time 
variation of the first five even Legendre modes of the bubble shape during the entire 
simulation and (c) during collapse; S=0.99, Pst=5.714, ε=1.1, aif=0.364, Re=23.7.
It should be stressed that both here as well as with laser-induced bubbles, jet 
impact does not to necessarily destroy the integrity of the bubble. In fact, nanosecond 
laser bubbles, as illustrated from the experimental observations shown in figure 
111.21(a), after acquiring their minimum volume they retract and eventually settle to 
their equilibrium radius. As shown from figure 111.21(c), simulations indicate jet 
impact-sink flow for this particular set of frames. If indeed this is the case, comparison 
between simulations and experiments with laser bubbles points in this direction, then jet 
impact may not destroy acoustically trapped bubbles either, but simply act as a 
dissipation mechanism of the excessive energy contained in the bubble during collapse. 
Unfortunately, our simulations have to stop once jet impact takes place. This is an
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interesting point that warrants further investigation, as it may be the case that jet 
formation and stable sonoluminescence coexist. Consequently, an acoustically trapped 
bubble may keep oscillating after impact and periodically exhibit the collapse-jet impact 
process. The energy associated with the process of jet impact is probably radiated away 
from the point of impact via secondary shock wave formation, while at the same time it 
is dissipated in order to heat the nearby gas and liquid masses.
IV.2 Conclusions
In this section we have simulated experiments on SBSL after relaxing the 
assumption of spherosymmetry. The boundary integral method was used, which is 
capable of predicting the detailed axisymmetric deformation of the bubble interface 
during collapse. The initial asphericity is very small and may only be due to very small 
variations in the primary Bjerknes force. Owing to the very small size of the bubbles, 
equilibrium radius on the order of 5pm, loss of sphericity cannot be easily captured by 
high-speed photography. Nevertheless, in SBSL the volume pulsation is quite 
asymmetric, in comparison with SCBL, and consequently any initial elongation is 
mostly dissipated before the afterbounce instability sets in, compare figures III.23 and
IV.5, during the many afterbounces of the bubble volume after the major initial 
collapse. As a result initial elongation does not play a significant role in the simulations 
of acoustically trapped bubbles conducted here, aside from determining the exact time 
of impact. According to the simulations there is a narrow parameter window within 
which final collapse happens via jet impact that occurs, either through its two poles or 
through the opposite sides of the equatorial plane like a sink flow, with a very large 
velocity. It is a result of the afterbounce instability that leads to oblate or prolate shapes 
depending on the phase of P2 growth that causes impact. As the amplitude further 
increases the collapse becomes more violent, jet formation is suppressed, and Rayleigh- 
Taylor instability prevails. As the amplitude decreases or the viscosity increases jet 
velocity during collapse decreases until jet impact is fully suppressed. It was also shown 
by the simulations that both the jet velocity, associated with the severity of jet impact, 
and bubble interfacial velocity, associated with the shock wave strength, are quite 
severe and may be correlated with light production. However, jet formation and impact 
was better captured by the simulations presented here, and it was seen in the context of 
experiments with laser induced bubbles that it does not necessarily lead to bubble 
fragmentation. It should then be investigated whether it can coexist with the process of 
continuous bubble pulsation in the context of SBSL, in which case it constitutes a 
mechanism that may extend the range of light emission predicted by adiabatic collapse.
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CHAPTER V
Non-linear Radial Oscillations of Encapsulated Microbubbles subject 
to Ultrasound: The effect of membrane constitutive law
The nonlinear radial oscillations of bubbles that are encapsulated in an elastic 
shell, also known as contrast agents in diagnostic echocardiography, are investigated 
numerically subject to three different constitutive laws describing the viscoelastic 
properties of the shell: the Mooney-Rivlin (MR), the Skalak (SK) and the Kelvin- Voigt 
(KV) models are used in order to describe strain-softening, strain-hardening and small 
displacement (Hookean) behavior of the shell material, respectively. The equations 
governing liquid motion coupled with the radial micro-bubble pulsations in response to 
an ultrasonic beam are obtained based on the Keller - Miksis model, which also takes 
into consideration the compressibility of the external liquid far from the micro-bubble. 
The resonance frequency and scattering cross section of the fundamental and higher 
harmonics depend strongly upon the nonlinear material behavior as well as the shell 
and liquid parameters. In particular, for even moderately nonlinear acoustic 
disturbances membrane elasticity has a measurable effect on the resonance frequency 
leading to higher values as it increases. When the membrane is strain-softening (MR) 
the resonance frequency decreases with increasing sound amplitude whereas the 
opposite happens when the membrane is strain-hardening (SK). This is an effect of the 
decrease/increase in the actual membrane elasticity with increasing external strain for 
the MR and SK membranes, respectively, and the concomitant rise/drop in the 
displacements. It amounts to increasing/decreasing the effective system inertia and this 
is reflected in the resonance frequency. These are quite measurable variations that, for 
an isotropic load such as is the case for spherosymmetric pulsations, are determined by 
the area dilatation modulus. In addition, as the amplitude of the acoustic disturbance 
increases the total scattering cross section of a microbubble with an SK membrane 
tends to decrease whereas, that of a KV or an MR membrane tends to increase. SK 
membranes are only mildly affected by the sound amplitude, as far as their active 
scatter is concerned in comparison with the external disturbance, and this reduces their 
scattering cross section. The importance of this effect in the interpretation of certain 
features of experimental observations of oscillating micro-bubbles subject to large peak 
negative pressures is discussed.
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V.l PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider an encapsulated micro-bubble with initial external and internal 
radius R^,a'0, respectively, submerged in a Newtonian liquid of density pn dynamic
viscosity μ, and static pressure P't taken to be at 1 bar, figure V.l (a). The microbubble 
consists of ideal gas encapsulated in a viscoelastic membrane. The latter is taken to be 
volume incompressible with shear modulus Gs and dynamic viscosity μ5. Initially the 
membrane is at static equilibrium where it may develop uniform residual stresses, 
assuming a spherosymmetric configuration, so the external and internal radii for which 
the membrane is free of stresses are:
K=K~U'aE =ao -u'\ (V.l)
where u 1 , u'\ , are the radial displacements that produce these residual stresses,
'r 'r ~ao
figure V.l(b); throughout this study primed letters denote dimensional variables. The 
gas inside the micro-bubble exerts on the membrane a pressure P^0 the variations of
which are applied instantaneously and uniformly throughout the gas due to its negligible 
density. We also assume that the micro-bubble executes adiabatic oscillations. 
Consequently, each moment the pressure inside the bubble is correlated with the micro­
bubble volume as:
(v·2)
with Vq denoting the initial microbubble volume and γ = 1.4 the polytropic constant
for an adiabatic process.
The bubble is insonated by a sinusoidal pressure disturbance in the far field
p: (0=κ+p'Atr)=p;, Γ1+«mj®/) (V.3)
where ω) = 2nvf, with vf =1-10 MHz the forcing frequency lying in the ultrasound 
range, P(c (t') is the far field pressure disturbance, and ε is the amplitude of the
acoustic disturbance. The acoustic disturbance is also characterized by a wavelength, l, 
and wavenumber, k = 2 π/l, that is related to the speed of sound, c, in the host fluid in 
the usual manner, c = cor /k . When the micro-bubble radius, is much smaller than
the sound wavelength, l, or when the velocities that develop in the liquid, as a result of 
the micro-bubble pulsations, are much smaller that the speed of sound we can neglect 
compressibility effects, at least near the interface60. More details on the treatment of 
liquid compressibility are given in the subsection where the modeling of the host fluid is 
presented. The n-harmonic component of the scattering cross section is given by34’35
=4;r^T
fV’n?)/''
(V.4)
\p£d>'
where,
Ρί(Ε,ι’)=ρ;(ϊ,ι·)-ρ·-ρ·Λ,(ι') (v.5)
is the scattered pressure from the micro-bubble’s interface, registered in the host fluid at 
a distance r' from the micro-bubble’s center of mass and subscript n denotes the n-
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harmonic component of the scattering cross section. In the present study osc is evaluated 
at the interface, in which case r' = R' is the instantaneous external micro-bubble radius.
The initial external radius of the micro-bubble,^, is assigned as the 
characteristic length of the problem. Since the timescale of micro-bubble oscillations is 
determined by the external forcing frequency, ω{, the characteristic time of the
problem is — and subsequently the characteristic velocity, cofR^. Finally, the
ω,
characteristic pressure is defined via the characteristic velocity as ρ,ω2^2.
(a)
= Et\ l + £smjizy?'
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Figure V.l: Schematic diagram of a contrast agent (a) at equilibrium and (b) at the 
unstressed state and at equilibrium.
V.1.1 Governing equations of the external liquid
The pulsating motion of the micro-bubble may exhibit very large velocities, 
especially as the amplitude of the acoustic disturbance increases as is the case when 
high mechanical index, MI, ultrasonic bursts are employed. As a result of its low 
viscosity viscous effects may be neglected in the bulk of the host fluid, taken to be 
either water or blood, and a velocity potential, φ', may be introduced which simplifies 
the analysis significantly. In addition, inclusion of liquid compressibility is required in 
the model in order to account for fluid motion in the far field. When the Mach number 
of the flow, based on the radial velocity of the micro-bubble’s interface with the host
co R ^
liquid, R' ~cofR', is small but not negligible, M = —-—-«1, the far field flow is
c
compressible and described by the wave equation whereas near the bubble-host fluid 
interface the flow field can be described by the Laplace equation, to leading order93,
Μ2Μ_Δφ = 0. (V.6)
dt2
where <j) = <|)7(cofR') is the dimensionless velocity potential. Alternatively, as was
mentioned above, for this assumption to be valid the wavelength of the acoustic 
disturbance has to be much bigger than the micro-bubble radius.
This structure essentially leads to the Keller-Miksis model describing very fast 
radial oscillations of a bubble, where the pressure inside the liquid in dimensionless 
form is given by an extended version of the Bernoulli equation that holds when 
compressibility effects are accounted for to first order. Near the interface the velocity 
potential assumes the classical form for spherical symmetry,
φ(Μ) =
RR2
(V.7)
In this fashion, and utilizing the known wave form for the pressure disturbance 
that is applied in the far field in conjunction with (V.6), the non-linear ordinary 
differential equation describing spherosymmetric oscillations of a micro-bubble in a 
compressible liquid reads
'υύΥ=('+~p--p«)+MR2t (^L
the dimensionless
(l -MR)RR ) (V. 8)
where R is external micro-bubble radius at time t,
R =
dR{t) k_d2R{l) and P.I is the dimensionless pressure of the host liquid 
dl dt1 ,Us H M
calculated at the micro-bubble’s interface.
Equation (V.8) provides the instantaneous location of the bubble’s interface 
once the liquid pressure is known. Thus, of great importance in modeling the behavior 
of contrast agents is the evaluation of the stresses that are applied on the membrane 
from the liquid side of the interface as well as those that are developed on it due to its 
viscoelastic properties. According to the model adopted here the surrounding liquid is 
taken to be Newtonian while viscous stresses are only considered near the interface. 
Consequently, in the context of spherosymmetric oscillations, the radial component.
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X In' lr=R = -P, r=R + Re
,θ2φ
dr1
--Δφ
3
(V.9)
is the only surviving contribution from the liquid stresses on the membrane force 
balance. The second term inside the parenthesis arises as a result of compressibility. It is 
not very important when M«l93, nevertheless it is kept here as it was included in the 
original Keller-Miksis model. The Keller-Miksis as well as the Herring94 and Gilmore95 
models all belong to the same family of approximations that are first order accurate in 
the Mach number and are used quire often in order to describe fast bubble oscillations.
V.1.2 Modeling of the Mechanical Behavior of the Membrane - Constitutive Laws
The liquid pressure exerted on the membrane can be calculated via a stress 
balance that is applied on the membrane itself. In this fashion the micro-bubble model 
can be completed by correlating the pressure of the external liquid, P, | , calculated on
the interface of the bubble, with the instantaneous pressure inside the bubble, Pg, and
the normal stresses that develop on the membrane due to its radial deformation and 
velocity. Subsequent substitution in (V.8) provides a nonlinear ordinary differential 
equation that can be solved for the radial position and velocity of the interface.
When the membrane thickness is taken to be finite in which case it constitutes a 
shell that surrounds the bubble, two interfacial force balances can be set up 
corresponding to the gas-membrane and liquid-membrane interfaces. These are force 
balances involving stresses that develop in the phase occupying either side of the two 
interfaces as well as interfacial tensions. The latter may be present because, despite the 
viscoelastic nature of the shell material, a small amount of contact between the gas 
inside the bubble and the host liquid is possible due to the very small shell thickness. 
They are not expected to play a major role in the microbubble dynamics nevertheless 
they are included for completeness. In this context, i.e. when the shell thickness is 
infinitesimally small, a single force balance can be written for the gas-liquid interface,
P'1-Ρ,ΐ + Χ, η = σ(ν' n) n -V' (V.10)
where I denotes the unitary stress tensor, n the normal vector at the interface pointing
towards the host fluid, V' the surface gradient operator, σ the interfacial tension 
between the gas in the microbubble and the host liquid in the presence of the membrane, 
Pj, X! the liquid pressure and deviatoric stress tensor, respectively, and XM the two-
dimensional stress tensor containing the stresses that develop on the membrane surface 
as a result of its mechanical properties such as elasticity and viscosity96. Owing to the 
negligible viscosity of the gas filling the volume inside the membrane, only pressure 
forces are accounted for on the gas side of the stress balance in (V.10). It should also be 
noted that, as opposed to surface tension that is isotropic, tensions due to elasticity are 
non-isotropic, vary along the interface and enter not only the normal but also the 
tangential components of the force balance. A detailed presentation of the stresses that 
develop on the membrane, depending on the constitutive law that describes the 
mechanical behavior of the material that forms the membrane, is provided in the 
following.
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V.l.2.1 Kelvin-Voigt Model
One of the earlier used constitutive laws34 governing the mechanical behavior of 
the membrane is the Kelvin-Voigt law (KV) that relates the viscoelastic stresses to the
strain and rate of strain tensors, y , y , in a linear fashion,
X, =2 g, r +pj
1= 2
V'iT (V'D·)1
2L
V'U' + (v'O')' (V.ll)
where u' and 0' are ascribed as the dimensional displacement and velocity vectors 
inside the membrane, respectively and Gs, ps the shell shear modulus and viscosity 
expressed in Nt/m2 and kg/(m s), respectively. We consider radial pulsations and 
neglect inertia effects in, and shape oscillations of, the shell, which is taken to be at 
equilibrium at all times. It should also be stressed that the above model is essentially 
Hooke’s law, with the addition of a viscous term, and therefore is strictly valid for small 
membrane displacements. Nevertheless, different variations of it that are valid either for 
finite3442 or infinitesimal35,36,44,47 shell thickness, are extensively used in the literature 
over a very wide range of pressure amplitudes and viscoelastic parameter values. 
Consequently, we also make use of it in the present study, for the purpose of comparing 
its validity range against other more relevant constitutive laws that account for changes 
in the material properties, such as the shear modulus, with increasing pressure amplitude 
or frequency of sound.
Following Khismatullin & Nadim42 we consider the r-component of the 
momentum and continuity equations for the shell, integrate in the radial direction across 
the shell and take the stress equilibrium between the membrane and the external liquid 
and the internal gas. Thus, we obtain the liquid pressure exerted on the membrane, 
P, | . Owing to the small membrane thickness, in comparison with the microbubble
radius, we proceed by taking the ratio between the shell thickness, δ', and bubble 
external radius, R', to be negligibly small throughout the bubble pulsation. In this 
fashion the dimensionless liquid pressure Pt | reads in dimensionless form:
(V.12)
, Γ2 +P](V3/ 2 4 R 4 3δ'μ, R f R-Ιλ
Ιγ=Λ ~ We s,_ [Rj WeR Re, R Re, Kp R2 Ρ,οήΚ { R2 J
where. We - Ρ,ω)Κ denotes the Weber number comparing inertia forces in the liquid
due to the external forcing with surface tension. Re, = ΡιωίΚ A----- ------  and m --------- the
Pi
Reynolds number of the external liquid, comparing forces of inertia with viscous
2fi'Q
dissipation, and the relative fluid to membrane viscosity, respectively, and G =-----
Pi“>fPo
the dimensionless shear stress modulus that compares elastic with inertia forces. The 
above equation holds when the membrane remains very thin while undergoes small 
displacements during the microbubble pulsation, and is essentially the Church-Hoff 
model for viscoelastic membranes44,47. It assumes an incompressible shell with a 
simplified expression for the shell displacements, u « R2(R-R0)/r2.
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Upon replacing equation (V.12) in (V.8) we obtain the following ordinary non­
linear ordinary differential equation (ODE) with dimensionless time t as the only 
independent variable, and the external microbubble radius, R, as the only unknown:
r MRλ3 ___
2 2 #+(ΐ + Λ4Κ)
—+pa
We * UJ
3 r
4 R 4 Rm—- +
WeR Re, R Re, R1
-4G R-1 
R2
r -εΡ,ι sin(r) (V.13)
-3/
2 R
— +PSI
We \ l*J ■ R R +
+ΛΜ| —4 2#
We R- Re, Rr Re, Z?3
-4(JK^ 3--£p cost/)
R y 1
(l-M?) R+ AM 4 Mm 1 
Re, Re, R
R
The above equation can be solved with the appropriate initial conditions in order to 
provide the radial position and the velocity of the membrane, and through them the rest 
of the important dependent variables of the flow. By construction the above model 
cannot account for the effect of prestress. Hence, we initially impose equilibrium 
conditions:
R(t = 0) = 1, R(t = 0) = 0, u\r i = u(r = \,t = 0) = 0. (V.14)
V.l.2.2 Strain Hardening and Strain Softening Materials
Most materials do not respond to external forces through a constant elasticity 
modulus. Rather, they exhibit a varying stress strain relation at large deformations or at 
very abrupt changes of pressure, as is the case with ultrasound. Two very common 
families of materials characterized by this kind of response are strain softening and 
strain hardening materials. In the former case the membrane material is such that its 
shear modulus is reduced as strain grows whereas the opposite is true for the latter type 
of membrane materials. Both types of materials are used in the manufacturing of 
contrast agents, e.g. lipid bi-layers are strain hardening whereas most polymer shelled 
air filled particles are strain softening. Consequently, taking into consideration the 
specific material behavior will enhance the predictive capabilities of the model. In the 
following we present the governing equations for the mechanical behavior of a 
viscoelastic membrane at equilibrium, taken to be infinitesimally thin in comparison 
with the radius as is normally the case with contrast agents used in ultrasound diagnostic 
imaging, for different types of nonlinear response.
Following Barthes & Rallison97 we associate the elastic tension tensor, XM’ , on
a deformed two-dimensional surface with the Green-Lagrange surface deformation 
tensor, e, via the strain energy function w(I],l2), where f, f denote the 2D strain 
invariants:
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(V.15)
! = ·| ατ·α-(ι-νν (V.16)
Js = λ,λ2 = ^det(AT-A + NN),
I, = 2tr(e) = λ,2 + λ2 -2, Ι2 = Js2-1 = λ,2λ2-1
(V.17)
In the above A denotes the surface displacement gradient, N the normal vector at a
reference unstressed state and λ2, λ\ the two non-zero eigenvalues of AT · A that
correspond to local principal axes of deformation in the tangential membrane plane and 
represent the principal extension ratios along the same axes. The two invariants, ft, I2, 
denote the elongation of a local line element and the local area dilatation, respectively. 
The above formulation does not account for the membrane bending resistance, which, 
however, is not needed as long as the shape of the micro-bubble remains spherical. 
More details on the theory of elasticity in the presence of large displacements can be 
found in Green & Zerna98, as well as in the literature of capsule mechanics50'61'96 .
The strain energy w(Ii,l2) depends on the nature of the membrane material and 
assumes different forms as the mechanical behavior of the membrane changes. A typical 
strain energy describing a very thin sheet of an isotropic, volume-incompressible, 
rubber-like material with strain softening behavior, is the one provided by the two- 
dimensional Mooney-Rivlin (MR) law98,
with Gmr the Mooney-Rivlin surface shear modulus expressed in Nt/m; when the 
indices are exchanged in (V.18b) the stress component along principal direction 2 is 
obtained. The case with b=0 corresponds to a neo-Hookean membrane whereas as b, 
which ranges between 0 and 1, tends to zero the membrane becomes softer. It should 
also be noted that the Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law allows for unrestricted area 
dilatation that is compensated by progressive thinning of the membrane, whereas the 
case with b=0 (neo-Hookean membrane) represents the appropriate linear stress strain 
relationship that accounts for the change in metric properties during deformation. 
Emelianov et al53 examined the dynamics of a bubble surrounded by a Mooney material 
that extends to infinity in order to assess the importance of external shear.
One of the most widely used constitutive laws pertaining to strain hardening 
membranes is the one developed by Skalak et al.48 in order to model the lipid bi-layer 
structure surrounding the red blood-cell,
(V. 18b)
(V.18a)
(V.19a)
(V.19b)
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with Gsk denoting the Skalak (SK) surface shear modulus expressed in Nt/m. The 
parameter C in the above equations is always positive and controls the extend of area 
incompressibility of the membrane. In the case of red blood-cells C»1 in order to 
accommodate the almost incompressible nature of the membrane area. Nevertheless, 
this is a quite general law that is used for strain hardening membranes whether they are 
area incompressible or not. Membrane viscosity can also be accounted for via a linear 
Newtonian term that is added to the elastic stresses and involves the membrane velocity.
μ2(1------- j-;------- y- is the first principal component of the surface rate of strain tensor50
Xt dt' λ, dt'
and g2d the 2d membrane viscosity expressed in Kg/s.
For a two-dimensional membrane the viscoelastic contributions to the force 
balance equation (V.10) enter through the surface divergence of the surface stress 
tensor. In the context of spherosymmetric oscillations only the radial component of the 
divergence has a nonzero contribution, while the membrane principal extension ratio 
due to its radial displacement reads
A ^ — /l| — A-,
R'q-u'
(V.20)
Rj is the membrane radial position in the absence of strain. For better illustration of the
above concepts, figure V.2 shows the variation of principal tension Xi=X2=T when a 
membrane sample is subject to isotropic strain along the principal directions 1 and 2, as 
is the case with radial pulsations that are examined in the present study, as a function of 
membrane relative area change for different types of membranes. Clearly, as b=l-'F 
approaches zero the membrane softness increases whereas as C deviates from unity 
even the linear behavior of an SK membrane deviates from the predictions of the KV 
law. In addition, as C increases beyond 10 it has essentially achieved its asymptotic 
behavior of an area incompressible membrane at infinity. It should be noted that, in 
view of the isotropy in the deformation that is assumed in the present study, the main 
elastic effect that is assessed here is that of area dilatation due to pulsation. This is 
reflected in the area dilatation modulus K that is defined as the ratio between the 
isotropic elastic tension and the relative area change (λ2-1) for small deformations. It 
turns out that a Hookean material with Poisson ratio vs=l/2, a MR material and a SK 
material with C=1 all are characterized by area dilatation modulus K equal to 3G2d, 
where G2d denotes the 2d shear modulus of the membrane. In the case of a KV 
membrane G2d=Gs5\ In the following we will use this parameter in order to compare 
the behavior of membranes with the same area dilatation modulus that obey different 
constitutive laws. Thus, for a MR membrane we will use Gmr= Gs5’, and similarly for 
an SK membrane with C=1 we will use Gsk= Gs5’. In the latter type of membrane it can 
be seen that when C=l, K=G2d(2C+l). Consequently, in the following we will ensure 
that the area dilatation modulus is the same when we compare strain hardening with 
strain softening and Hookean (i.e. KV) membranes. In addition we will present a 
separate set of results in order to assess the effect of parameter C on SK membranes, 
which essentially represents the effect of increasing the area dilatation modulus for a 
given SK membrane.
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Figure V.2: Isotropic tension: principal tension T/Gs as a function of relative area 
change. Comparison of the linear Hooke (H) law and the nonlinear Mooney-Rivlin 
(MR) and Skalak (SK) laws (adapted from Barthes et al.50); vs=l/2 denotes the 2d 
surface Poisson ratio.
Upon introduction into the stress equilibrium equation that holds on the 
membrane, eq. (V.10), of the MR constitutive law and reverting to dimensionless 
formulation in a manner analogous to the Kelvin-Voigt model, we obtain the following 
expression for the liquid pressure on the membrane:
p - 
rl\r=R
r \\3y
P.+—+2G
We '-MJ6 1 +b .Ηλ=,r \J
2 AR 2G 1-M4
WeR Re. R R R\ /
1 +b
R λ 4R
Re,!?
m
(V.21)
where G =------ψ—τ, w = ^MR , are the dimensionless numbers that arise and
Plco}R* μΚ0
u\r= u(r = 1,/ = 0) = w0 the initial membrane displacement that determines the
residual stresses inside the membrane. Note the slightly different definition of these 
numbers from the situation with a KV membrane owing to the two-dimensional 
geometry of the interface. Finally, substituting the above expression in (V.8) we obtain 
a nonlinear ODE describing the time variation of the radial position and velocity of an 
MR membrane, that is equivalent to (V.13) for the Kelvin-Voigt model:
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In a similar fashion, for an SK membrane, as parameter C grows the stresses developed 
on the membrane also increase for the same deformation. Following a similar procedure 
as with the MR membrane the following expression for the dimensionless liquid 
pressure, P, | , on an SK membrane is derived,
PLr ( R
3 r
P+—+2G 
a We
( R λ2
(1 f ( 1 '
6 1
r- (l_c)+c -1
v ^ J ll-Woy
4R 2G
Re, R R
(1 -c)+c
, λ6
( R
V* J
4 R
Re, R2
+
m
(V.23)
where G = °SK
p,co}R{
, m — ^SK , are the dimensionless numbers that arise. Substituting
20,37 pR,
equation (V.23) in (V.8) the equation governing the radial motion of an SK membrane
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is obtained. The dimensionless numbers in the above equation bear the same 
significance with equivalent ones appearing in (V.22) for the MR membrane. Equations 
(V.22) and (V.24) can be solved for the radial position and the velocity of the interface 
with the appropriate initial conditions,
R(t = 0) = 1, R(t = 0) = 0, u|ri = u(r = l,t = 0) = u0. (V.25)
V.1.3 Linear theory
Linearization of the governing equations is a useful tool in order to obtain the 
resonance frequency of the micro-bubble as a function of its size and mechanical 
properties, but also in order to interrelate the viscoelastic parameters that are involved in 
different constitutive laws50. Starting with the Kelvin-Voigt model we apply 
infinitesimal perturbations to the basic solution, which is the micro-bubble equilibrium. 
To simplify the analysis we assume that the membrane is free of residual stresses at t=0, 
i.e. u0 ~ 0. Applying small disturbances on the external radius as well as the far field
pressure,
R = l + eRd, Px =P5I + sPsl sin(r), ε«\, (V.26)
introducing the above expansions in the governing equations and retaining terms of 
order ε only, we obtain
, 4M AMn 1+——t
Re, Re,
2 M 4 Am 
We Re, Re,
^Μ[ύ+Ρ’
+AGM
Rd + (V.27)
3γf 2
jVe+Psl
Λ 2 —+4G 
We
Rd - -£■/(, sin(/)-i/),Mcos(/)
The above equation is of the type
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(V.28)F\K + F2K + F3Rd = ~sPs, sin(l)-sPslMcos(/) 
which admits an analytical solution of the form,
Rd(t) = -Beatf cos(ω7ί)+—^——e"v sm(a),t) + Asm(t) + Bcos(t) (V.29)
a>i
with
A = -εΡ
-p+F2M + F3 
s' /v + F,2 - 2F] F3 + F?
B = sP FXM
■ f 3 M + F2
s‘F^+Ff-IF^+F?
(V.30)
and ω -coR +ico, the roots of the characteristic polynomial. coR is normally negative 
and acts as a measure of the system damping whereas ω, is the dimensionless natural
frequency of the micro-bubble.
Following the same procedure on equations (V.22) and (V.24) governing the 
dynamics of MR and SK membranes and taking u0 = 0, for simplicity, we obtain again 
eq. (V.27) for a membrane obeying the MR constitutive law, provided 
Rmr = 3δ'μ„ Gmr = Gs5', and
, 4M 4A4n 1+—+---------
Re; Re, 4+
2M 4 4m
We Re, Re,+73Γ+ίτ+3^]|+Ρ» +4GM('+X-) 4 +
We
:+P -—+2G{2+4C) 
We y 1
P -~tp sin(t)-f/^Mccs(i)
(V.31)
for the Skalak law, provided qSK =35'ps1GSK · ^or membrane in
addition to the above conditions it is required that C = 1. We conclude that the micro­
bubble behavior is independent of the membrane constitutive law if the membrane 
deformation is small, for an MR membrane, whereas for an SK membrane parameter C, 
pertaining to the material it is made of, should become unity. In all other cases the 
micro-bubble behavior is heavily dependent on the constitutive law and this is an effect 
that will be demonstrated in the following sections of the present article. In the same 
manner, the effect of the initial residual stresses of the membrane on the micro-bubble 
scattering cross section is an additional issue that must be investigated in connection 
with the membrane material law.
For small external perturbations and when the micro-bubble has reached the 
phase of steady oscillations, we can neglect any transient effects and calculate the 
scattering cross section from equations (V.4-V.5) by employing the solution of the 
linearized problem given in (V.29)
σSc ~
(V.32)
where ooo is the dimensional micro-bubble natural frequency and δ, the total damping
coefficient. In equation (V.32) the dimensional scattering cross section is evaluated on 
the undisturbed micro-bubble interface, R(t=0)=l. It is important to note that the 
pressure signal attenuates as the distance, r’, from the interface increases". 
Nevertheless, the effect of different parameters on the scattering cross section as it is 
evaluated on the interface, will be examined in the present study since it focuses on the 
effect of membrane mechanical behavior.
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V.2 NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION
We use the 4th order Runge-Kutta (RK) integrator in order to solve the 2nd order 
non-linear ordinary differential equation, eq. (V. 13), (V.22) or (V.24) depending on the 
membrane model employed, governing the motion of the membrane. The time step of 
the numerical integration is fixed and is selected so that enough time steps are afforded 
within one period of the forced or the natural radial pulsations. Eventually results are 
tested for convergence and agreement with linear theory, whenever the latter is possible. 
The same approach has been successfully employed in the past for simulating large 
amplitude oscillations of free bubbles68 near the Blake threshold. In order to compute
the integral J(R PSc)2ndt in equation (V.4) we implement the Parseval’s identity
o
jf(t)2dt = ^£(a2+b2) (V.33)
0 4 n=l
where tf is the duration of the time integration and an,bn n = l,2,....oo are the Fourier 
coefficients of f(t) which are calculated through the Fast Fourier Transformation(FFT) 
algorithm. The zeroth order coefficient is not included in the right hand side of (V.33) 
since it corresponds to the time average of f(t), which will be zero in view of (V.5).
V.2.1 Validation of the numerical scheme
The validity of the above numerical implementation was investigated in the case 
of small pressure disturbances, where numerical results are compared against the 
predictions of linear theory. For more severe pressure perturbations direct comparison 
with experimental results is the ultimate way to ascertain the applicability of the model. 
In figure V.3 the time evolution of the external micro-bubble radius on- and off- 
resonance is shown, when a sinusoidal disturbance is imposed, while in figure V.4 the 
scattering cross section versus the external forcing frequency is plotted for the same set 
of parameter values. Agreement between the computations and linear theory, equation 
(V.32), is obvious. It is also illustrated that when R'0and C = 1 the three
constitutive laws predict the same dynamic behavior for the micro-bubble. However, 
when non-linear perturbations are applied the three constitutive laws can exhibit quite 
different dynamic behavior as will be seen in the following.
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Figure V.3: Evolution of the external microbubble radius with time for a sinusoidal 
pressure disturbance with amplitude ε = 0.05, (a) on-resonance with v, = 2.8 MHz and
(b) off-resonance with vf = 5 MHz, as obtained from linear theory and from 
simulations with the three different types of membranes; μχ = 0.6 kgm~'s~\ 
Gs = 35 MPa, Ιζ = 3 μηι, δ' = 15 nm, b=0.5 and C=1.
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Figure V.4: Scattering cross section vs external forcing frequency as obtained from 
linear theory and from simulations with the three different types of membranes; 
μs = 0.6 kgm~xs~1, Gs =35 MPa , = 3 μηι, £' = 15 nm, b=0.5 and C=1.
It should also be stressed that estimating the resonance frequency, (ORes, from the 
peak in the first harmonic component of the scattering cross section and evaluating it 
analytically from the characteristic polynomial of (V.28) gives the same result for 
bubbles of this size, = 3 pm . In the next section it will be seen that this agreement 
gradually loses validity as the bubble size decreases, or, equivalently, as viscous 
damping becomes more important. In order to extract (ORes from (V.28) <Bf should be 
removed from it since dimensional ω' = co ■ cof does not depend on the forcing 
frequency. Indeed this is possible because, by inspecting equations (V.27) or (V.31),
F F
one notices that Fi is independent of (Of whereas F2 = — ,F3=-y. Thus, in
cof oof
dimensional form,
■Ά
ω = ■
-F2±. 4F,F3
2F,
(V.34)
where F2, F3, have dimensions of 1/s and 1/s2, respectively, and coRes is the real part of 
ω'. An alternative estimate of resonance frequency can be obtained through the peak in 
scattering cross-section provided either analytically from (V.32) by finding the value of 
oof for which 5oSc / Scof = 0, or numerically by plotting the graph of scattering cross
section as a function of (Of.
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V.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section a detailed parametric study is presented on the effect of the micro­
bubble properties, size and mechanical properties of the membrane, and the ultrasound 
characteristics, amplitude and frequency, on the response of an insonated contrast agent. 
The effect of the host fluid properties is also examined, albeit to a lesser extend. The 
resonance frequency as well as the scattering cross section of the fundamental and 
higher harmonics, are monitored primarily when moderate to large acoustic 
disturbances are applied. The parametric study is conducted for the Kelvin-Voigt, the 
Mooney-Rivlin and the Skalak membrane constitutive laws while the effect of residual 
stresses in the onset of insonation is also investigated. The problem parameters are 
based on those provided from experimental and theoretical studies available in the 
literature of contrast agent research. In particular, an estimate for the membrane 
stiffness and friction was obtained for Sonovue™ 47100101 and different polymer 
encapsulated air bubbles44 by fitting the Church-Hoff model to their experimental 
recordings of scattering cross section and sound attenuation. Based on the same set of 
experimental data we use δ’» 15 nm as a characteristic membrane thickness and take 
~ 3 pm as an indicative micro-bubble radius. In this fashion and in order to conduct 
a parametric study we allow for variation of Gs between 30 and 105 MPa and μ* 
between 0.6 and 1.6 kg/(m-s), based on the above studies as well as on the parameter 
range considered by similar theoretical studies42. We also set parameters b and C to 0 
and 1 for the MR and the SK constitutive laws, respectively, unless stated otherwise. 
These two parameters are not easily estimated as they require extensive and very careful 
stress strain measurements. Nevertheless, as will be seen in the following, the area 
elasticity modulus, K, is the determining factor in the case of spherosymmetric bubble 
pulsations and, consequently, fitting data obtained in the regime of low acoustic 
disturbances can provide K=3GS for MR membranes or GS(1+2C) for SK membranes 
which can then be used for modeling the contrast agent under consideration.
The physical properties of water and blood are used for the host liquid; pi=998 
kg/m3 for both water and blood, pi= 0.001 and 0.004 kg/(ms), C|=1550 and 500 m/s, for 
water and blood respectively. Finally, the average interfacial tension σ is set to 0.072 
and 0.045 kg/s2 for water and blood, respectively. It is almost the same as the gas-host 
fluid interfacial tension, for the case of a shell with very small thickness. In any case it 
is not one of the primary variables of this study. Unless otherwise specified the physical 
constants of water are used in the simulations. The bulk of the results from the 
simulations are presented in the form of graphs of scattering cross section as a function 
of forcing frequency vf=(£>f/(2n) when the latter varies in the MHz regime, which is also 
the frequency range of diagnostic imaging. This mode of presentation is preferred over 
one using dimensionless parameters, in order to accommodate comparison in 
performance between different membrane materials as the forcing frequency changes, 
as well as comparison with similar studies available in the literature of contrast agent 
dynamics.
Experimental measurements10644 indicate that the scattering cross section from 
encapsulated bubbles is weaker than the one obtained from free bubbles. It was argued 
by Khismatullin & Nadim42 that this is basically due to membrane viscosity rather than 
elasticity. Even though this is a valid argument it will be seen in the following that if the 
proper constitutive law for the membrane is not known, predictions of the resonance 
frequency based on simplified models may be in significant error. Resonance frequency 
is heavily dependent on the membrane area dilatation modulus and it could be the case
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that the scattered signal from a micro-bubble is relatively weak simply because the 
ultrasonic beam is out of resonance. The total scattering cross section as a function of 
acoustic amplitude for the four types of bubble behavior examined in the present study, 
i.e. a free bubble and a microbubble with a KV, an MR or an SK membrane, is 
presented in figure V.5. Figures V.6 and V.7 show the harmonic components of the 
scattering cross section from a free bubble, a KV, an MR and an SK membrane, in 
response to an acoustic disturbance of increasing amplitude. In each graph the effect of 
increasing Gs is depicted on the different harmonic components of the scattering cross 
section for given amplitude. The response refers to the state of pulsation at which the 
micro-bubble performs steady oscillations, i.e. after the initial transient period has 
elapsed. The resonance frequency for a given set of parameters corresponds to the 
maximum in the different harmonic components of the scattering cross section over the 
range of applied forcing frequencies.
Overall, as the shear modulus Gs increases the resonance frequency, as was 
already known from previous studies34,35’42, for all three constitutive laws as shown in 
Table V.l. As the amplitude of the acoustic disturbance increases, increasing s, the 
extent of nonlinearity increases and as a first effect one notices the decrease in the 
resonance frequency, slight for KV and more intense for MR membranes, 
corresponding to an increase in the period of the steady bubble pulsation. This is a well- 
known result from weakly nonlinear theory of free bubble dynamics103, it is most clearly 
manifested for small to moderate amplitudes and signifies the increase of effective 
system inertia with nonlinearity. However, when the SK constitutive law is used the 
resonance frequency exhibits a slow increase, indicating a progressive stiffening of the 
membrane and a concomitant loss of effective system inertia. These effects can also be 
gleaned from the evolution of total scattering cross section for different values of s, 
shown in figure V.5. The deviation in resonance frequency between the predictions of 
Hooke’s law, as manifested in the KV model, and those from the MR and SK 
constitutive laws is on the order of a few tenths of a MHz which is not trivial, given the 
sensitivity of modern imaging techniques, and keeps increasing with increasing 
amplitude of sound. It should also be stressed that it is the area dilatation modulus that 
determines the microbubble response. As shown from Table V.l, setting C to 2 but 
varying Gs so that the product GS(2C+1) is equal to 3GS, where Gs is now taken from the 
values shown in Table V.l with C=l, reproduces very closely the values for resonance 
frequency.
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Figure V.5: Total scattering cross section vs external forcing frequency, when ε= 0.5, 1, 
1.5 and 2, for (a) a free bubble, (b) a KV, (c) an MR (b = 0) and (d) an SK (C = 1) 
membrane; = 0.6 kgm~'s~', Gs = 35 MPa, = 3 μηι, δ’ = 15 am.
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Figure V.6: Harmonic components of the scattering cross section vs. forcing frequency 
for (a) a free bubble, and (b) a KV, (c) an MR (6 = 0) and (d) an SK (C = l) 
membrane, when Gs=35, 70 and 105 MPa; μ5 = 0.6 kgm~xs~\ Ιζ = 3 μηχ, δ' = \5 nm, 
ε = 1.
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Figure V.7: Harmonic components of the scattering cross section vs. forcing frequency 
for (a) a free bubble, and (b) a KV, (c) an MR {b - 0) and (d) an SK (C = 1) 
membrane, when Gs=35, 70 and 105 MPa; μs = 0.6 kgm~'s~l, = 3 μπι, £' = 15 nm,
ε = 2.
Free bubble
ε ^rcs (MHz)
0.5 1.1
1 1
1.5 0.8
2 0.6
Kelvin - Voigt - vres (MHz)
35 70 105
0.5 2.8 3.7 4.4
1 2.7 3.7 4.4
1.5 2.7 3.6 4.4
2 2.7 3.6 4.4
Mooney - Rivlin - vres (MHz)
35 70 105
0.5 2.7 3.7 4.4
1 2.7 3.6 4.4
1.5 2.6 3.5 4.3
2 2.4 3.4 4.2
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Skalak - vres i MHz) (C=l)
Gs
(Mrq
ε
35 70 105
0.5 2.8 3.7 4.4
1 2.8 3.7 4.4
1.5 2.9 3.7 4.4
2 2.9 3.7 4.4
5 3.4 4.1 4.6
Skalak - vres 1 MHz) (C=2)
Gs
(faFirt
ε
21 42 63
0.5 2.8 3.7 4.4
1 2.8 3.7 4.4
1.5 2.8 3.7 4.4
2 2.9 3.7 4.4
5 3.4 4 4.5
Table V.l: Resonance frequency of the first harmonic component as a function of area 
dilatation modulus and acoustic amplitude, recovered from numerical simulations. The 
rest of the problem parameters are provided in Figures V.5 -V.7.
Nonlinearity, however, has an additional effect on encapsulated bubbles by 
varying the effective area dilatation modulus of their membranes, in an average sense 
over one period of volume pulsation after initial transients have elapsed, for those that 
obey the MR or SK constitutive laws. This, owing to the decrease or increase of the 
effective shear modulus, results in an increase in the total scattering cross section for 
MR membranes and a corresponding decrease for SK membranes for reasons to be 
explained in detail in the following. Encapsulated bubbles tend to scatter a smaller 
amount of radiated energy due to the additional damping of the shell, as indicated by 
comparing peaks among graphs corresponding to free and encapsulated bubbles in 
figure V.5. On the other hand they can store more energy, which they then scatter back 
to the surrounding fluid, due to the elastic memory of the encapsulating shell. At the 
same time, however, also due to their elasticity, membranes exhibit smaller velocities at 
resonance in comparison with free bubbles and this decreases active scatter104 caused by 
the volume change of the microbubble, while reducing viscous damping both in the 
surrounding fluid as well as the membrane. Nevertheless, especially for larger bubbles, 
viscous damping is not as important compared to that due to the encapsulating shell; 
hence the decreased scatter from encapsulated micro-bubbles. The combined result of 
these effects is clearly illustrated in figure V.5, based on which it can be surmised that 
the attenuation or intensification of volume oscillations, that is mostly evident in high 
acoustic amplitudes, determines the energy scatter from the microbubble. This is 
corroborated by Figures V.8 and V.9 where the radial displacement and velocity for
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encapsulated bubbles for the two characteristic nonlinear constitutive laws employed in 
the present study and for two different values of the area dilatation modulus and the 
acoustic amplitude, are plotted at resonance. Due to the effective hardening of SK 
materials the membrane displacement and velocity at resonance increases very mildly as 
the amplitude of the disturbance or the area dilatation modulus increases, figure V.9. 
Consequently, when the sound amplitude increases the total scattering cross section 
decreases due to the disproportionately small increase of the microbubble’s active 
scatter in comparison with the external disturbance. When MR membranes are subject 
to a sound field of increasing amplitude their effective elasticity decreases, which leads 
to additional enhancement of radial displacement and velocity, figure V.8, than 
expected based solely on the amplitude of the acoustic disturbance and this is reflected 
in the amplified scattering cross section. Comparing the level of total scatter between 
the three constitutive laws under examination, a material obeying the KV law is only 
moderately affected by the amplitude of sound exhibiting a slight increase in the total 
scatter. Overall it can be argued that MR membranes permit larger deformations than 
SK membranes and consequently tend to scatter more echo, through changes in the 
micro-bubble volume (active scatter).
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Figure V.8: Time evolution of the (a), (b) external microbubble radius and (c), (d)
interfacial velocity when Gs=35 and 105 MPa, respectively, and ε=1 and 2, for an MR 
membrane (b = 0) on-resonance, v/ = 2.7 and 4.4 MHz, respectively;
//s = 0.6 kgm~'s~1, Rq ~3 μηι, δ' = 15 nm.
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Figure V.9: Time evolution of the (a), (b) external microbubble radius and (c), (d) 
interfacial velocity when Gs=35 and 105 MPa, respectively, and ε=1 and 2, for an SK 
membrane (C = 1) on-resonance, vf = 3.4 and 5.6 MHz, respectively;
μ5 = 0.6 kgm~'s~', = 3 μηι, δ' = 15 nm .
Emphasis should also be placed on the harmonic content of the scattered signal 
since this finds extensive use in modern techniques of nonlinear signal processing105 47. 
As it turns out, figure V.8, soft membranes exhibit larger displacements and velocities 
in comparison with hard membranes. As a result of the larger amplitude of membrane 
motion the amount of energy that is returned to the host fluid is scattered at lower 
frequencies with respect to KV and SK membranes. In addition, the content of the 
scattered signal in harmonic components, for given amplitude of the acoustic 
disturbance, is also increased which makes strain-softening membranes exceptionally 
useful for diagnostic tools where harmonic imaging is a preferred modality. In fact, as 
the amplitude of sound increases the scattered signal from the fundamental harmonic 
becomes weaker at resonance, compared to that from a strain hardening membrane, due 
to the appearance of higher harmonics. Another important aspect of the microbubble 
response at large amplitudes is the appearance of a subharmonic, cof/2, signal in the 
back-scatter that is especially evident for MR membranes and that can be quite useful 
for nonlinear image processing47; see also figures V.17 and V.18. In general, a rich 
harmonic content from a certain contrast agent is a clear indication of a strain-softening 
membrane.
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Establishing the constitutive law requires prior knowledge of parameter b for 
MR membranes, i.e. determining the membrane softness, or parameter C for SK 
membranes, i.e. determining the membrane hardness. Figure V.10 shows the effect of 
parameter b on the micro-bubble response. As it approaches zero the membrane 
becomes softer and consequently scatters less energy in the fundamental harmonic 
whose resonance frequency tends to decrease, while the total scattering cross section 
increases in a manner similar to the situation observed when the amplitude of the 
acoustic disturbance was increased. On the other hand the harmonic content increases 
which makes the micro-bubble more amenable to nonlinear harmonic image processing. 
The effect of the residual stresses on the scattering cross section is almost non-existent 
for MR or KV membranes hence it is not shown in figure V.10. This is not the case 
when the membrane material obeys the Skalak law. The more strain hardening is the 
material the more intense is the shift of the resonance frequency to higher values as well 
as the scatter of the fundamental harmonic, figure V.ll. For the same reason the 
residual stresses play an increasingly important role in the micro-bubble response, 
altering both the resonance frequency and the scattering cross section. The compressive 
or expansive nature of initial displacements that cause the residual stresses plays a 
pivotal role in determining these aspects of micro-bubble behavior. In particular, 
compressive initial stresses tend to decrease the micro-bubble resonance frequency 
while decreasing the amount of scatter at resonance. The opposite is true for positive 
initial displacements corresponding to volume expansion. In the latter situation the 
relative increase in the contrast agent’s area, figure V.2, amounts to increasing its 
effective shear modulus as well. Thus a positive/negative initial displacement at 
equilibrium amounts to an increase/decrease in the shear modulus. As a result the 
membrane’s ability to store and subsequently scatter energy is accentuated/weakened 
and its resonance frequency is increased/decreased, figure V.ll. In the same figure the 
effect of increasing parameter C is also illustrated. Essentially, the effective shear 
modulus of the membrane increases and the micro-bubble exhibits more intense scatter 
and larger resonance frequencies for a given amount of residual stresses at t=0. It should 
also be noted that the harmonic content from a microbubble with a strain hardening 
membrane changes marginally as C varies provided the area dilatation modulus remains 
the same, i.e. Gs also varies in order to fix the K value.
1200
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Figure V.10: Harmonic components of the scattering cross section vs. forcing 
frequency for an MR membrane with b=0 and 1; =0.6 kgm~'s~\ Gs =35 MPa,
= 3 μηι, δ' = 15 nm, ε = 2 .
2500
FigureV.il: Harmonic components of the scattering cross section vs. forcing 
frequency for an SK membrane with C=1 and 5 and nonzero residual stresses at t=0, 
u[,q = u'(t'= 0) =-30, 0 and 30 nm; //s = 0.6 kgm~'s~\ Gv =35 MPa, Λ„=3///?ι, 
δ' = 15 nm, ε = 2 .
The effect of damping due to the viscosity of the membrane is illustrated in 
figure V.12 for the three constitutive laws and it is seen to significantly reduce the 
amount of scatter in all cases. This result is in accord with previous findings42 where the 
weak backscatter signal from encapsulated bubbles, in comparison with free ones, is 
attributed to membrane viscosity. In addition, damping due to membrane viscosity 
essentially eliminates the effect of higher harmonics. Of course, as was discussed above, 
when elasticity increases the scatter can be quite significant at resonance. In particular, 
for strain hardening membranes a strong first harmonic scattered signal can be obtained 
as the area dilatation modulus increases. A combined effect on the membrane elasticity 
and viscosity is observed when the membrane thickness is varied. Provided it remains 
much smaller than the bubble radius, increasing 5' amounts to increasing the effective 
membrane elasticity and viscosity, by increasing the two dimensional shear modulus 
and viscosity, pMR or μ5Κ = 3δ'μ5, GMR or GSK = Gs6'. This behavior was shown.
section V.1.3, to be the case for small amplitude disturbances and it persists for large 
amplitude acoustic disturbances. Indeed, increasing membrane thickness results in the 
combined effect of increasing the resonance frequency, in the manner expected for each 
constitutive law, while decreasing the amplitude of scatter at resonance due to the 
accentuated effect of membrane viscosity.
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Figure V.12: Effect of membrane viscosity on the harmonic components of the 
scattering cross section vs. forcing frequency for (a) a KV, (b) an MR (b = 0) and (c) an 
SK (C = l) membrane, with μ5 = 0.6 and 1.6 kgm~ls~'; Gs = 35 MPa, iij = 3 μιη, 
δ' = 15 nm, ε = 2 .
The host fluid also contributes to the damping of micro-bubble pulsations due to 
its viscosity and compressibility. Viscous damping is known to dominate37 over thermal 
and acoustic damping for bubbles whose radius lies in the micrometer range, however 
for forcing frequencies in the MHz range acoustic damping becomes increasingly 
important. Performing the simulation presented in figure V.12 using blood as the host 
liquid amounts to quadrupling its viscosity. This results in minimal changes in the 
scatter and forcing frequency, especially for bubbles with equilibrium radius 
R„ > 3 pm, which corroborates the fact that membrane viscosity constitutes the
dominant damping mechanism for contrast agents. However, when the effect of sound 
attenuation is taken into consideration and the concomitant reduction in the speed of 
sound in the presence of a bubble population34,106 e.g. for a suspension of bubbles with 
volume fraction on the order of 5x1 O’4 the speed of sound becomes roughly 500 m/s, 
acoustic damping becomes a major component of total damping, figure V.13. At the 
same time a small but noticeable shift to higher resonance frequencies is exhibited as a 
result of increased liquid compressibility.
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Figure V.13: Effect of the surrounding fluid on the harmonic components of the 
scattering cross section vs. forcing frequency for (a) a KV, (b) an MR (b = 0) and (c) an
SK (C = l) membrane. μ, = 0.001 kgm~'s~l and c = \500nj/ for water whereas 
μ, = 0.004 kgnf's~' and c = 500^/ for blood with a 5xl0‘4 microbubble volume 
fraction; μ5 = 0.6 kgm~'s~], Gs = 35 MPa, = 3 μηι, δ’ = 15 nm, ε = 2 .
The effect of bubble size on the scattering cross section is also examined for the 
different types of membrane. In general, larger micro-bubbles scatter more echo than 
smaller ones and their spectrum is enriched with higher harmonics and sub harmonics, 
figures V.14-V.17. The latter arise especially for free bubbles or encapsulated bubbles 
with a soft membrane at large acoustic disturbances. Note, for instance, the large 
subharmonic signal for a MR membrane exhibited by microbubbles with an initial 
radius Ro~5 pm, figure V. 17(b). This is particularly useful for imaging purposes while 
also serving as a means to identify a strain softening membrane. On the other hand.
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when the material is strain hardening the harmonic content of the scattered signal is 
almost negligible. The ability of micro-bubbles to scatter more echo as their size gets 
larger, figures V.16 and V.17, is attributed to the fact that they can store more energy in 
the form of volume pulsations for given membrane displacement. In addition, their 
resonance frequency acquires smaller values as their radius grows, irrespective of the 
membrane constitutive law. Another important aspect of the simulations presented in 
figures V.14-V.17 is that the value of external forcing frequency for which maximum 
scatter is registered coincides with the value predicted from the characteristic 
polynomial, eq. (V.34), of the linearized equation describing micro-bubble pulsations, 
eq. (V.28), for bubble equilibrium radii as small as R0 = 2.5 pm. This is contrary to the 
findings reported by Khismatullin & Nadim42 and is probably attributed to the 
Newtonian nature of the host liquid in the present study. However, as the bubble size 
decreases, R0 < 2 pm, the values predicted for tORes from the peak in scatter, as this is 
provided by maximizing (V.32) or by identifying the maximum in the numerical 
evaluation of the scattering cross-section versus forcing frequency, and from equation 
(V.34) start deviate, Table V.2. This may be attributed to the increased importance of 
viscous damping at such small bubble sizes. In fact, in this range of bubble radii the 
effect of resonance tends to disappear, figures V.14 and V.15, in agreement with 
previous studies. Indeed, the dominance of intermediate size micro-bubbles, 
R' = 3 pm, in the scattered signal has been observed in experimental measurements of 
echo100 with commercial contrast agents containing a distribution of bubble sizes. This 
is a combined result of the fact that smaller micro-bubbles do not scatter significantly 
while the percentage of larger ones in the bubble size distribution is quite small, since 
bubbles larger than, roughly, 10 pm cannot pass through pulmonary circulation102.
M1*) X106
Figure V.14: First harmonic component of the scattering cross section vs. forcing 
frequency for (a) a KV, (b) an MR (6 = 0) and (c) an SK (C = l) membrane; 
μ5 = 0.6 kgm~'s~', Gs =35 MPa , Ιζ = 1 μηχ, δ' = 15 am, ε = 0.5.
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Figure V.15: First harmonic component of the scattering cross section vs. forcing 
frequency for (a) a KV, (b) an MR (6 = 0) and (c) an SK (C = l) membrane; 
μχ = 0.6 kgm~'s~', Gs = 35 MPa, = 2 μηι, δ' - 15 nm,s = 0.5.
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Figure V.16: Harmonic components of the scattering cross section vs. forcing 
frequency for (a) a KV, (b) an MR (b = 0) and (c) an SK (C = l) membrane; 
μχ = 0.6 kgnf's~y, Gs = 35 MPa , Ιζ = 4 μιη, £' = 15 nm ,ε = 2.
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Figure V.17: Harmonic components of the scattering cross section vs. forcing 
frequency for (a) a KV, (b) an MR (b = 0) and (c) an SK (C = l) membrane; 
= 0.6 kgm~'s~', Gs = 35 MPa, R„ - 5 μηι, δ' = \5 nm,ε = 2 .
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K (μ”1) vres (MHz) 
Equation (V.34)
vres. (MHz) 
Equation (V.32)
1 9.5 -
1.5 6.7 8.6
2 4.6 5.2
2.5 3.4 3.6
3 2.7 2.8
3.5 2.2 2.2
4 1.8 1.8
4.5 1.5 1.5
5 1.3 1.3
Table V.2: Comparison of the resonance frequency as obtained via equations (V.32) 
and (V.34), for different equilibrium radii; Gs=35 MPa, μ5 = 0.6 kgm~'s~' and 
i?' = 15 nm.
V.4 CONCLUSIONS
The effect of membrane constitutive law on the response of a micro-bubble 
subject to ultrasonic disturbances was investigated. Emphasis was placed on the 
combined effect of increasing amplitude of sound and the mechanical behavior of the 
membrane on the microbubble response. The behavior of strain softening and strain 
hardening membranes as this is incorporated in two widely used constitutive laws for 
this type of material, namely the Mooney-Rivlin and the Skalak laws, respectively, was 
contrasted to that of a membrane obeying a Hookean type constitutive law, namely the 
Kelvin-Voigt law, and to that of free bubbles. It was shown that, for acoustic 
disturbances with amplitudes ε as low as 0.5, membranes can behave in a quite different 
fashion than expected on the basis of a Hookean type law. In particular, strain-softening 
membranes produce an increasing scattering cross section, figure V.5(c), as the 
amplitude of acoustic disturbance increases while exhibiting a lower resonance 
frequency. This is a result of their increased active scatter at large deviations from 
equilibrium, which is a side effect of the reduction in their effective area dilatation 
modulus at large external stresses, that allows for larger membrane displacements than 
expected based on a Hookean type behavior. Thus, as the amplitude of sound increases 
MR membranes scatter significantly more echo than KV membranes due to the 
intensification of their active scatter, figures V.5(c) vs. V.5(b). In addition, such 
membranes are characterized by higher harmonic content in their scatter, which makes 
them more amenable to nonlinear imaging techniques. This may entail the onset of 
shape oscillations, which will also enrich the frequency spectrum. In order for effects of 
this nature to be captured the assumption of spherosymmetric oscillations should be 
relaxed.
On the contrary membranes consisting of strain hardening material produce 
more intense echo than KV membranes at moderate amplitudes and at a larger 
resonance frequency, which may be quite significant as the degree of hardness
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increases. However, as the amplitude of sound increases the scattering cross section 
from SK membranes decreases and may even become comparable with that from KV 
membranes, which exhibit a slight increase in their back-scatter with increasing 
amplitude of sound at very large amplitudes, figure V.5(d) vs. V.5(b). This is again a 
result of the interplay between the change in active scatter and effective area dilatation 
modulus, in comparison with the effect of the external disturbance. Again the reduced 
deviation from equilibrium, due to the massive increase in elastic modulus at large 
amplitudes, dominates the microbubble dynamics leading to a significant reduction in 
active scatter despite the more efficient storage of elastic energy. Such membranes 
basically scatter on the fundamental frequency only, owing to their relatively smaller 
deformation and velocity compared to Hookean or strain softening membranes.
It should also be stressed that for spherosymmetric pulsations it is the area 
dilatation modulus that determines microbubble dynamics, i.e. parameter K=GS(2C+1) 
for SK membranes, which deviates from the value obtained for a Hookean or a MR 
membrane at small acoustic disturbances, i.e. K=3GS, when C^l. Nevertheless, in the 
absence of shear, the set of measurements that is typically carried out in order to 
estimate Gs and μ*, i.e. sound attenuation and scattering cross section measurements, is 
enough to fit K for either type of membrane under isotropic tension, as long as it is 
made at the appropriate range of low sound amplitudes. Parameter b is not expected to 
change things dramatically for MR membranes whereas parameter C is incorporated in 
K for SK membranes.
This behavior may explain certain findings of experimental investigations with 
contrast agents encapsulated by a membrane consisting of a lipid bi-layer, e.g. Definity, 
where a reduction in the backscatter was recorded with increasing peak negative 
pressure before it turned and started increasing at very large amplitudes, probably due to 
membrane rupture and formation of a free bubble. The membrane surrounding red 
blood-cells also consists of a lipid bi-layer and is known to be strain hardening by 
nature. Consequently, incorporating a strain hardening constitutive law in the 
microbubble model, when the pulsations of Definity are studied, may better explain the 
dependence of its scattering cross section on peak negative pressure at moderately large 
amplitudes. In a different context Sarkar et al.47 employed a number of the available 
contrast agent models in order to match experimental measurements of the fundamental 
and the subharmonic scatter from a Sonazoid solution. In that study the constant 
elasticity model fails to capture the plateau in the subharmonic scatter exhibited by the 
measurements at very large sound amplitudes, ε~10, whereas the Church-Hoff model 
underpredicts the subharmonic measurements and cannot satisfactorily capture the 
plateau in the two signals. The authors attribute part of the failure to the softening of the 
membrane leading to higher amounts of scatter than expected based on the Church-Hoff 
model, which is not strictly valid when large membrane displacements are present. We 
carried out a number of scattering calculations using the values for Gs~52 MPa and 
Ps~0.99 Pa s obtained in the above study for Sonazoid by fitting the Church-Hoff model 
to low amplitude sound attenuation data; Ro=l-6 pm. Figures 7a,d and 8a,d from the 
above study are reproduced, Figures V.18a,b,c,d in the present study, with the addition 
of the curve corresponding to the strain softening membrane model presented here with 
b=0. The latter model predicts the fundamental and subharmonic signals quite well and 
for the entire range of sound amplitudes, for relatively large forcing frequencies, 
cof > 2π 4.4 MHz which is also the resonance frequency for the bubble size used in the 
sample under examination; see also Figs V.18c,d. For lower values of the forcing
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frequency the model with the strain softening membrane is qualitatively correct but 
tends to over-predict the two signals; see Figs V.18a,b. This failure may be attributed to 
errors in the estimation of Gs, perhaps due to the fact that the attenuation data were not 
acquired at low enough amplitudes for the fitting to be valid, to bubble size distribution 
effects or, more importantly to variations in membrane viscosity as a result of the high 
frequency of the acoustic disturbance. Namely, a large number of polymeric materials 
exhibit a shear thinning behavior when subjected to high frequency disturbances due to 
disentanglement of the polymer chains. Consequently, the membrane material is 
expected to exhibit a higher viscosity as low frequencies, which may account for the 
systematic over-prediction of the two signals at low frequencies by the model presented 
here.
Figure V.18. Comparison between experimental measurements and predictions based 
on the Church-Hoff, the constant elasticity, the Newtonian and the strain softening 
model, of the fundamental and subharmonic signals when (a), (b) ωί=2π 2 MHz and 
(b), (d) α>Γ=2π 4.4 MHz, for Sonazoid microbubbles. The data from experimental 
measurements as well as the predictions from the Church-Hoff, the constant elasticity 
and the Newtonian models are reproduced from Sarkar et al.47
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In certain low MI perfusion imaging techniques a single harmonic component 
signal is preferred. Of course this is the case provided that the membrane stays in tact 
and does not rupture as the amplitude of the acoustic disturbance increases. Membrane 
rupture does happen, either due to buckling52 during compression or due to excessive 
tensile stress33 during expansion; hence establishing the range of cohesion for such 
pulsating micro-bubbles is a prerequisite for possible applications. This process is 
bound to destroy spherosymmetry, which becomes too severe an assumption in 
understanding micro-bubble break-up. As a first step in this direction as well as to 
describe shape oscillations a model of axisymmetric oscillations should be employed, 
including the effect of bending resistance in order to properly capture membrane 
buckling, and it will be the subject of a future study.
Based on the above, it should also be stressed that, apart from the effect of 
damping due to membrane viscosity, the weak scatter that is sometimes registered from 
encapsulated bubbles may also be attributed to the fact that the acoustic disturbance is 
out of resonance with the micro-bubbles, based on their size distribution. A reliable 
prediction of resonance frequency and scattered echo requires proper understanding of 
the membrane material mechanical properties. Failure to properly characterize the 
membrane material may lead to severe errors in the estimation of the resonance 
frequency as well as the rest of the important parameters of the micro-bubble response. 
The combined fluid-membrane interaction model presented here is a relatively simple 
extension of the models used in the literature, that requires estimation of only one 
additional parameter provided the strain hardening or strain softening nature of the 
membrane material is established. As discussed in the penultimate paragraph a similar 
approach for the membrane viscosity may also be needed in order to fully account for 
material degradation under the severe external disturbances present in modern 
applications involving microbubbles. Measurement of such material properties, as well 
as characterization studies of the viscoelastic properties of general complex fluids, are 
possible nowadays in surface science107 and present a meaningful direction for future 
research in the field of contrast agents that may ultimately lead to optimal design of the 
micro-bubble encapsulating material.
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CHAPTER VI
Axisymmetric oscillations and collapse of an encapsulated microbubble 
subject to acoustic disturbances
Controlling the cohesion of contrast agents is important in optimizing perfusion 
imaging but also drug delivery techniques. In order to gain understanding regarding its 
cohesion range, the large-amplitude axisymmetric oscillations and collapse of an 
encapsulated mibrobubble is examined theoretically and numerically. Thus, the stability 
of spherosymmetric pulsations to infinitesimal axisymmetric shape deformations is 
examined, in a manner similar to that previously employed for free bubbles63. The 
elastic stresses that develop on the membrane due to the bending moments are 
accounted for, based on shell stability theory64, and are determined by the scalar 
bending modulus, kHim. This is a measure of the shell resistance to bending and is 
introduced as an additional parameter, due to the anisotropy of the membrane elasticity 
along the interface and perpendicular to it65. Once this parameter is known the 
resonance frequencies for shape oscillations of the microbubble are predicted as well 
as conditions for break-up. The two constitutive laws that were employed in the 
spherosymmetric model are implemented here also.
Conditions for buckling are recovered using static considerations and are seen 
to be relevant only for slow compression studies or when the forcing frequency is much 
smaller than the eigenfrequency for volume pulsations of the micro-bubble. Dynamic 
considerations reveal two major instabilities in a manner analogous to the case with 
free bubbles. For given equilibrium radius the parametric instability is first obtained as 
the amplitude of acoustic disturbance crosses a certain threshold. It corresponds to 
subharmonic resonance between the forcing frequency and the resonance frequencies of 
shape harmonics. As the amplitude of sound is further increased dynamic buckling 
occurs, evolving in a much shorter time scale. It can be viewed as the equivalent of 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability discussed in the case of free bubbles. In this fashion it is 
possible to construct phase diagrams for an encapsulated microbubble that define the 
regions marking the onset of instability.
A numerical model was also developed, implementing a hybrid boundary-finite 
element method, in order to solve for the velocity potential and shape deformation of an 
axisymmetric encapsulated microbubble. Thus, the above instability modes were 
verified and interesting dynamic phenomena such as jet formation and break-up were 
captured. The jet formation is associated with P2 growth via parametric instability. The 
details of the final stages of collapse during the jetting phenomenon could not be 
captured because of the appearance of an instability that is associated with growth of 
short waves due to the large shear tension q. Instability of higher modes leads to 
formation of multilobed structures. Such bubbles will probably break up as a result of 
excessive tensile strength at regions of high curvature.
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VI. 1 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider an encapsulated microbubble with mean equilibrium radius RKq 
submerged in a Newtonian liquid of density p, , dynamic viscosity μ, and static 
pressure P't . The microbubble consists of ideal gas encapsulated in a viscoelastic 
membrane with infinitesimal thickness δ, in comparison with the radius, shear modulus 
Gs and dynamic viscosity μΒ, while it has no residual stresses at static equilibrium. The
membrane material can be either strain softening or strain hardening. In the former case 
the membrane material is such that the effective elastic modulus decreases as strain 
deformation grows whereas the opposite is true for the latter type of membrane material. 
It is also assumed that the membrane has negligible density due to its small thickness 
and consequently inertia effects in the shell can be neglected. Thus the shell is taken to 
be at equilibrium at all times. It should be noted that throughout this study primed 
letters denote dimensional variables.
A sinusoidal pressure wave is imposed on the far field pressure characterized by an 
amplitude ε and a forcing frequency ωΓ,
P; =Ps'1(l + 8cosmft') (VI. 1)
At equilibrium the fluid surrounding the microbubble is quiescent and the 
pressure inside the bubble is connected to that in the far field via the equation,
= (VI-2)
where σ the mean surface tension between internal gas-membrane and membrane- 
external liquid; σ will be very small for a viscoelastic membrane.
Figure VI,1: Geometrical configuration of an encapsulated microbubble in the context 
of the present study.
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The shape of the bubble is assumed to be axisymmetric at all times, while the 
initial shape is that of an ellipsoid as the one considered in chapter II.1, figure VI. 1. 
When S=l, the spherical shape is recovered whereas as S decreases the imposed 
elongation along the axis of symmetry becomes stronger. In the present analysis we will 
assume that the microbubble is of spherical shape initially, S=l. The external radius of 
the micro-bubble at equilibrium,/?,^, is considered as the characteristic length of the
problem. Since the timescale of micro-bubble oscillations is determined by the external 
forcing frequency, cof, the characteristic time of the problem is — and subsequently
the characteristic velocity, a>fRE . Finally, the characteristic pressure is defined via the 
characteristic velocity as ρ,αή-RL .
Considering incompressible flow the dimensionless equations governing the 
motion in the ambient fluid read as follows:
Continuity equation expressing the differential mass balance,
Due to negligible density and kinematic viscosity of the gas inside the bubble we take
side of the gas inside the bubble. In addition, owing to the very short time frame over 
which the phenomena that are investigated in the present study evolve, we can neglect 
heat transfer to and from the surrounding liquid, to a first approximation, and consider 
adiabatic or isothermal oscillations. Consequently the variation of the bubble pressure 
with time is given by
where γ denotes the polytropic constant, 1<γ<1.4, and Vg the dimensionless 
instantaneous volume of the bubble; for an adiabatic process γ=1.4.
VI.1.1 The Lagrangian representation of the microbubble interface
In an effort to capture more complicated bubble shapes for which Eulerian 
description would be multi-valued, we adopt the Lagrangian formulation for the 
description of the motion of particles occupying the bubble’s interface, ξ is a 
Lagrangian coordinate that identifies particles on the interface and is related to the 
arclength, s, of the interface by
V· V = 0;
Navier Stokes equations expressing the differential momentum balance
(VI.3)
prr i
— + V-VV = -VP +----- V2V,
dt Re,
where the effect of gravity is dropped due to the small size of the bubbles. 
Quiescent flow conditions in the far field,
(VI.4)
r ->■ co: V -» 0, P -> P„ = PSt (VI.5a,b)
the bubble pressure to be uniform and drop the deviatoric part of the stress tensor on the
(VI-6)
(VI.7)
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ξ as a subscript denotes partial differentiation. The kinematic condition forcing points 
on the surface to move with the fluid velocity is given by
- _ dr,
r = rd : dt
= V, (VI.8)
where rd denotes the position vector of a material point on the surface of the bubble; 
Taking into account the definition of the position vector, rd = r er, (VI.9)
and the normal and tangential vector to the interface,
” = I 2r0--2 2^r—I r* ee (VI. 10a,b)
r-θ. _
e. = e. + -
r \Ar · r-oi
we obtain the two kinematic conditions to the interface
3Φ „ n----- r~r _ „ 3Φ
dr
dt
r 0
r».0„ Γξ2 + r Θ2
d0
dt
ΦξθξΓ
5n h\lri +r20
2Q2 
ξ
(VI. 11 a,b)
5Φ
subscripts s and ξ denote differentiation along the interface and Φ, — are the scalar
dn
potential and the normal velocity on the interface, respectively. The above two 
equations ensure continuity of velocities at the interface with Γο(ξ,Ο), θο(ξ,Ο) and τ(ξ,ί), 
θ(ξ,ί) denoting spherical coordinates of the particles initially and after time t has 
elapsed, respectively; ξ=θο/π is a Lagrangian variable that identifies different particles.
VI. 1.2 Interfacial Force Balance: Coupling of Hydrodynamic and Elastic forces
The force balance on the interface reads as:
r
r = r : -PI + — T 
- Re,-
n + P(;n =
2 k
-fi + AF =
(V -n\n __ .
V ’ +AF, (VI.12)
We We
where n denotes the inwards pointing unit normal vector with respect to the fluid 
surrounding the bubble, figure VI.l,Vs, km, denote the surface gradient and mean
<3V 3V:
curvature on the bubble’s interface, respectively, and I, τ = ——L + —-, the unit and
— 3Xj 3Xj
deviatoric stress tensor, respectively; AF denotes the resultant force due to the elastic
stresses on the membrane, We =
inertia with capillarity and Re, =
is the Wember number which compares
PmiRlq .
Mi
is the Reynolds number which compares
inertia with viscous forces of the external liquid.
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If we consider a microbubble with radius as small as RF w 1.5 μm, water as the host 
liquid, density p=1000 kg/m ’ and dynamic viscosity μ, χ 0.001 kg/(m-s), which is
insonated by a pressure wave with forcing frequency Vf=2.4 MHz, then the resultant Rei 
*«34. This means that we can neglect viscous effects to a first approximation, especially 
since it has been shown (see previous chapter but also reference [42]) that shell 
viscosity represents the dominant damping mechanism for pulsating microbubbles. To 
this end we consider that Rei—00 and that the external flow field is irrotational, in 
which case we can employ potential theory,
R = VO. (VI. 13)
Combining the above equation with continuity we recover the well-known result that 
the scalar velocity potential satisfies the Laplace equation,
V2O = 0 (VI.14)
Following Pelekasis & Tsamopoulos66, we recast the Laplace equation in an 
integral form involving quantities evaluated at the interface, i.e. we introduce the 
boundary integral formulation of the Laplace equation:
-φ(/%<9,/) + J Φ{τ,θ,ί)-φ{τ,θ,ί^ ^—{r,9,r,9^rsm9{r2+r292^ άξ
J dn
\d Φ
(VI.15)
J---- (r,9,t}G[r,9,r,9^rs\x\9[r2 +r29άξ
where hatted coordinates, r, Θ, depend on the location of the field point ξ and are not 
subject to integration. The above equation relates the scalar velocity potential to its 
normal derivative at the interface and can be obtained by applying Green’s third identity 
on the Laplace equation and allowing the field point, where the potential is evaluated, to 
approach the interface. G and 3G/dn denote the axisymmetric free space singular kernel 
of the Laplace equation and its normal derivative, respectively. The latter possesses a 
non-integrable 1/p singularity, with p denoting the distance between the source and field 
points on the bubble’s interface. The difference between the values of the potential at 
the field and source points has been introduced in equation (VI. 15) in order to 
circumvent this singularity72. It should also be pointed out that the integrals in equation 
(VI. 15) are line integrals along the instantaneous generating curve of the axisymmetric 
interface between the bubble and the surrounding fluid.
As Rei—00 the normal and tangential force balance on the interface are derived 
by equation (VI. 12),
2k
Normal force balance: PG-P = ——+ ΔF (VI.16)
We
Tangential force balance: eH ·—— τ-n = AF, ~ 0 (VI.17)
Re, -
where AF = AFnn + AF,es = -V5 · T (VI. 18)
Equations (VI. 16) and (VI. 17) ensure continuity of forces that are applied on the 
interface. In equation (VI. 18)
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V, =Y a ----- ι = 1,2 denotes the surface gradient operator92, a, =—= 1,2 and
«=i du, du,
(-l)y(d xn)
a' = ———-——, i,j = 1,2 ij are the covariant and contravariant basis vectors,
|a, ■ a2 x n\
respectively, while
T = r + qn (VI.19)
denotes the complete interface tension tensor; r denotes the in-plane visco-elastic 
tension tensor and qn the transverse shear tensor which gives the shear tensions due to 
the developed bending moments61.
The shear tension vector q is related with the tensor of bending moments m, 
q = Vs · w-(/- (VI.20a)
while for the antisymmetric part of the in-plane tension tensor
r-r7 =(Vsn} rn-m -(Vs«) (VI.20b)
Equations (VI.20a,b) represent the torque balance in a differential element of the 
membrane61.
The pressure and velocity fields satisfy Bernoulli's equation,
5Φ 1 , ,2
— + -ΥΦ +P = Pn, (V1.21)
ot 2
which in conjunction with the normal force balance at the interface, equation (VI. 16), 
provide the dynamic condition describing the evolution of the velocity potential on the 
bubble surface,
ΡΦ
~Dt
]_
2
5Φ
. dn ,
Φ:
+ ■
■ r20l
+ P ■Pa
In the above equation
ΌΦ ΒΦ . - 3Φ I _ 12
----- = — + υΎΦ =------+ u
Dt dt at 11
2^
We
- + AF„ (VI.22)
(VI.23)
Owing to axisymmetry the derivatives with respect to ξ should satisfy the following 
conditions:
dr
3ξ
5Φ
5ξ
52Φ 52θ
0, at ξ = 0,
δξδη δξ2
corresponding to the two poles of the coordinate system.
(VI.24)
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VI. 1.3 Interfacial tensions and bending moments
The Cartesian curvature tensor is defined61 as B = ^sn, the components of
which are btj =ai-B aJ, i,j = 1,2 represented to the basis [o,,a2,n\. Tensor B is
2x2 symmetric matrix. To diagonalize and find the principal curvatures, the following 
eigenproblem must be solved,
Bt,,=k,·■/„/ = 1,2 (VI.25)
where k, are the principal curvatures and ti the corresponding eigenvectors represented 
in the a, system. When the shape of the interface, the elastic tensions and the bending 
moments are axisymmetric, this results in/j = es ,t2 = er, where
K = K = , rrA( ,
k2=K =
yj+rir w+ir M+iT
f\ cot($)
(VI.26a,b)
Θ,
Hf+i]
1/2
Kf
1/2
while the mean curvature is simply kn
+ ri
k, + k1
. Thus, the principal directions of r and
/«coincide61 with the axisymmetric unit vectors,
l = CAA + AA A ,m = mseses+ ητφβφβφ (VI ,27a,b)
while the vectorial transverse shear tension lies in the meridional plane61 and is given by 
q=qes. (VI.28)
Substituting the expressions (V1.27a,b), (VI.28) and (VI.19) into (VI.18),(VI.20) we 
find
AF = AFNn + AFtes =
9r 1 da
■ + ‘ 
ds a ds
(r -r ) + k q\ SS φφ ) S^L
1 da
9 = —t~ a ds da
(am,)-mf
(VI.29)
(VI.30)
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with a = r siηθ. Equations (VI.29) and (VI.30) are in agreement with the classical 
equations of axisymmetric membrane theory derived in surface curvilinear 
coordinates64. From equation (V1.29) it can be deduced that
Δ/V = k.Jss + ΚτΨΨ (VI.31a,b)
AF. =
1 δσ i
—σ 6s v
VI.1.4 Constitutive Equations for elastic tensions
Most materials do not respond to external forces in a linear fashion. Rather, they 
exhibit a non-linear stress strain relation at large deformations. Two very common 
families of materials characterized by nonlinear response are strain softening and strain 
hardening materials. In the former case the membrane material is such that the effective 
elastic modulus decreases as strain deformation grows whereas the opposite is true for 
the latter type of membrane materials. In the following we present the governing 
equations for the mechanical behavior of a viscoelastic membrane at equilibrium, taken 
to be infinitesimally thin in comparison with the radius as is normally the case with 
contrast agents used in ultrasound diagnostic imaging, for different types of nonlinear 
response. Following [93] we use general Cartesian co-ordinates for the representation of 
the surface displacement gradient, A,
(I-fin)
dx
ax (i-nn)
(VI.32)
where x, X denote the position vector of a membrane point in the deformed and a 
reference unstressed state and similarly for the normal vectors η, N. The tensor AT A 
has two non zero eigenvalues, λ*, λ*, that correspond to local principal axes of
deformation in the tangential membrane plane and represent the principal extension 
ratios along the same axes,
_ ds. .
λ, = —-, indices are not summed, (VI.33)
dS i
where dsj and dS, indicate lengths of line elements in each one of the principal 
directions in the deformed and the referenced state. In the case of axisymmetry
4=4 =
s,(t)
Se{‘=0)
"4 — 4» — ■
q~(0
-(' = o)
(V1.34a,b)
Upon introduction of the Green-Lagrange surface deformation tensor, e, defined as
e = — 
= 2
at-a-(i-nn)], (VI.35)
the ratio Js between the deformed and undeformed local surface area, and the 2d strain 
invariants48 can also be defined as,
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(VI.36)
Js =λ,λ2 =^det(AT-A + NN),
I. = 2tr(e) = λ* +λ\ -2, I, = Js2 -1 = λ]λ\ -1.
The two invariants, \\,h, denote the elongation of a local line element and the local area 
dilatation, respectively. Once the above quantities are known the principal components 
of the elastic tension tensor on a deformed two-dimensional membrane can be related to 
the deformation tensor via the strain energy function w(Ij, I2)50,
2
τ = —
= J.
5w τ 5w 2/ CrCl\ 
—A-A +—J I-NN 
51, = = 51, U ’
(VI.37)
The strain energy w(Ii,I2) depends on the nature of the membrane material and 
assumes different forms as the mechanical behavior of the membrane changes. A typical 
strain energy describing a very thin sheet of an isotropic volume incompressible rubber­
like material with strain softening behavior, is the one provided by the two-dimensional
Mooney-Rivlin (MR) law94,
F
wMR =- (l-b) f 1 1I, +2 +
f
+ b
l I2+1J V
I,
I,+1
I2+l (VI.38a)
MRτ = -
3λ λS φ (κκ)
MRτ = ■
3λ λ
λ' -■
(ΚΚ)
[ι + ΚΜ-Ο]
[i+b(x;-i)]
with Ε the dimensionless parameter which is defined by E :
3 GS
(VI.38b)
The case with
PVfK,
b=0 corresponds to a neo-Hookean membrane whereas as b, which ranges between 0 
and 1, tends to zero the membrane becomes softer. It should also be noted that the 
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law allows for unrestricted area dilatation that is 
compensated by progressive thinning of the membrane.
One of the most widely used constitutive laws pertaining to strain hardening 
membranes is the one developed by Skalak et al.48 in order to model the lipid bi-layer 
structure surrounding the red blood-cell.
wSK = —(If + 21, -2I2 +CI32), 
o
xSK =■
xSK =■
3λλ
S φ
E
3λλ
ν(λ;-ι)+ο(λ,λ,)2[(λ,λ,)'-ι
λ;(λ;-ι)+(;(λ,λ,)![(λ,λ„)'-Γ
(VI.39a)
(VI.39b)
Parameter C in the above equations is always positive and controls the extent of area 
incompressibility of the membrane. In the case of red blood-cells C»1 in order to 
accommodate the almost incompressible nature of the membrane area. Nevertheless, 
this is a quite general law that is used for strain hardening membranes whether they are
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area incompressible or not. Membrane viscosity can also be accounted for via a linear 
Newtonian term that is added to the elastic stresses and involves the membrane velocity. 
Thus, for the case of an MR membrane we obtain
( \
iMR —
3λ5λφ
λ2-
1
(λ.λφ)
[ΐ + 5(λ2 -l) +
2 1 d\ 
Re. λ. di
(V1.40)
MR _ 
<ΡΨ
3λ5λφ
λ:
φ (W
ι + β(λ2 -ι) +
2 1 5λφ
Res λφ a
where ~ ^, —------ — are the first principal components of the surface rate of strainλ5 a λφ a
tensor50 and Res the Reynolds number of the membrane which is defined by
Re. pvfR,:q
Mmr
, with μΜΚ = 3δμχ. A similar expression is obtained for a SK material.
VI.1.5 Constitutive equations for bending moments
Constitutive equations for bending moments have been derived by previous 
authors working in curvilinear coordinates65108. One common assumption also adopted 
in the present study is that the bending moments have a negligible effect on the 
symmetric part of the elastic tensions given in (VI.37). This is correct for isotropic 
interfaces and small bending deformations (small changes of the cartesian curvature 
tensor B), because then the bending moment tensorm is symmetric and from equation
(VI.20b), it comes that the antisymmetric part of r vanishes61. In the case of 
axisymmetry, Zarda et al65 introduced the bending measures of strain 
K, = KKΚφ s λχ-k* (VI-41)
and invoked an analogy with the linear theory of bending of thin plates to derive the 
following expression for bending moments which in dimensionless form is written,
m, = %-(K, + vKf), m, = ^(K, + vK,) (VI.42)
''V *
where kf, k^ are the dimensionless reference curvatures in the principal directions
k
where the membrane is free of bending moments, kB =—fidim is a dimensionless
POP R,:q
parameter with kHdim the scalar bending modulus in (Nm) and v the Poisson ration; for a 
sphere kf - k* = 1 and for an incompressible material v=0.5. If the membrane consists 
of a thin layer of a three dimensional elastic solid of thickness δ, then
v#dim
3 GsS3 
12(1 -v2)
(V1.43)
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When membranes that consist of inherently two-dimensional networks of polymers are 
considered kHdim can be treated as an independent physical constant61.
VL1.6 Energy variation
Following a similar procedure to that presented in section II. 1.3, with the 
exception that now we use the dynamic boundary condition (VI.22), we obtain the 
energy balance for the dynamics of the microbubble
2 dt
Μφ™μ+<Ά™\ρ
jJ dn JJ Pin I
8Φ
d ^
(p-Po + 2A
We
+ AF. dA = 0 (VI.44)
The first integral signifies variations in the total kinetic energy while the second one 
represents variations of the energy due to pressure change inside the bubble, due to the 
elastic membrane energy and due to variations in the membrane area.
VI.2 NUMERICAL SOLUTION
Due to the use of potential theory in the present study the continuity of the 
velocities that are tangential to the interface is not satisfied. Therefore, we solve only 
equation (VI. 1 la) in order to calculate the new radius of the interfacial particles. On the 
other hand, we satisfy the continuity of the forces at the interface by solving both 
equations (VI.16) and (VI.17). In fact, we use equation (VI.17) in order to update the 
angle Θ of the interfacial particles.
dr
When shell viscosity is taken into account the terms —L
dt
and
r,6
d0s
~dt
must be
calculated at each time-step. The first term is calculated directly through equation 
(VI. 1 la), in which case only first order spatial derivatives have to be calculated. The 
second term is calculated via backward differencing on the Θ values obtained for each 
interface particle at each sub-step of the Runge-Kutta, by numerically solving (VI. 17). 
This involves evaluation of spatial derivatives of third order, which has as consequence 
that as the simulation proceeds short wave instabilities arise, whose wavelength is on 
the order of minimum element size in a manner analogous to simulations of free bubbles 
when weak viscous effects are taken into account. Such short wave instabilities cannot 
be eliminated by mesh refinement alone. The standard procedure in order to circumvent 
this problem is to implement filtering of the higher modes while monitoring the energy 
of the system so that it is dissipated appropriately. Inviscid calculations do not exhibit 
such instabilities hence filtering is avoided. However, in all the simulations to be
άθ
presented in the following with finite Res, after each time-step the term, A =
dt
is
r ,θ
filtered by introducing the fourth order derivative with respect to ξ,
dA _ d4A 
™ . 
dt θξ
(VI.45)
The above equation is discretized with the second order accurate fully implicit scheme,
+6a;-mh (vu«)A'=A +-
Αξ
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which possesses improved stability characteristics; λΑί/ Αξ4 was set to a large value, 
typically between 1 and 1000, for stability reasons.
The above notions were implemented via the following numerical algorithm. At 
a certain time instant the position of the interface is known, so the radius and the angle 
of each interfacial particle are known. From the constitutive equations for elastic 
tensions (VI.38b) or (VI.39b) and the constitutive equations for bending moments 
(VI.41) and (VI.42), we calculate the developed elastic tensions and bending moments 
on the membrane. Then taking into account the torque balance, equation (VI.30), the 
transverse shear tensions due to the bending moments are calculated. The pressure 
inside the bubble can be calculated through the microbubble volume at that moment and 
the adiabatic law, equation (V1.6). Then with the use of equation (VI.3 la) we calculate 
the normal component of the forces on the membrane due to the developed tensions and 
bending moments. From the dynamic condition (VI.22) and the kinematic condition 
(VI. 1 la), using the finite element method for spatial discretization and the fourth order 
explicit Runge-Kutta method72 for integration in time, we calculate the new velocity 
potential and radial position of the interfacial particles. Then, from integral equation 
(VI. 15), using the boundary element method, we calculate the new normal velocity on
the interface, —, while from the tangential force balance (VI. 17) in conjunction with 
dn
equation (VI.3 lb) we find the new angle Θ of the particles. In this fashion the location 
and velocity of the interface are updated and the procedure is repeated in time. At the
end of each time-step of Runge-Kutta the term A =
άθ,
cit
is filtered via equation
(VI.45). The time step is fixed and depends on the number of elements as well as the 
velocity of the interface. Actually, the time step varied from I0"4 till 51 O'7. Typically, 
60-200 elements are used for the discretization of the interface in the region 0<θ<π. The 
entire method is similar to the one used for free bubbles in chapters II, III and IV, with 
the difference that here viscous effects in the host liquid are not accounted for, whereas 
emphasis is placed on the flow structure interaction aspect of the problem through the 
interfacial force balance where hydrodynamic forces from the surrounding fluid and 
viscoelastic forces due to the shell balance each other.
As the number of elements increases construction of the system matrix, which is 
full as is normally the case with the boundary integral methodology, becomes the most 
time consuming part of the computation taking up more than 80 % of the CPU time66 72. 
In order to optimize computational speed we resort to parallel strategies. In particular, 
the system matrix is constructed in a parallel fashion with different processors dedicated 
to different rows of the matrix. The above numerical implementation is validated 
against mesh refinement and by monitoring the variation of the total energy of the 
system, equation (VI.44). Finally, the comparison with results of the linear theory of 
dynamic stability to axisymmetric disturbances constitutes an additional check for our 
calculations.
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VI.3 STABILITY TO NONSPHERICAL DISTURBANCES
We consider a small initial deformation of the microbubble interface that is 
represented in spherical coordinates,
rd = R(t) + sw(0,t), 9j = Θ + su[0,t)/R(t) + 0(ε2) (VI.47)
with ε «: 1, w(0,t) the dimensionless displacement in the radial direction towards the 
external liquid and u(0,t) the dimensionless displacement to the azimouthial direction, r, 
0 denote the initial radial and azimuthal coordinates of the particles where subscript 0 
has been dropped for simplicity.
The form of the asymptotic solution that we seek is
ν = ν0+ε¥'+Ο(ε2) 
Ρ = Ρ° + εΡ' +0(ε2)
(V 1.4oa,b)
r - r τ  υ^  
Substituting the above equations in the inviscid equations of motion (VI.3) and (VI.4), 
we obtain the equations of motion of the 0(1) problem,
V · F° = 0 
dV° 
dt
(VI.49a,b)
+ V°-VV° =-VP°
and the equations of motion of the 0(ε) problem,
V-F'=0 (VI.50a,b)
— + V° -VF1 + Vl ■ VF° --VP1 
dt
If we apply the expansion (VI.47) to the kinematic condition of the deformed interface 
V-n = -^~, F = rd(e,t)-(R(t) + £w(0,t) + O(s2)) (VI.51a,b)
and use domain perturbation111 in order to expand the radial velocity of the interface
dK
V, = V. + -
dr
ε\ν + 0(ε ) (VI.52)
r=R
we obtain the kinematic condition of the 0(1) problem
F°| =— (VI.53)
r dt
and the kinematic condition of the 0(ε) problem in the radial direction
dw
~dt
V'\
\r=R
+ -
dV°
dr
w-
r=R
1 dw 
~r~d9
K\ +0(ε2) (VI.54)
It should be emphasized that we don't have to satisfy the kinematic condition in 
the tangential direction because we employ potential flow on the liquid side. Upon 
applying expansion (VI.47) on the normal force balance of the deformed interface, 
equation (VI.16), and on equations (VI.26), (VI.30), (VI.3la), (VI.40), (VI.41), (VI.42), 
and taking into account that
εκ + 0(ε2), (VI.55)
r=R
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(VI.56)
Ο η Suλ = R + ε— + sw 
δθ
λφ = R + su cot($) + ε\ν
we obtain the normal force balance of the 0(1) problem, 
2 ki
P°-P°\
with k° =
* We
1_
R
- + AF°=-PN 1 Overpressure
2E{Rb-\)(\ + bR2-b) , 4 R 
AFn =------------- TZi--------------+—'3 R1 Re. R
AC,0 SK 2E(R -1 + CR - CR ) 4 RAF„ =— --------------------------- + ■
3 R Re. R
and the normal force balance of the 0(ε) problem 
-p'\ dP°
r=li
with k„ =
AF,
K dr
H(w) + 2w
2k'
w = -^ + AF'N+0{e2) 
We
2 R2
3 R*
H(w)\bR* +(\-b)R6 -bR2+(b-1)] + 
Η(ψ) [-2bR* - 4bR2 + 6(6 -1)] + 
w[-2bR* +2R6(\-b)-\0bR2 +14(a-l)]
) +
+ -
Re, R3 
k,
[RH(iff) - R [Η(ψ) + H(w)\ + 2Rw - 4Rw\ +
+ “rr[HH(w-y/) + (\- v)H(w - ψ)\ 
K
AF'SK = ■
+
Re, R3 
k
H{w)[CR6 -CR2 +R2 -l] + 
Η{ψ)\-6CR6 +2CR2 -2R2] + 
w[2CR2-10CR6-2R2-2]
[.RH(iif) - k[H(i//) + H{w)\ + 2Rw - 47?wJ
3R
+
+ Fj[hh(w~[I/) + (}-v)H(w-y/)] 
K
with u = — and 
δθ
(VI.57) 
(VI.58)
(VI.59a,b)
(VI.60) 
(VI.61)
(VI.62a)
(VI.62b)
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H( ) = -^( ) + cot(0)—( ) 
v ' δθ2 w 3<9v '
hh( ) =
32 ^ d2
δθ2
T( ) + cot(6l) — ( ) 
δθιΚ ' δθv '
+ (VI.63)
( rs2
- cot(<9)
δθ
~~~~r ( ) + COt(0) —( )
δθ2 V ' δθV '
The last two operators are typically employed in classical axisymmetric shell theory64 in 
order to simplify the algebra by utilizing the useful properties of the Legendre 
polynomials Pn,
Η {Ρ„) = -λ„Ρ„, ΗΗ(Ρ„) = λ2Ρη, Λ„=η(η + 1) (VI.64)
Finally, the tangential force balance, equation (VI.17), gives the tangential force 
balance of the Ο(ε) problem. It must be stressed that the tangential force balance does 
not participate in the 0(1) problem because its terms are Ο(ε) and above.
AF,'+0(s2) = 0 
with
(VI.65)
\f'MR =
Re. R'
3 Rs
wa
Ψθ
+6~6b + 4bR2 + 2bRs ] - 
-2bR6 + 2R6 - 3An + 2bR2 + bR6λ„ 
3bA-3bR2A-R*bA-R6A„
K
-R(i -K)ψθ + R(i - K)Ψβ - Rwo + Rwo]- (VI.66a)
+4-κ-^χ-Λ+ι-ν)
K
AF'’SK = -
3R2
>g[2R2 -2CR2 +6CRb] + 
ψθ [λη - 2 - 3CAn Rb + CR2λn + 4R2 - 3R2λη ]
> +
+ -r—[ ■-R (1 - K) Ψβ + R (1 - K) Ψθ - RK + Rwe ] + Res R L
K
(VI.,66b)
where the following identity has been used,
)-(l + cot2 θ) — ( ) + cot($) ———r-( ) = -λη— ( ) 
δθΛ ’ δθΚ ’ δθ2 W " δθΚ ’
(VI.67)
The 0(1) problem, (VI.49a,b), along with the kinematic condition (VI.53), the 
dynamic condition (VI.57), the far field condition V° =0, as r ^ co and the 
introduction of the scalar velocity potential V° = ΥΦ" can be solved analytically. The
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equation V° =VOu in conjunction with the (VI.49a), the kinematic condition (VI.53) 
and V° = 0, as r oo gives
Ve° = 0, Vr°=^ (VI.68)
while (VI.49b) gives
P<>(r,t) = PJt) +
2 RR2 + R2R 
r
R4R2
R < r < oo
(VI.69)
Evaluation at r=R and use of (VI.57) gives 
3 2k°
RR +—R2 = PGAF„° -P (/) (VI.70)
2 Ire
with PG (t) given from (VI.6). Equation (VI.70) is a variation of the Rayleigh-Plesset 
equation and collapses on equations (V.22) or (V.24) for MR or SK membranes, 
respectively, if we set M - 0 , Re, —> oo and u0 = 0 .
The equations of the O(c) problem, (VI.50a,b), along with the kinematic 
condition (VI.54), the dynamic condition (VI.60), the tangential force balance (VI.65), 
the far field condition V1 =0, as r -> oo and the introduction of the scalar potential
V' = VO1, constitute a linear system in V1, P1, w ,ψ. To solve this system we consider 
that
Φ'=Σ^#^) (VI-71)
//=0 f
from the solution of the Laplace equation in spherical coordinates, so that
V' = 0, ολ r —>· oo
and
W = Σ w„(/)P„(P), ψ = ΣψΜ)ΡΛΘ) (VI.72a,b)
n=0 n=0
Substituting in V' =VO', using (VI.50a) and the kinematic condition (VI.54), we 
obtain a relation between O„(0 andwn(t). Then, equation (VI.50b) and the dynamic 
condition (VI.60), provide the following equation for wn(t), ψη(/).
.. 3R .
W" +~RWn +
(1 - n)R + (n + 1)(« -1)(« + 2)
R WeR
w„ +
yi _J_ ]
+-Z--ΔΡ'ν K, </>„, w„ ,ψ„, E, kH, Re,, R, R, n) = 0
K
Finally, the system closes with the tangential force balance (VI.65), 
A^1 (w„, Ψη, , ψ„, E, kH, Re,, R, R, n) = 0
(VI.73a)
(VI.73b)
For a microbubble of constant volume, R = R = 0, (VI.73a,b) yield
w
(n + \)(n-\)(n + 2) 
WeR3
w„
η +1 
R K Wn > Wn ’Ψη ’E’kB - Re,. «) = 0
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AF'(Wn’'/'n>w„,V'n,E,kB,Res,R,n) = Ο
(VI.74a,b)
Considering that \νη,ψη assume a solution of the form,
Wn(t) = a„e°*, Ψη{ί) = ββ03"1 (VI.75a,b)
and substituting in (VI.74a,b), we obtain a system of the form
A
A (£, &£, Rev, 7?, η, ωη) = 0 (VI.76)
In order for the system (VI.76) to have a non zero solution its determinant must vanish: 
det[A(E, kB, Rev, R,w, ωη)] = 0 (VI.77)
The above equation has 3 roots with respect to ωη, at least one of which is real. If
their real part is negative for given n, then the microbubble is stable with respect to 
axisymmetric disturbances characterized by the nth eigenmode. The imaginary part of 
the complex pair of eigenvalues provides the cyclic oscillation frequency for the nth 
mode.
From equation (V.27) we obtain the resonance frequency for volume pulsations for a 
microbubble consisting of a Mooney-Rivlin membrane,
®o = 3T W+Ps·e
-------+ 4 E
We
while for a Skalak membrane equation (V.31) gives
co, = 3/
We
- + P... •—+—(2 + 4 C) 
We 3 V ’
(VI.78a)
(VI.78b)
In order to determine whether the spherical surface is stable or we should expect 
deviations from sphericity as the microbubble pulsates, we solve for the time variation 
of the microbubble radius, equation (VI.70), or equations (V.22), (V.24) for a more 
accurate description of the radial dynamics. Then we solve (VI.73a,b) for given history 
of the bubble radius, R(t). If |wn(i)| or |<//„(0| grow with time then the nth mode is
unstable. For the time integration the fourth order Runge-Kutta method is used, while 
the time step is constant. For the solution of (VI.70) we consider as initial conditions 
that, R(t = 0) = RKq,R(t = 0) = 0, while perturbing the far field pressure.
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VI.4 STABILITY OF PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
The general theory for the stability of linear differential equations with periodic 
coefficients is known as Floquet theory. It is applied in order to determine whether a 
periodic solution is stable or not, as well as the fashion by which stability is lost. In the 
particular case where the amplitude of the periodic solution is small, a Mathieu type 
equation is obtained. More specifically, it can be seen by transforming equations 
(VI.73a,b) in a standard fashion1""11 and assuming relatively small amplitude radial 
pulsations, that the following Mathieu equation is obtained,
or 17, 0 . ctr—k- + — 3 —L εοοβτ
or LI 2 J co2 (VI.79)
τ = ωί> wk = TrW ’ R = R„(1 + ecos(Mt))
^ 0
In the above equation primes indicate differentiation with respect to x instead of t, cok is 
given by eq. (VI.77) while ε and ω denote the amplitude and the frequency of the 
external disturbance. For given ω and ε«1, a number of resonances are possible for 
each deformation mode k when
— = -, n = 1,2,3..... (VI.80)
cok n
provided that
(VI.81)
The above criterion leads to the well-known diagram with the Mathieu tongues 
indicating the stability limits of Mathieu’s equation in the ak, bk plane (see also figure 
6.14 in [111]), that is valid in the limit ε«1. In order to determine the stability 
boundaries of a pulsating microbubble taking into account large membrane radial 
displacements, ε~1, a numerical analysis based on the general Floquet theory is 
necessary and is outlined in the following.
VI.4.1 Periodic Solutions of Autonomous Systems
This case concerns the stability of periodic of solutions of systems69 of ODEs. 
The theory was originally developed for autonomous systems (recall that “autonomous” 
means that / does not depend on t) but it can be applied in our case as well.
P = f{y;t) (Vi.82)
For time-periodic solutions, there is a time interval T (the “period”) after which the 
system returns to its original state:
y(t+T) = y(t) (VI.83)
Therefore one is free to impose the phase condition, posing a value for y at t=0:
yk(t = 0) = c (VI.84a)
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or imposing that t=0 be a critical point of yk:
fk [y(t = 0);t = Ο) = 0 (VI.84b)
The period T of a particular periodic solution y(t) is usually not known beforehand and 
it must be calculated together with>>(/). Periodic solutions y with periods T can be 
calculated by solving the following boundary-value problem as
ί ~\ (
y
τK‘ 0
fm-yp)
/*(j?(0);/ = o)
= o (VI.85)
For technical reasons it is advisable to normalize the interval to have unit length. Hence 
we rewrite the above boundary-value problem as
fy)
t
'τ/{κτΤ)λ 'y(r = 0)-y(r = l) %
[t) , 0 7
9
'ζι II o II o
= 0 (VI.86)
where r = — and 0 < τ < 1.
T
In our case, the period T of the periodic solution is known due to the external 
imposing frequency. Equations (VI.73a,b) can be written again in the form of the 
system (VI.82),
d_
dt
'y,' if)
y2 = Λ
,y3.
3—y2
R
η +1 
+------
R
y2
(l-n)/? (« + l)(« - l)(« + 2)
R WeR3
(y,,y2,y3,Q, R,R)
e(y,,y2>y3’R’R)
y +
(VI.87)
withy, = wn, y2 = wn, y3 - ψη as unknowns and R,R,R known throughout the period
T. Actually, R, Λ, R are calculated by solving equation (VI.70), or equations (V.22) and 
(V.24).
VI.4.2 The Monodromy Matrix
When tracing a branch of periodic solutions, the question arises as to whether 
the periodic solutions are stable, for which parameter range, and in which way stability 
is lost. To analyze stability of periodic solutions, one needs the monodromy matrix69
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which will be defined subsequently. In what follows, we investigate stability of one 
particular periodic solution jp* (/) with period T.
y©
Figure VI.2: Time evolution of the periodic solution y" (/) whose the initial vector z* 
is perturbed with d0
Stability of y’ manifests itself in the way neighboring trajectories behave, figure 
VI.2. Trajectories of the differential equation are denoted by φ, 
φ(ί\ζ) solves y = f(y\t) with y(/-0)~z (VI.88)
A trajectory that starts from the perturbed initial vector z* + d0, progresses with the 
distance
d(t) = φ{ΐ\ζ’ + to the periodic orbit y" . Here z* = J?* (/ = 0) is taken.
Measuring the distance after one period T gives d(T) = φ{Τ',ζ* + ά0)-φ(Τ;ζ'} .
δφ[τ·,ζ"\ _
Taylor expansion yields d(T) =--------—-d0 + terms of higher order. The matrix
δφ(τ·χ)
M_ =------------- plays a role in deciding whether the initial perturbation d0 decays or
dz
grows and is called the monodromy matrix or Floquet transition matrix.
Some properties of φ help to find another representation of the monodromy matrix. 
Note that φ from Eq. (VI.88) obeys the differentia] equation (VI.82),
r/^(t;z)
dt
/(φ(ί;ζ);ή, Vt (VI.89)
Differentiating this identity with respect to z yields 
d 9φ(ί;ζ) δ/(φ;ή 3φ(ί;ζ)
dt dz 3φ dz
From <p(0;z) = z we infer
(VI.90)
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9φ(0;ζ)
dz
= 1 (VI.91)
Consequently, the monodromy matrix M is identical to Φ(Γ), when Φ(Γ) solves the 
matrix initial-value problem
Φ = ^(ν;')Φ, Φ(0) = Ι (VI.92)
So, the n2 monodromy matrix M -of the periodic solution y* (/) with period T and
δφ{Τ\ζ’\
initial vector z" is defined by M_ = Φ(Τ) =
dz
(VI.93)
where φ and Φ are defined in Eqs.(VI.88) and (VI.92).
VI.4.3 Discretization of the Equations: Derivation of the Residual Vector and the 
Jacobian Matrix
The discretization of the equations (VI.87) is accomplished with the trapezoidal
rule,
1------ = —:—7 i v ' (VI.94)
At 2
where n+l denotes the new time instant. So the residual vector is written at the I 
iteration of the Newton-Raphson method
R"+lJ =
f j^n+\,l \
R?u
Rn+UI
hr1·'+/;)
[y?u -y‘d~^r(f“J + ft)
(y’fu-yl)-^{ft"u + /,·)
V ^
= 0 (VI.95)
with Jacobian matrix
dRn+ul
Jn+\,l
dy"
dR,n+\,l dR: dR,n+U ^
n+\,l dy2 w+Udy,
dRfJ dR"+l1 dR;+v
dy:+v
~y.n+\,ldy2 dy2
dR;+'J dR"+'J dR"+)J
w+1,/
.3y, dy2
At d/ru At d/rv At df"+v )
2 dy”*v 2 dy"2+u 2 dy"+'J
At df2n+lJ j δ/ d/rj At d/r
2 dy”+'J 2 dy2+u 2 dy"+]J
At d/ru At d/r· J Atdfr11
2 dynx+u 2 dyn2+u 2 dy"+'J J
(VI.96)
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The solution in the new iteration / +1 is calculated as,
jTU+' = JC'·' + (£"+U )"' K+U, / = 1,2,3. (VI.97)
The solution at the n+1 time instant is found when the following criterion is satisfied:
i(y"+lM-y"+u)2 <ir (VI.98)
The jacobian matrix J_ calculated at the last iteration is used to calculate the 
monodromy matrix M, as it will be shown in the next session.
VI.4.4 Calculating the Monodromy Matrix
Discretizing equation (VI.92), we obtain Φ"+ι = φ" I + At J'
n+l
= Φ" · Gn+' (VI.99)
with J
m n+\ _K_
dy"+'
df\ d/r
n+l Λ
dyr' dy? dy;
df" 3/Γ1 dfr
dyr dyr dy"
dfr1 d/r of-
At =
2 jn+1
At =
(VI. 100)
dyf' dy" dy3+.
It is the case that Φ° =Φ(/ = 0) = / and, consequently, using equation (VI.99) we 
obtain
Μ = Φ(/ = Τ) = Φ" G2-"Gw (VI.101)
So, the matrix M is found at the end of the period T, and the jacobian matrix J at each
time instant is used for the calculation. In our case M = M(wn,wn,v|/n;R,R) is a
function of the periodic solution for given external forcing frequency, the stability of 
which we want to investigate.
VI.4.5 Mechanisms of Losing Stability
Matrix M_ has n eigenvalues. One of them is equal to unity and the other n-1 
determine the stability in the following manner: 
y (/) is stable if |/ζ, | < 1 for j = 1,..... , η -1
>’(/) is unstable if j//, | > 1 for some j
- If Ιηι(μ7) = 0 and Re(//y) < -1 then the unstable solution y[t) is periodic with twice 
the period of the radial pulsation.
- If Im^) = 0 and Re(//y) > 1 then the unstable solution y(t) is periodic with the 
same period with that of the radial pulsation.
- If Im j * 0 and j//y| > 1 then the unstable solution y (/) is not exactly periodic.
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VI.5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
VI.5.1 STATIC BUCKLING INSTABILITY: COMPARISON WITH SHELL 
THEORY
VI.5.1.1 STABILITY ANALYSIS 
Static Stability
The present section is intended to compare results of stability analysis with 
known results of shell theory, in order to validate the present approach. For this reason 
as a first step we will consider that the shell consists of a thin layer of three-dimensional 
elastic solid of thickness δ, so that the scalar bending modulus kB(jim is related with the 
shear stress modulus through the equation (VI.43) with δ «.REq. In this fashion the
following formula provides a minimum overpressure above which static buckling 
instability occurs109
This is a well-known result from shell theory64109, based on static considerations, which 
is valid when the shell consists of a three dimensional elastic isotropic material 
following Hooke's law, i.e. the base spherical configuration undergoes small 
displacements.
We select typical values from the bibliography for the microbubble parameters 
(size, thickness and viscoelastic properties). Thus, we set the microbubble equilibrium 
radius to R,,q = 1.5 μητ, the membrane thickness to = 15 nm, the membrane viscosity
toμ3 =0.3 Pa s, the shear stress modulus to Gs = 133 MPa, the Poisson ratio to v=0.5, 
while the scalar bending modulus, given by the equation (VI.43), to 
kHdmi = 1.496 · 10~16 Nm . Throughout this study we assume that the membrane material 
follows either the Mooney-Rivlin law with constant b=0 or b=l, or the Skalak law with 
constant C= 1.
As it has been shown in section V.2.1, when the deformations are small the 
Mooney-Rivlin law, the Skalak law for C=1 and Hooke’s law coincide. To calculate the 
critical overpressure P'crjl M above which static buckling occurs we first evaluate ωη,
through eq. (VI.77), as a function of the bubble radius R and mode number n and then, 
from the normal force balance (VI.57), we recover the corresponding overpressure, 
P’overpressure· Next we plot contours of ω in the (P’0verpressure,n) plane and estimate the 
minimum overpressure, P'crUM , for Re(con)=0. For example, if we consider the
microbubble with the above characteristics, then equation (VI.102) predicts 
P'crU Th = 53200 Pa, while the present theoretical model predicts P’rtl M * 53750 Pa for a
material following the Mooney-Rivlin law with b=l and P'crilM «53100 Pa for a
material following the Skalak law with C=l, figures VI.3 (a),(b). Both laws predict that 
the most dangerous mode is n=17, while the dimensionless radius where static buckling 
occurs is Rcrit=0.9967.
(VI. 102)
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Figure VI.3: Contours of eigenvalues ω in the (P’0verpressure,n) plane for a) the Mooney- 
Rivlin law ( b -1 ) and b) the Skalak law (C=l);
R,q = 1.5 μτη, Gs = 133 MPa, δ = 15 nm, μ5 = 0.3 Pas, kHiim = 1.496 · 10~'6 Nm, v=0.5
Dynamic Stability
Next we consider a microbubble with the above characteristics and a membrane 
following the Mooney-Rivlin law (b=l), that is immersed inside a liquid of static
pressure P'St =101325 Pa , density p, = 998^/3 ? sound velocity C, = 1540 and
dynamic viscosity//, =0.001 Pa s. It must be noted that the sound velocity and the
dynamic viscosity of the external fluid are not accounted for in this case, since shell 
viscosity is the controlling damping mechanism of the oscillations. Thus, we take 
C, —> oo and μ, = 0 . At t=0, a step change in the far field pressure is imposed.
Pi = PI (1 + ε), characterized by an amplitude ε=0.547 such that the overpressure that 
the membrane feels is P,'VL,rpressure > P'crU M at steady state. Figure VI.4(a) shows the
evolution of dimensionless radius R(t) as predicted by eq. (VI.70). Figure VI.4(b) shows 
the time evolution of the dimensional overpressure that the membrane feels at each 
moment, the theoretical prediction for the threshold in overpressure, P'cnt Th = 53200 Pa,
for static buckling to take place based on equation (VI. 102), and the threshold value 
provided by the static analysis presented here, P'crjt M ~ 53750 Pa , obtained from figure
VI.3(a). In figure VI.4(c), the time evolution of wl6,wl7,wl8 is shown where it can be 
seen that the 17th is the only unstable mode. It must be pointed that while 
Kverpressure - Kn,M ^0Γ ^ ^rst time when t' x 0.02 ps, the mode starts to actually grow 
when/' ~ 8 //s. This must be a characteristic of dynamic buckling instability, indicating 
that a time interval of the order of some ps is required for the growth of the unstable 
modes. If the amplitude is reduced to ε=0.537 so thatP'overpressure < P'nlM in the steady
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state, all modes are stable as it can be seen in figures VI.4(d),(e). Even if 
Kverpressure - Κπι,Μ 'n the transition state, this seems that cannot instigate growth of 
unstable modes.
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Figure VI.4: Time evolution of the (a) microbubble radius, (b) dimensional 
overpressure, (c) shape mode decomposition based on dynamic stability analysis for a 
Mooney-Rivlin membrane with b = 1 and ε=0.547. Time evolution of the (d) 
dimensional overpressure and (e) shape mode decomposition based on dynamic stability 
analysis for a Mooney-Rivlin membrane with b = 1 , ε=0.537; Ri: =\.5 μηι ,
Gs =133 MPa , £ = 15 nm , μ, =0.3 Pa-s , kHim = 1.496 · 10“16 Nm , v=0.5, 
p, = 998 , K =101325 Pa, μ, = 0, C, —> oo, γ=1.4, type of pressure perturbation
in the far field: Pj = Ps' (l + ε)
VI.5.1.2 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS 
Static Problem
We also solved the non-linear formulation of the static problem numerically 
using the B-cubic splines as basis functions and performing simple continuation on the 
dimensionless load;
1 ό
= kjss + ΚτΨφ --^(^7) = ~(P„ -PG)= POverpressure
AF,=-^
ds
1 δσ 
σ ds
(VI.103a,b)
Thus, we calculated the critical overpressure, Pc'rjlM ~ P')verpressure = 53800 Pa, for the
case already considered analytically in section VI.5.1.1. The eigenvector that 
corresponds to the first unstable eigenvalue was calculated by numerically evaluating 
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix that was obtained at the bifurcation point, i.e. the 
critical load. It is shown in figures VI.5(a),(b). The mode very closely resembles the 17th 
Legendre mode as predicted by stability analysis.
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Figure VI.5: (a) Radius and (b) azimuthal angle Θ of the interface particles, for the 
eigenvector corresponding to the first negative eigenvalue; 
S=l, RFq = 1.5 μηί , Gs = 133 MPa , 5 = \5nm , kBiim = 1.496 · 10“16 Nm ,
v=0.5, Pfrerpressure = 53800 Pa for a Mooney-Rivlin membrane, b = 1,200 elements in the 
region 0<θ<π.
Dynamic Problem
Finally, we solved the non-linear formulation of the dynamic problem 
numerically using the B-cubic splines as basis functions and applying a pressure 
perturbation in the far field of the type, Pj =Ρ„',(\ + ε). The microbubble shape just
before simulations had to stop due to excessive growth of the unstable mode, Pi7, and 
the time evolution of the microbubble radius as it is calculated for the first particle of 
the region 0<θ<π, i.e the one with θ=0 constantly, are shown in figures V1.6(a,b). The 
shape corresponds to the post buckling state of the microbubble. It is a result that has 
been verified by mesh refinement as it can be seen from figure VI.6(a). It isn’t obvious 
that the prevailing mode is the 17th. However, in figure VI.6(c,d) we plot the shape 
mode decomposition where it can be seen that the most unstable mode is the 17th.
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Figure VI.6: Simulation of the oscillations of a contrast agent whose shell obeys the 
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law with b=l. (a) Microbubble shape during collapse, (b) 
time evolution of the radial position of the interfacial particle with θ=0, (c) numerically 
obtained shape mode decomposition during the entire simulation and (d) during 
collapse; S=l, R,.q = 1.5 μηι , Gs = 133 MPa , δ = \5ηηι , μχ =03 Pa-s , v=0.5,
kHdim - 1.496 · I O'16 Nm , p, = 998 *s/3 , P'ti = 101325 Pa , μ, = 0, C, -» qo , ε=0.547,
γ=1.4, type of pressure perturbation in the far field: PJ = P't (1 + ε)
VI.5.2 DYNAMIC BUCKLING AND PARAMETRIC INSTABILITY: 
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS AND THE DETERMINATION OF THE 
SCALAR BENDING MODULUS km
Thus far we have assumed that the shell consists of a thin layer of three- 
dimensional elastic solid of thickness, δ, considered to be isotropic in all directions and 
consequently it can be shown that the scalar bending modulus kBiim is related with the
shear stress modulus through (VI.43). However, a microbubble shell is not isotropic in 
the transverse direction. This is a similar case to that of a red blood cell, whose 
membrane consists of a lipid bilayer. The latter is strain hardening and non-isotropic in 
the direction perpendicular to the long chains of molecules forming the lipid. As a result, 
besides the membrane elasticity which pertains to deformations along the interface, the 
scalar bending modulus kBdim must be introduced as an independent parameter, called 
bending elasticity48, which must be specified for each membrane material.
Estimating bending resistance of the shell is a difficult task as it may require use 
of Atomic Force Measurement on an isolated contrast agent. An alternative approach 
could be based on the static buckling instability that appears when a contrast agent
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experiences slow compression. For given equilibrium radius, shear modulus and shell 
viscosity, observation of the microbubble radius for which bucking occurs under slow 
compression (the microbubble starts losing the initial spherical configuration) can be 
used in conjunction with static stability analysis to provide the scalar bending 
modulus kBdim.
Alternatively, another procedure could be applied for the estimation of this 
parameter. It entails optical observation of contrast agent destruction or even the 
observation of microbubble shape oscillations to known conditions in conjunction with 
numerical simulations or dynamic stability analysis. As it will be shown in the 
following sections, shape oscillations and destruction of a microbubble, when the latter 
is insonated by a sinusoid pressure perturbation with frequency near or above the 
resonance frequency, are attributed either to parametric instability or to dynamic 
buckling. We use the term ‘dynamic buckling’ versus ‘static buckling’ because there are 
differences between these two instabilities, in the conditions under which they appear, 
in the unstable mode as well as the critical overpressure above which the instability 
occurs. As will be seen in the following, dynamic buckling appears when the external 
forcing has frequency near or above the microbubble resonance while static buckling 
occurs when the external frequency is fairly below resonance. Due to the geometrical 
(thickness, equilibrium radius) as well as the physical (shear modulus, membrane 
viscosity) properties of the contrast agents, the resonance frequency is on the order of 
MHz. This, along with the fact that the microbubble is insonated with frequency on the 
order of MHz in medical applications, leads to the conclusion that a microbubble mainly 
experiences the dynamic buckling instability. However, both instabilities evolve on a 
very fast time scale when the overpressure exerted on the membrane exceeds a critical 
value, the latter is higher for dynamic buckling and is normally associated with a higher 
unstable mode, that depends on the scalar bending modulus kBdim.
Besides dynamic buckling instability, the microbubble may experience 
parametric instability112'"3 in a fashion similar to free bubbles albeit to significantly 
lower external loads. This process can also destroy the microbubble cohesion even 
though it evolves on a much slower time scale. Microbubble destruction depends on the 
severity of the membrane shape deformation that this type of instability causes or 
equivalently on the tensions that will be developed inside the membrane. This instability 
is excited when the forcing frequency resonates with one of the eigenfrequencies for 
shape oscillations of the microbubble. These eigenfrequencies depend on the scalar 
bending modulus kBiim , among other parameters of the shell. Determining the
amplitude of the external disturbance above which a mode becomes unstable, one could 
not only control the frequency of shape oscillations but also predict the parameter range 
for microbubble cohesion and the onset of interesting flow configurations, such as 
jetting114’"5'"6, that are potentially useful in medical applications as for example in 
directing the action of the microbubble towards nearby cells.
The second aforementioned procedure for the estimation of the scalar bending 
modulus kBdm will be applied to a MP1950 microbubble. The microbubble shell 
consists of phospholipid molecules and exhibits a rather strain-softening behavior. This 
can be concluded from experimental measurements with this kind of microbubble . 
Once kRiim has been specified for a given type of contrast agent by reproducing its
response to a specific external disturbance, one can predict the minimum pressure 
amplitude for a given forcing frequency where dynamic buckling or parametric
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instability occurs for different equilibrium microbubble radii, in the form of a phase 
diagram. In this fashion it is possible to determine the boundary separating 
fragmentation due to dynamic buckling from parametric instability and recover other 
dynamic effects reported in experimental observations115 such as jetting.
VI.5.2.1 DYNAMIC BUCKLING INSTABILITY - THE CASE OF 
MP1950 MICROBUBBLE
We would like to simulate specific optical observations of contrast agent 
destruction in order to specify a) the mechanism behind microbubble collapse and b) the 
scalar bending modulus kBdim. We simulate experimental observations by Chomas at 
al.70 where an experimental contrast agent, MP1950 with a phospholipid membrane, 
with equilibrium radius RI; =1.5 μηι and decafluorobutane C4F|0as the internal gas,
balances inside water with static pressure P': - 1 bar. The microbubble is insonated 
with a two-cycle sinusoid with peak negative pressure of 1.2 MPa and a center forcing 
frequency vf =2.4 MHz. The optical frame images are shown in figures VI.7 (a)-(g),
while in figure VI.7(h) the time evolution of the microbubble diameter is monitored. As 
can be seen from the latter figure the microbubble contracts initially, then expands and 
then again contracts until near the minimum radius the membrane breaks up giving 5 
free bubbles. The collapse mechanism was originally attributed to Rayleigh-Taylor 
instability due to the very large velocity of the microbubble interface during the last 
stage of collapse.
Figure VI.7: Optical frame images and evolution of the diameter of the oscillation and 
fragmentation of a contrast agent microbubble (MP1950). The bubble has an initial 
diameter of 3 pm, shown in (a). The image in (h) shows the diameter of the bubble as a 
function of time, and dashed lines indicate the times at which the two-dimensional 
frame images in (a)-(g) were acquired relative to the (h) image. The time interval 
between Figs. VI.5(b) and VI.5(f) is 80 ns while the shutter duration used in 
Figs.VI.5(b)-VI.5(f) is 50 ns. All the frames are reproduced from [70],
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Firstly, we would like to check the assertion that the mechanism behind 
microbubble collapse is the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. A useful piece of information 
that we employ in order to obtain the membrane elasticity and the surface tension is the 
fact that the maximum radius of the microbubble when the membrane is in tact (figure 
V1.7 (b)), is three times the microbubble equilibrium radius.
Numerical Simulation Considering the Shell as a Free Surface
The Rayleigh-Taylor instability appears usually for large acceleration of a free 
surface and this occurs normally at the beginning of an expansion or near the minimum 
radius when the bubble is collapsing23,24,25,63. Based on this, we initially simulate the
above case as a free surface with surface tension σ = 0.677 and taking into
account weak viscous effects, such that the maximum expansion is recovered. Figure 
VI.8(a) shows the last shape obtained from the simulation, while in figure VI.8(b) the 
time evolution of the microbubble diameter is presented. It is obvious that the 
microbubble does not collapse in the time scale of the above experimental observations, 
indicating that the instability is most likely not of the classic Rayleigh-Taylor type 
observed in free bubbles.
Figure VI.8: Simulation of the oscillations of a contrast agent with its membrane 
treated as a free surface, (a) Last microbubble shape before the simulation stops, (b)
time evolution of the microbubble diameter; S=l, R,,q = 1.5 μιη , p, = 998 3 ,
mμ, =0.001 Pa s , C,-> oo , σ = 0.677 ^
= 2.4 Mh
£COs(2;ny')], 100 elements in the region 0<0<π/2.
P' = 101325 Pa , γ=1.07,
v, Hz , type of pressure perturbation in the far 
P' =P'1 Λ l I
8=12,
field:
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Dynamic Stability and Numerical Simulation Considering the Shell as a 
Material Following Mooney-Rivlin Constitutive Law
Next, we consider that the microbubble consists of a shell following the
• 118Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law. It is known from experimental observations 
regarding the same type of microbubble that the shell thickness is δ * 1 nm while its
viscosity depends on the equilibrium radius, ps(sPa)d(nm) = 1.34/?,ι; (μηι)-0.69 .
This relation has been produced by employing linear regression on experimental results. 
If we set the membrane thickness to δ = 1 nm , then from the above equation 
ps =1.32 Pa - s. The microbubble expansion measured from the experiment by Chomas 
at al.70 is achieved if we set Gs = 520 MPa with b=0. This value of shear stress modulus 
is obtained by solving the spherosymmetric model, equation (V.22), considering 
that μ, = 0.001 Pa-s , C, = 1540 , p, = 998 3 , y = 1.07 and surface tension
σ = 0.051 ^/. The above values for the properties of the host liquid have also been
used in [118] in order to simulate this contrast agent. If we consider 
thatC, —»oo,μι =0, then Gs = 590 MPa for b=0. This value for elasticity is in the 
range reported in [118]. The resonance frequency of this contrast agent is calculated 
from equation VI.78(a), vres =7.23 MHz for Gs =520 MPa and vres =7.65 MHz for
Gs = 590 MPa. The only parameter that remains to be specified is the scalar bending
modulus kBiim.
We tune the scalar bending modulus kBiim so that the microbubble collapses in 
the right time scale and as close to that experimentally observed as possible. This 
adaptation predicts a range of acceptable values for the scalar bending modulus because 
we are not certain as to which modes appear. The range
forGs = 590 MPa, C, -> oo, pt = 0 is 5 · 10'14 < kBiim <410“13 Nm with most possible
valueA^^ *3.4510 13 Nm, almost 106 times greater than the prediction of (VI.43).
The degree of softness of the shell material is fixed by setting b to zero, so that 
the above contrast agent exhibits shape oscillations of the 4th mode at a transmit 
frequency of 19MHz and a reasonable amplitude of the external disturbance, ε=5 in
accordance with the experimental observations shown in figure VI.9. This is found by 
conducting stability analysis on the periodic pulsation of a microbubble of diameter 1.4 
pm, with the above viscoelastic characteristics and bending modulus 
kB=3-10_I4jVot, that is insonated with a sinusoidal pressure perturbation in the far
field. P' = P'CO ·* .V/ ε cos (luvft'^ with ε=5. The Monodromy matrix for the 4th mode
possesses one unstable eigenvalue with Ιιη(μ) = 0 and Re(//) = —1.53<—1. This is an
indication of subharmonic resonance where the 4th shape mode oscillates with twice the 
period of the imposed forcing frequency. If the external amplitude is increased to ε=12, 
then the 5th mode appears in harmonic resonance with the imposed forcing frequency, 
1m [μ) = 0 and Re(//) = 1.08 > 1. It should be stressed that if kedim is increased beyond
3.45 10“13 Nm stability analysis does not predict shape oscillations of the contrast 
agent.
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Figure VI.9: Mode n=4(top) and mode n=5 (bottom) vibrations for small microbubbles 
of 1.4 pm diameter. The transmit frequency is 19 MHz. All the frames are reproduced 
from [112].
In figure VI. 10(a),(b) the microbubble shape during collapse as well as the 
evolution of the microbubble diameter are shown, as they are obtained from a dynamic 
simulation of the optical observations shown in Fig. VI.7, treating the membrane as a 
MR material with b=0, Gs = 590 MPa , and scalar bending
moduluskBiim «3.45-ΚΓ13 Nm withC, -><»,//, =0. The membrane seems to digress 
from the initial spherical configuration in the time scale obtained from the experiments. 
The validity of the simulation was checked against mesh refinement as well as by 
monitoring the variation of the energy given by equation (VI.44), figures VI. 10(a),(g). 
The total energy is conserved throughout the simulation. The most unstable mode that 
emerges in the simulation of the full problem seems to be the 8th Legendre mode. This 
can be gleaned from the evolution of the Legendre mode decomposition of the shape 
shown in figures VI. 10(c),(d). The numerical result was verified by dynamic stability 
analysis with respect to non spherical disturbances, figures VI. 10(e),(f). In figure 
VI. 10(h) the evolution of the P^erpressure exerted on the shell is plotted, as predicted by
the dynamic stability analysis. The maximum value is P()verpressureMax ~ 1.05 ■ 10° Pa while
static stability predicts P('-rilM «2.07-10bPa and Rcrit~0.825 with P2 as the most
unstable mode. Consequently static buckling cannot describe the process shown in 
figure VI.7. The behavior shown in figure VI.7 and reproduced in figures VI. 10a,h 
corresponds to the dynamic buckling instability and this is manifested by the fact that 
the unstable modes appear within a very short time frame and during the compression 
phase of the microbubble oscillation. The instability appears during the first or the 
second period of the forcing frequency and therefore it cannot be a parametric 
instability which requires a large number of oscillations in order to appear. It is also 
worthwhile to mention that the modes start to develop near the minimum or during the 
expansion phase of the microbubble oscillation. This has to do with the dynamic nature 
of the instability that requires a time interval for the unstable modes to appear.
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Figure VI.10: Simulation of the oscillation and collapse of the contrast agent 
considering it as a shell following Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law b=l, (a) Microbubble 
shape during collapse, (b) time evolution of the microbubble diameter, (c)-(d) 
numerically obtained shape mode decomposition, (e)-(f) evolution of bubble radius and 
shape mode decomposition based on stability analysis, (g) comparison between time 
variation of the kinetic energy, work, membrane elastic energy, surface energy and 
dissipation due to the membrane viscosity, (h) time evolution of the P(')verpressure exerted
on the shell; S=l, R .5 μπι
μ, =1.32 Pas, kBim = 3.45-1 (Γ13 Nm ,b=0,v=0.5, p, = 998 "«Λ , μ, =0 , C, ->
G, =590 MPa 
kg/
δ = 1 nm
P't =101325 Pa, σ = 0.051^/ , γ=1.07, ε=12, vf = 2.4 MHz , far field disturbance:
P' = P'Λ Λ C*/ ffCOS
The dynamic buckling instability is strongly dependent on the scalar bending 
moduluskHiim. Indeed, if the bending modulus is increased to kBdim = 6.89 · 10-13 Nm,
then the microbubble surpasses the second compression phase without losing its 
integrity. This can be seen from figures VI. 11 (a) and (b) where the last shape of the 
simulation and the time evolution of the microbubble diameter, are monitored. The 
same result is derived by dynamic stability analysis. However,
^Overpressure,Max ~ 1 -05'1°9Pa while static stability predicts P'm M * 4.1 · 106 Pa. This is a 
significant difference between dynamic and static buckling. It seems that the 
overpressure above the critical limit acts for a very small time interval so that the modes 
don’t have the time to be excited. The membrane viscosity may also contribute to the 
damping of the excited modes, stabilizing the microbubble shell.
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Figure VI.11: Simulation of the oscillation of the contrast agent considering it as a 
shell. (a) Last microbubble shape from the simulation, (b) time evolution of the 
microbubble diameter; S=l, R,.· = 1.5 pm , G( = 590 MPa , 5 = \nm ,
μ, = 1.32 Pa-s, kHiim = 6.89 · 1 O'13 Nm , b=0, v=0.5, p, = 998 *s/3 , μ, = 0, C, -> oo,
p; = 101325 Pa , σ = 0.05\Ν/ ," /w
perturbation in the far field: P^
γ= 1.07, 8=12, vA 
l + £COs(2?ny')J
= 2.4 MHz , type of pressure
The Effect of the Forcing Frequency
The difference between the static and dynamic buckling as regards the unstable 
mode and the critical overpressure has to do with the dynamic nature of the external 
load with frequency near the microbubble resonance frequency. Indeed, if we consider 
the case with kBiim = 3.45 · 1(T13 Nm but with an external frequency that is well below 
the resonance frequency vres = 7.65 MHz , i.e. vf = 500 kHz and s=33, such that
PoverpKssureMax - Pcn,M ~ 2·07'10<>Po thcn static buckling instability occurs with the
second Legendre mode as the dominant emerging unstable mode. This can be seen in 
figures VL12 (a),(b), where the last shape from the simulation and the evolution of the 
shape modes are plotted, respectively. The numerical result was recovered by applying 
dynamic stability analysis, as can be seen from figures VI. 12 (c),(d) where the evolution 
of the overpressure that is exerted on the membrane and of the second and fourth modes 
are shown, respectively. However, dynamic stability cannot predict the energy transfer 
to the fourth mode, as this is captured by the numerical simulation. It must be noticed 
that as the imposed frequency decreases the critical overpressure above which static 
buckling occurs tends to coincide with theP('rilM It must be stressed that the simulation
stopped because a certain type of instability appeared near the equatorial plane. This 
was a recurring theme in the dynamic simulations of contrast agents conducted in the 
present study. It is always accompanied by an increase in the transverse shear tension q 
and growth of short waves, figure VI. 12(e). Simulations have to stop because of
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increased stiffness of the problem that would require an excessively small time step61 in 
order to capture further shell deformation. Besides the numerical aspect, growth of the 
transverse shear q results in break-up of the membrane beyond a certain limit that is 
normally a physical constant of the material known from material testing experiments119 
and is incorporated in certain criteria predicting material failure. In that sense the very 
large values predicted for transverse shear, q, indicate break-up of the membrane as a 
result of increased deformation. As was mentioned above, this type of behavior is 
systematically captured by the simulations conducted here. However, its predictive 
validity is limited by the choice constitutive law for bending moments and the bending 
measures for strain. The latter is only valid for small deviations from the initial 
curvature. Incorporating a more realistic measure of bending strain might alleviate the 
stiffness of the problem and allow for more deformed shapes to be obtained by the 
simulations, as is often the case with experimental observations of oscillating contrast 
agents.
QO 02 0.4 Q6 αβ 1,0 12 1.4 °·° O·1 W °·4 °·5 0,6
f (MS) f(MS)
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Figure VI.12: The effect of the forcing frequency on the buckling instability, (a) Last 
microbubble shape from the simulation, (b) numerically obtained shape mode 
decomposition, (c) time evolution of the P')wrpressun, that the shell feels, (d) evolution of
bubble radius and shape mode decomposition based on stability analysis, (e) time 
evolution of the distribution of transverse shear tension q"; S=l, 
Rhq = 1 -5 Mm , Gs = 590 MPa ,S = \ nm , μχ = 1.32 Pa ■ s , kHdim = 3.45 10*'3 Nm ,b=0,
v=0.5, pt = 998 3 ,μ,= 0, C,->°o, P' = 101325 Pa , rr = 0.05lV , v=1.07,
ε=33, v/ =500 kHz, far field pressure disturbance: P'a = Pxl\\ + ε %\η[2πνft'y^
VI.5.2.2 PARAMETRIC INSTABILITY 
Subharmonic Resonance
If we ignore the experiments shown in figure VI.9 based on reference [112], we can 
reproduce the optical observations shown in figure VI.7 considering a microbubble with 
the characteristics of MP1950 but with Gs = 174 MPa, b= 1 and kHAim =1.25· 10-'3 Nm . 
The cyclic oscillation frequency for the n th mode can then be calculated from equation 
(VI.77). Thus, the eigenfrequency of the 2nd mode isv2 =5.83 MHz . We impose a
sinusoidal pressure perturbation in the far field with v/ = 2v2 =11,66MHz and 
amplitude ε=12. Figure VI.13(a) shows the evolution of the exerted on the
shell and the static limit for buckling for this microbubble, P'r„M =4.4·106Ρα. The 
evolution of the 2nd mode is also presented, as predicted from dynamic stability 
analysis, figure VI. 13 (b). It can be seen that even though P(')verpressure < Κη,.Μ there's a
subharmonic parametric instability that appears roughly after 70 periods of oscillation. 
This is manifested by the fact that a) the instability grows period after period of the 
oscillation and b) the period of the unstable mode is twice the period of the 
spherosymmetric pulsation. An other proof of this fact is that the stability of the
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periodic solution provides an eigenvalue, μ, with 
Im(//) = 0 and Re(//) = -1.401 <-1 . Finally, we solved the non-linear dynamic
problem and we reasserted this type of instability. This can be seen in figures 
VI. 13(c),(d) where the last shape from the simulation and the shape mode 
decomposition are presented, respectively. It should also be noted that the simulation 
had to stop due to the appearance of the type of instability discussed before in relation 
with the case shown in figure VI. 12. In both cases the instability appears, when 
transverse shear q acquires very large values. Consequently, it must be pointed out that 
parametric instability can also destroy the microbubble through the development of 
regions of very high transverse shear that can tear the membrane apart. The latter effect 
depends on the resistance of the membrane material to the developed internal shear 
during the deformation.
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Figure VI.13: Parametric Instability - Subharmonic Resonance during the oscillation of 
an encapsulated microbubble, (a) Time evolution of the P(')mrpKSSurethat the shell feels,
(b) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode decomposition based on stability 
analysis, (c) Last microbubble shape from the simulation, (d) numerically obtained 
shape mode decomposition; S=l, Rlq =1.5 μτη , Gs=\74MPa , δ = 1 nm ,
μ,=\32Pa-s ,kBAim =1.25-1 O'13 Nm ,b=l, v=0.5, p, = 998 ^/3 , μ, = 0 , C,-> oo ,
PJ, = 101325 Pa , σ = 0.051·^/ , γ=1.07, ε=12, vr =11.66 MHz, type of pressure
perturbation in the far field; P’n = P'st Γΐ + εcos (2^v;
Harmonic Resonance
We consider the microbubble of the previous case and a sinusoidal pressure 
perturbation in the far field with v/=v2=5.83MHz and amplitude ε=6.5. The
^overpressure that the shell feels and the static buckling limit are monitored in figure
VI. 14(a), while the evolution of the microbubble radius and the second mode as 
predicted by dynamic stability are presented in figure VI.14(b). As can be seen from the 
latter figure the second mode oscillates with the same period as the forcing frequency. 
This is a harmonic resonance between the second mode and the forcing frequency. This 
parametric instability appears after almost 120 periods of microbubble oscillation and it 
is usually more difficult to be observed experimentally relative to the sub harmonic 
resonance, since the former evolves on a much longer time scale. Dynamic stability of 
the periodic solution provides an eigenvalue, Im(/r) = 0 and Re (μ) = 1.145 > 1 , 
corroborating the fact that this is a case of harmonic resonance.
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Figure VI.14: Parametric Instability - Harmonic Resonance during the oscillation of an 
encapsulated microbubble, (a) Time evolution of the P')verprcss„re that the shell feels, (b) 
evolution of bubble radius and shape mode decomposition based on stability analysis; 
S=\,REq = 1.5 /rw,Gs =174 MPa,δ = 1 ηηι,μ5 =1.32 Pa s ,kBdim = 1.25 · 10"'3 Nm ,b=l
, v=0.5, p, = 998 kg/3 , μ, = 0 , C,-> oo , Ps't = 101325 Pa , CT = 0.05lV , γ=1.07, 
ε=6.5, vf = 5.83 MHz , type of pressure perturbation in the far field: 
Ρ~=Κ[ l + ffCos(2wv/)]
VI.5.3 PHASE DIAGRAM FOR AN ENCAPSULATED MICROBUBBLE AND 
THE ONSET OF THE JETTING PHENOMENON
In a manner analogous to the case with free bubbles63, it is possible to construct 
phase diagrams in the ε - Rlq plane for an encapsulated microbubble, and define the
regions marking the onset of instability. The criterion for the onset of parametric 
instability is based on the most unstable eigenvalue, μ, that is provided by the Floquet 
analysis. If Im(//) = 0 and a,fe [Re(/r)] > 1, then the specific mode is parametrically
unstable. The criterion that was chosen for the onset of dynamic buckling instability is 
based on the growth rate of a specific mode during the first two cycles of the imposed 
frequency. It is adopted based on studies with free bubbles where a mode is expected to 
dominate the microbubble shape when it reaches the same order of magnitude as the 
current bubble radius. In figures VI. 15 (a),(b) phase diagrams are shown for the 
MP1950 microbubble with scalar bending modulus kBiim=l>-\0~u Nm and
kHiim =M0 13 Nm , respectively, when it is insonated with a sinusoidal pressure 
perturbation in the far field. P'a = P's, [^1 + scos(2nvft'with vf = 2.4 MHz .
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Figure VI.15: Phase diagram for an encapsulated microbubble, MP1950, with scalar 
bending modulus (a) kliAxm = 3· I0“14 Nm and
(b) L=M0-13 Nm G, = 520 MPa δ = I nm
3 ,μ, =0.001 Pa s,μχ (sPa)-S(nm) = \.34REq (μ/?ζ)-0.69, b=0, v=0.5, p, =998 
C,= 1540"/, P't = 101325 Pa , σ = 0Λ5\Ν/ , γ=1.07, v =2A MHz , far field
pressure perturbation: P’m = P' I + ε cos (2;rv/)]
In the above figures, three regions of bubble dynamic behavior can be identified. 
In the first one the microbubble carries out stable spherosymmetric oscillations and 
small perturbations on the microbubble interface will be damped. However, the 
microbubble cohesion can be destroyed via rapture of the membrane, if the developed in 
plane membrane stresses during the expansion phase of the bubble are such that the 
material cannot withstand. In the second region where parametric instability prevails, 
infinitesimal disturbances on the microbubble interface will grow period after period 
and finally will dominate the microbubble, possibly destroying its cohesion. In the third 
region, where the dynamic buckling instability dominates, the microbubble is destroyed 
in the first or second period of the forcing frequency through the dynamic buckling. 
Observing figures VI.15 (a),(b), it can be surmised that an increase in the scalar bending 
modulus has as consequence the broadening of the region where parametric instability 
takes place before dynamic buckling dominates the microbubble dynamics. In addition, 
the radius corresponding to resonance frequency vf = 2.4 MHz , is calculated from
equation VI.78(a) to be RE ^3.2 μηι. This radius almost coincides with the radius for
which the external disturbance required for parametric instability to take place is 
minimized, as can be observed from the above figures. This was expected since on
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resonance the dynamic response is very intense. It is also worth noticing that larger 
microbubbles are more liable to parametric instabilities than smaller ones. The fact that 
larger microbubbles resonate to smaller frequencies leads to the conclusion that the 
parametric instability appears more easily above than below resonance. In fact, in the 
region of small equilibrium radii the instability threshold approaches the static buckling 
criterion.
It should be pointed out that if the initial interfacial disturbances are quite large 
then parametric instability could accelerate rapture of the microbubble within only few 
periods of the oscillation. This of course depends on the size and the kind of the initial 
interfacial disturbance. Observing the phase diagrams it can be seen that a number of 
modes are parametrically unstable. However, a significant region of parametric 
instability is dominated by modes 2 and 3. This, in conjunction with the asymmetry that 
is introduced when the bubble oscillates close to a solid boundary, indicates that the 
phenomenon of jetting is mostly observed in regions where the second mode is 
parametrically unstable. The phenomenon of contrast agent jetting near a solid has been 
observed experimentally"4'"3 "6 and takes place in a similar fashion to the case of free 
bubbles. Two optical sequences showing jet development in encapsulated microbubbles 
near a solid are shown in figure VI.16. Figure VI.16(a) shows a microbubble with a 
radius RKq = 8.43 μηι whereas Figure VI. 16(b) has been captured 0.33 ps later. Liquid
is propelled through the lower left and escapes from the upper right of the bubble. The 
mean jet velocity was calculated by the authors at about Ujel = 79.4 and the water 
hammer pressure at about 60 MPa. Such a jet may penetrate any cell.
Figure VI.16: Ultrasound jet development in an experimental microbubble (Mechanical 
Index MI=1.2). Each image frame corresponds to a 38x30 pm2 area. Interframe time 
0.33 ps and exposure time is 10 ns. All the frames are reproduced by [116].
Experimental observations'15 of the oscillations of an encapsulated microbubble 
near a solid boundary reveal 3 regions of microbubble behavior. In the first one, where 
the amplitude of the external disturbances is below a threshold, the microbubble carries 
out stable oscillations. In the second region, the microbubble exhibits jet formation and 
in the third region above a critical threshold the microbubble is destroyed. The three 
stability regions described previously fit well with these observations, if we consider 
that the phenomenon of jetting appears in the regions of parametric instability where the 
second mode is unstable. It was attempted to simulate some cases in the region where 
the second mode was parametrically unstable with small but finite interfacial 
perturbation of the second mode and considering the MP1950 microbubble.
Shapes close to the case of jetting were captured when we considered a 
microbubble with the characteristics of MP1950 but with slightly lower bending 
modulus, kljiim = 1.75 · 10“14 Nm for an MR membrane with b=l, ε=7 and a small initial
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perturbation of the second mode, P2 = -0.05 . In addition, similar last shape to the 
previous case was captured for MR membrane with b=0, ε=4 and P2 = -0.1. Under these
conditions, the second mode is parametrically unstable among others. This is 
established from the Floquet analysis which predicts an unstable eigenvalue 
Im(/r) = 0and Re(/i) = -2.67 for the case with b=l, ε=7 and
Im(/r) = 0 and Re(//) = 4 for the case with b=0, ε=4. In both cases, the simulation had
to stop due to excessive growth of transverse shear q near the poles. The initial and last 
shapes from the simulations are shown in figures VI.17(a),(b), while the mode 
decomposition for the two cases are plotted in figures VI.17(c),(d), respectively. It can 
be seen that in both cases the most unstable mode is the fourth one. However, the 
second mode is also present in both cases. These numerical results were verified by 
stability analysis as it can be seen in figures VI. 17(e), (f)· In figure VI. 17(g) the 
evolution of the dimensional velocity of the poles for the above two cases is monitored 
until when the simulations stop. The jet velocity seems quite large and is in the same 
order of magnitude reported by [116].
(a) ---- t'=0ps, P =0.05, b=l, ε =7
2
(b) ---- f=0.34 ps, P2=0.05,b=1,8=7
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Figure VI.17: Simulation of the oscillation and collapse of the contrast agent following 
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law with small initial shape perturbation of the second 
mode, (a) initial microbubble shapes, (b) microbubble shapes during collapse, (c)-(d) 
numerically obtained shape mode decomposition for the cases b=l, ε=7, P2=-0.05 and 
b=0, ε=4, P2=-0.1 respectively, (e)-(f) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode 
decomposition based on stability analysis for the cases b=l, ε=7, W2=-0.05 and b=0, 
ε=4, w2=-0.1, respectively, (g) time evolution of the velocity of the poles for the two 
cases; S=l, REq = \.5 μτη , Gs = 590 MPa , 5 = \nm , μ5 = 1.32 Pa■ s ,
kBiim =1.75 · 1(T14 Nm , v=0.5, p, = 998 ^/3 , μ, =0 , C, -> oo , Ps] -101325 Pa ,
σ = 0.051·^/^ , γ=1.07, vf=2AMHz , far field pressure perturbation:
PL = p's, [l + £C°s(2^v/)J
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Upon reducing the amplitude of the external disturbances to ε=5.5 for the case 
with b=l, P2=-0.05, the second mode becomes stable while the fourth remains
unstable. This has as a result that the fourth mode dominates the dynamics destroying 
the bubble before a jet is clearly formed. This can be seen in figure VI. 18 (a) where the 
last shape from the simulation is plotted. In figuresVI.18 (b),(c) the shape mode 
decomposition and the respective dynamic stability analysis are shown where it can be 
seen that the second mode evolves to a significantly lesser extent than the fourth one. 
Further reduction of the amplitude to ε=5 stabilizes all the modes. This can be seen in 
figures VI. 19 (a),(b) where the mode decomposition is plotted as it is predicted by the 
numerical simulation and the dynamic stability analysis, respectively.
-15 -1 -05 0 0.5 1 1.5
X
f (MS)
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Figure VI.18: Simulation of the oscillation and collapse of the contrast agent following 
Mooney-Rivlin constitutive law (b=l) with small initial shape perturbation of the 
second mode, P2 = -0.05 , (a) microbubble shape during collapse, (b) numerically 
obtained shape mode decomposition, (c) evolution of bubble radius and shape mode 
decomposition based on stability analysis; S=l, RE =1.5 μηι,Gs = 590 MPa,δ = 1 nm,
μ, =\.12 Pa-s , kBiim = 1.75 · 10^14 Nm , v=0.5, p, = 998 ^/3 ,μ,=0, C,->«,
Ps', =101325 Pa , σ- 0.051^/ , γ=1.07, v/ = 2.4 MHz , ε=5.5, type of pressure
perturbation in the far field: P^ = P’st [Ί + εcos(lnvft'^.
Figure VI.19: Simulation of the oscillation of the contrast agent following Mooney- 
Rivlin constitutive law (b=l) with small initial shape perturbation of the second mode, 
P2 - -0.05 , (a) numerically obtained shape mode decomposition, (b) evolution of 
bubble radius and shape mode decomposition based on stability analysis; S=l, 
REq =1.5 μηι,Gs = 590 MPa ,δ = 1 nm, μ3 = 1.32 Pa■ s, kBiim = 1.75 · 10~14 Nm, v=0.5,
p,=99Sk/n3 , μ,=0 , C,->oo , Ps', = 101325 Pa , σ = 0.051 N/m , γ=1.07,
vf=2AMHz , ε=5, type of pressure perturbation in the far field:
pL = K [l + ε cos (ΐπν/^ .
From the above analysis, it is clear that dynamic stability analysis alone cannot 
predict the conditions under which jet formation takes place since it cannot predict the 
details of the flow during the late stages of bubble oscillation. Numerical simulations of 
the axisymmetric model could clearly predict the onset of this phenomenon in several 
cases. More information about the properties of the shell and the experimental 
conditions where the jetting exists is necessary in order to obtain a clearer parametric 
dependence insight of this phenomenon. In the context of the present study, however, as
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the shape deformation advanced and regions of large curvature appeared, growth of the 
transverse shear q rendered the numerical problem very stiff and, consequently, 
continuing the simulation until the very last stages of jet formation or bubble collapse 
was not possible.
VI.6 CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, the dynamic behavior of an axisymmetric encapsulated 
microbubble was investigated. It was shown that besides the static buckling instability 
which appears when the forcing frequency is well below the microbubble resonance, 
there is also the dynamic buckling which prevails at a very fast rate near or above the 
resonance frequency, rupturing the microbubble due to excessive shear in regions of 
high curvature. It was also assumed that the material can withstand tensile tensions 
during the expansion phase of the bubble. Rapture of the membrane during the 
expansion phase of the microbubble can happen due to the excessive tensile tensions. In 
order to study this phenomenon, it is only needed to know the resistance of the 
membrane material to tensile tensions, because at every moment the elastic tensions in 
the membrane are known during the simulation.
In the same context, it was also shown that the mechanism behind the 
fragmentation of a microbubble which is insonated by very large external disturbances 
is not the Rayleigh-Taylor instability but, most likely, the dynamic buckling instability 
which is controlled by the scalar bending modulus. The axisymmetric model could 
predict the limit of overpressure above which buckling occurs, and it seems that it can 
also predict the number of the fragments that are generated, provided an accurate 
estimate of the material properties is available along with the proper experimental 
conditions. If the shell properties are not available from the literature then the present 
theory provides a reliable means to characterize specific contrast agents based on well 
designed optical experimental observations. If the scalar bending modulus and the other 
shell parameters are known, one can construct phase diagrams s-Rf, for an
encapsulated microbubble and define the regions marking the onset of instability. This 
was done here for an MP1950 microbubble after establishing the shell properties by 
applying our theoretical model on the available experimental observations. Three 
regions of microbubble dynamic behavior were observed in a manner analogous to the 
case of free bubbles: Stable oscillations, parametric instability and dynamic buckling 
instability.
In particular, it was shown that parametric instability, which arises for less 
intensive external disturbances than dynamic buckling and evolves on a much longer 
time scale, can force an encapsulated microbubble to perform shape oscillations through 
resonance between the forcing frequency and the frequencies of shape modes. This 
effect is purely dynamic, it cannot be predicted by static considerations and arises even 
at low external loads. This was shown in the context of dynamic stability analysis to 
non-spherosymmetric disturbances and it was verified also by numerical simulations 
and the Floquet analysis. Parametric instability normally gives rise to unstable modes of 
lower order, e.g. P2, P3 etc., than dynamic buckling that, however, also lead to large 
deformations and transverse shear as time evolves. The latter effect can also destroy the 
microbubble cohesion in a manner analogous to dynamic buckling, albeit on a longer
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time scale. Experimental observations112'113,116 also reveal that microbubbles can 
perform shape oscillations and exhibit jet formation in many cases. In this study it was 
shown that jet formation is more liable to happen under conditions pertaining to 
parametric instability where P2 is unstable. In fact, simulations indicate that P2 is 
essential for jets to form and to acquire the speed required for medical applications. In 
particular, the onset of jet formation was captured by simulating the non linear response 
of an MP1950 microbubble to an external acoustic disturbance. Simulations could not 
proceed until the very last stage of jet formation because of the development of regions 
of large curvature that generated very large values of transverse shear and made the 
numerical problem very stiff. However, upon reducing the bending modulus a clearer 
picture of jetting were captured. In order to establish more accurate criteria for 
microbubble cohesion a more accurate measure of bending strain should be 
incorporated in the model, one that can accurately accommodate large deviations of the 
curvature from its value at rest and, consequently, allow for larger deformations to be 
captured for given bending resistance.
Further investigation with axisymmetric simulations near a solid boundary and 
simulations introducing 3d perturbations on an oscillating microbubble, are required in 
order to determine the conditions under which the jetting appears and calculate some 
characteristics of the jet which are useful for medical applications. Finally, the study of 
the interaction between a microbubble and a cell can be very useful in the definition of 
the parameters that determine cell deformation and opening in the method of 
sonoporation. Previous studies by Pelekasis & Tsamopoulos66 on bubble bubble 
interaction in the presence of acoustic disturbances and by Fac et al.52 on the 3d 
interaction between a capsule and a shear flow will be useful in this direction. These are 
very interesting topics that are currently under investigation and will be addressed in a 
future study.
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APPENDIX
The fundamental magnitudes of the first order on a surface73, E, F, G, are defined 
through the derivatives of position vector, rs, along the surface,
Sr dr
E = t = E1'2 —, G = ^_· — e = G1'2 —L, F = —1----- (Al)
5s 5s 5s 5φ 5φ φ 5φ 5s 5φ
For a pair of orthogonal surface variables F=0 and the metrics along the direction 
associated with each one of them are defined as,
ht2=E, h2 = G; (A2)
in the case of the axisymmetric shape examined here h, = 1,1ιφ = rsin0. The 
fundamental quantities of the second order, L, Μ, N, are defined as73,
52f
L = n · N = n ·-
S2T
M = h ·
52f
(A3)
5s2 ' 5φ2 ’ 5δ5φ
with the variables involved in the above expressions bearing the significance ascribed to 
them in Sec. 11.1 They are very important properties of a surface that are essential for 
the calculation of the derivatives of the unit vectors in its vicinity. In fact, for the 
axisymmetric surface that is investigated here, M=0 and
St St SirsinO) . 5(rsin0)_
— = Ln, — = Mn+~^---------e, = —-------- ^e,
5s 5φ 5s 5s F = 0·
δέφ M
—- =--------n = 0,
5s rsin0
5ri -
— = -Lt - Me. = 
5s φ
5e. N _ Sirsin©)- 5e.
-n—----------t, —- =
5φ rsin0 5s 5n
T- 5h - N
-Lt, — = -Mt-----------eA =■
5φ
0,
N
*=0.
5n
(A4)
(A5)
(A6)
rsin0 rsin0
In terms of the r and Θ coordinates of the surface particles it can be shown that,
L = r0srss-r203-2rs20s-rrs0ss, N = rsin0(rs cos0-r0s sin0) (A7)
where subscript s denotes partial differentiation.
In this context, we derive here the expression for shear rate in the above coordinate 
system:
τ n = i(t ·να·η)+^(η· VU ■ t)+^-(t · VU · n)+^(n · VU · t)
t · Vu · n = —(utt + u„n)- n = 
5s
5u -
—-1 + Lu,n 
5s
5u.
5ut
5s
5t 5u,
— n-Lu t
5s
■ t + u t----- l·
5s
5u„
5n Λ 
—-n + un — 
5s " 5s
• n =
(A8)
(A9)
■ n = Lu, +
5s
h-Vut = — (u,t +u„n)t = 
dnK ' " ’
du, - dt du„ dn^
—-t + u----- h —- n + w„ —
dn dn dn dn
t =
du, ~ du„
dn
t +-
dn
■t =■
5m,
dn
(A 10)
But, from irrotationality we can show that the final expressions of (A8) and (A9) are 
equal. As a result of this, since these expressions take exactly the same form for the 
vortical velocity field, the dominant contribution to the shear rate from the rotational
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part of the velocity field comes from the normal derivative of its tangential component,
gy
‘ and the condition of vanishing shear at the interface reads
δη
dV
l = -2^ = -2 
δη δη
f δυ ) f, δΦ δ2Φ>|
Lu, +—- = -2 L---- +
V 5s J ^ ds δ$δη J
(All)
In this fashion proceed all the derivations pertaining to the boundary layer equations 
that are valid in the vicinity of the bubble and that were presented in the previous 
sections. Relationships like the one shown in (All) are very useful for the numerical 
calculations as well since they allow us to circumvent evaluation of normal derivatives
such as —L that cannot be calculated solely based on surface variables; the only 
δη
normal derivative that is calculated directly is that of the scalar potential Φ through the 
boundary integral equation (11.26). The same question can be raised for the normal 
derivative 
du δ2Φ
—2- = —— = n · VQ · n (A 12)
δη δη
appearing in the normal force balance, Eq. (11.43), and the energy balance, Eq. (11.48). 
However, evaluation of continuity, in a fashion similar to the one shown above for the 
zero shear stress condition on the interface, gives
δη
= u. L + -
N \
V r sin" Θ
1
(utrsinO), (A 13)
rsin0 δ5
which is much easier to evaluate, based on the numerical solution of the evolution 
equations (11.43) and (11.44) that produce variables as a function of arc-length s along 
the generating curve of the bubble’s surface.
Finally, we want to point out the compatibility between the dissipative term 
appearing in the energy balance in Eq. (11.48), the one that involves the term 
2 5u.
_ReU" δη
Lamb120, for a moving surface at large Re, involving the terms -μ-^
-----un—- in the integrand, and the equivalent expression given in Art. 329 by
dn
and
2μη (ΰ'χώ')ΐη the integrand; in Lamb’s notation q’ is the magnitude of the velocity at 
the interface and ώ' the vorticity. Making things dimensionless, the terms in Lamb’s
formula become.
j q 2 j
------  —i----- η·(ΰχώ). Then, on introducing the decomposition
Re δη Re
employed here we have,
dn
(ul+U,)2+{un+Un)
dn
= -2„,^L-2„n^-2gfe^l-2 gMd
dn dn dn dn
Dropping terms that are lower than order 1 in (A 14) we get
δη δη δη δη
By taking the outer product V x 0 = ώ we can show that
(A 14)
(A 15)
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(A 16)_ 3U _ ω « —Le*
3n
in the boundary layer and subsequently that,
ri(dxoj)=ut— (A 17)
3n
However as was shown above, ^^- = -2·^- for a shear free surface, which when
3n 3n
introduced in the above expressions gives
I 3q2 2 _ / 2 3u
-------------- 1----- n · (u x co) =------- u —a-.
Re 3n Re Re <5n
(A 18)
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